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Preface
This document lists the messages generated by Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager (HCSM). Each message includes a description and recommended
actions for error conditions.
Notice: The use of the features and/or products described in this manual
and all other Hitachi Data Systems products is governed by the terms of
your agreements with Hitachi Data Systems.

□
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□
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□
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□

Document conventions

□
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Intended audience
This document provides instructions for server administrators.

Product version
This document revision applies to Hitachi Compute Systems Manager v8.1.4
or later.

Release notes
Release notes contain requirements and more recent product information
that may not be fully described in this manual. Be sure to review the release
notes before installation.

Document organization
The following table provides an overview of the contents and organization
of this document. Click the chapter title in the left column to go to that
chapter. The first page of each chapter provides links to the sections in that
chapter.
Chapter/Appendix

Description

Messages overview on page 1- Describes the format and types of messages.
1

viii

Message IDs beginning with
KASV00000-KASV00699 on
page 2-1

Lists and describes messages related to server
functionality.

Message IDs beginning with
KASV10000-KASV10399 on
page 3-1

Lists and describes messages related to server
functionality.

Messages IDs beginning with
KASV22000-KASV22099 on
page 4-1

Lists and describes messages related to server
functionality.

Messages IDs beginning with
KASV23000-KASV23899 on
page 5-1

Lists and describes messages related to server
functionality.

Messages IDs beginning with
KASV25000-KASV25199 on
page 6-1

Lists and describes messages related to server
functionality.

Messages IDs beginning with
KASV30000-KASV30199 on
page 7-1

Lists and describes messages related to server
functionality.

Messages IDs beginning with
KASV35000-KASV35999 on
page 9-1

Lists and describes messages related to the installer.

Messages IDs beginning with
KASV36000-KASV36599 on
page 10-1

Lists and describes messages related to the installer.
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Chapter/Appendix

Description

Messages IDs beginning with
KASV37000-KASV37999 on
page 11-1

Lists and describes messages related to the installer.

Message IDs beginning with
KASV40000-KASV40499 on
page 12-1

Lists and describes messages related to server
functionality.

Messages IDs beginning with
KASV50000-KASV50699 on
page 13-1

Lists and describes GUI-related messages.

Messages IDs beginning with
KASV70000-KASV72999 on
page 14-1

Lists and describes messages related to the installer.

Referenced documents
Hitachi Compute Systems Manager documents:
•

Hitachi Compute Systems Manager User Guide, MK-91HC194

•

Hitachi Compute Systems Manager Installation and Configuration Guide,
MK-91HC195

•

Hitachi Compute Systems Manager Release Notes
Hitachi Data Systems Portal, https://portal.hds.com

Document conventions
This document uses the following typographic conventions:
Convention

Description

Bold

Indicates text on a window, other than the window title,
including menus, menu options, buttons, fields, and labels.
Example: Click OK.

Italic

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text
provided by the user or system. Example: copy source-file
target-file
Note: Angled brackets (< >) are also used to indicate
variables.

screen/code

Indicates text that is displayed on screen or entered by the
user. Example: # pairdisplay -g oradb

< > angled brackets

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text
provided by the user or system. Example: # pairdisplay -g
<group>
Note: Italic font is also used to indicate variables.

[ ] square brackets

Indicates optional values. Example: [ a | b ] indicates that you
can choose a, b, or nothing.

{ } braces

Indicates required or expected values. Example: { a | b }
indicates that you must choose either a or b.

Preface
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Convention
| vertical bar

Description
Indicates that you have a choice between two or more options
or arguments. Examples:
[ a | b ] indicates that you can choose a, b, or nothing.
{ a | b } indicates that you must choose either a or b.

This document uses the following icons to draw attention to information:
Icon

Meaning

Description

Note

Notes emphasize or supplement important points of the
main text.

Caution

Cautions indicate that failure to take a specified action
could result in damage to the software or hardware.

Convention for storage capacity values
Physical storage capacity values (such as drive capacity) are calculated
based on the following values:
Physical Capacity Unit

Value

1 kilobyte (KB)

1,000 (103) bytes

1 megabyte (MB)

1,000 or 1,0002 bytes

1 gigabyte (GB)

1,000 or 1,0003 bytes

1 terabyte (TB)

1,000 or 1,0004 bytes

1 petabyte (PB)

1,000 or 1,0005 bytes

1 exabyte (EB)

1,000 or 1,0006 bytes

Logical storage capacity values (such as logical device capacity) are
calculated based on the following values:
Logical Capacity Unit

x

Value

1 block

512 bytes

1 KB

1,024 (210) bytes

1 MB

1,024 KB or 1,0242 bytes

1 GB

1,024 MB or 1,0243 bytes

1 TB

1,024 GB or 1,0244 bytes

1 PB

1,024 TB or 1,0245 bytes

1 EB

1,024 PB or 1,0246 bytes
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Getting help
Hitachi Data Systems Support Portal is the destination for technical support
of your current or previously-sold storage systems, midrange and
enterprise servers, and combined solution offerings. The Hitachi Data
Systems customer support staff is available 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. If you need technical support, log on to the Hitachi Data Systems
Support Portal for contact information: https://portal.hds.com
Hitachi Data Systems Community is a new global online community for HDS
customers, partners, independent software vendors, employees, and
prospects. It is an open discussion among these groups about the HDS
portfolio of products and services. It is the destination to get answers,
discover insights, and make connections. The HDS Community
complements our existing Support Portal and support services by providing
an area where you can get answers to non-critical issues and questions. Join
the conversation today! Go to community.hds.com register, and complete
your profile.

Comments
Please send us your comments on this document to
doc.comments@hds.com. Include the document title and number, including
the revision level (for example, -07), and refer to specific sections and
paragraphs whenever possible. All comments become the property of
Hitachi Data Systems Corporation.
Thank you!
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1
Messages overview
HCSM generates messages for various events including installation, ongoing
tasks, and system errors. You can use the information provided in the
message to obtain system status or to troubleshooting system issues.
For information about messages without the KASV prefix, see the Hitachi
Command Suite Messages Guide.

□

Message syntax

□

Format and types of message IDs
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Message syntax
Hitachi Compute Systems Manager (HCSM) generates messages that are
displayed in the management client user interface and recorded in the
product log files. A message consists of a message ID and message text.
Note that some components also output a date, time, and program name.

Format and types of message IDs
Message IDs use the following format:
PREFIXnnnnn-Z
PREFIX
Indicates the component that generates the message, in this case
HCSM.
nnnnn
The message sequence number.
Z
Indicates the message type. Note that some messages do not include a
message type. The following shows message types and their meanings.
I(Information): Notifies the user of information.
Q(Question): Prompts the user to respond.
W(Warning): Notifies the user that processing will continue but with
certain restrictions.
E(Error): Notifies the user that processing cannot continue due to an
error.
The following table lists and describes message ID types.
Message ID

1–2

Description

KASV00000 KASV00699

Messages related to server functionality

KASV10000 KASV10299

Messages related to server functionality

KASV22000 KASV22099

Messages related to server functionality

KASV23000 KASV23899

Messages related to CLI functionality

KASV25000 KASV25199

Messages related to HCSM installation

KASV30000 KASV30199

Messages related to server functionality

KASV31000 KASV31999

Messages related to server functionality

KASV35000 KASV37999

Messages related to the installer
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Message ID

Description

KASV40000 KASV40499

Messages related to server functionality

KASV50000 KASV50699

GUI-related messages

KASV70000 KASV72999

Messages related to the installer

When applicable, recommended actions are provided along with the error
message description. If an error entry indicates an action of "Contact the
Support Center.", collect the relevant maintenance information before
calling by referring to the Hitachi Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems Manager User
Guide.
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1–4
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2
Message IDs beginning with
KASV00000-KASV00699
Messages IDs that begin with KASV00000 - KASV00299 provide information
related to the HCSM server.
For information on messages without the KASV prefix, please refer to the
Hitachi Command Suite Messages.

□

KASV00000 - KASV00099

□

KASV00100 - KASV00199

□

KASV00200 - KASV00299

□

KASV00500 - KASV00599

□

KASV00600 - KASV00699

Message IDs beginning with KASV00000-KASV00699
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KASV00000 - KASV00099
The following table describes HCSM messages, which are numbered
KASV00000 - KASV00099.
Message ID
KASV00000

Message Text
The password is not valid.
(details=information)

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a valid user password.

KASV00001

The user ID is not valid (user Cause
ID=user_id,
details=information)
Action
Specify a valid user ID.

KASV00003

Unable to find user
information (user
ID=user_id).

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
users.

KASV00004

The server is not running.

Cause
Action
Verify the server status. (Maintenance
information=
maintenance_information)

KASV00013

No license key file exists for
product_name.

Cause
Action
Processing will continue, assuming that
a license is not registered.

KASV00018

Unable to obtain database
information.

Cause
The database is not running properly.
Action
Restart the database and HCSM server.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
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Message ID
KASV00019

Message Text

Description

Unable to connect to server. Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation).
Try again. If this problem continues,
complete the following tasks:
1.

Restart the HCSM server.

2.

Restart HBase server.

If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
KASV00020

User authentication failed
due to a communication
failure with the external
authentication server.

Cause
Action
Check the communication with the
external authentication server, and, if
necessary, remove the cause of the
communication failure.

KASV00021

The user cannot log in using
the specified user ID or
password.

Cause
Action
Verify that the user ID and the
password are correct, and confirm with
the system administrator that the
assigned resource group and role are
accurate.

KASV00023

User “user_id” was not found. Cause
Action
Specify a valid user ID.

KASV00024

Unable to find the plan for the Cause
task “task_name”.
The plan might be deleted.
Action
Cancel and retry.

KASV00025

Unable to find the task.

Cause
The task might be deleted.
Action
Cancel and retry.
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Message ID
KASV00026

Message Text

Description

You cannot edit the saved
Cause
search (saved_search_name) because it has been deleted.
Action
Click Clear to refresh the saved
searches.

KASV00027

The task cannot be
registered. A task with this
name already exists.

Cause
Action
Specify a unique task name.

KASV00028

Unexpected error.

Cause
An internal error might have occurred.
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KASV00029

Unable to connect to the
server.

Cause
Action
Try again. If this problem continues,
complete the following tasks:
1.

Restart the HCSM server.

2.

Restart HBase server.

If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
KASV00030

Unable to save setup
conditions.

Cause
Action
Try again. If this problem continues,
complete the following tasks:
1.

Restart the HCSM server.

2.

Restart HBase server.

If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV00031

Message Text
The session expired.

Description
Cause
Action
You must log in again. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV00032

Unable to fetch data for GMA. Cause
(Report=report_name)
The environment is invalid.
Action
Verify whether the database has
started. If it has not, start it. If the
database has started, an internal error
might have occurred. Collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV00033

The file “filename”, which is
installed as part of the
product, was not found.

Cause
The installation directory might be
corrupt.
Action
Perform a repair installation.

KASV00034

An internal error occurred.

Cause
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV00035

An error occurred while
accessing an internal file. (file
name=filename,
operation=operation_name)

Cause
The installation directory might be
corrupted, or the management server
process was not run with the correct
permissions.
Action
Verify that the process ran with the
correct permissions. If the file is
missing or corrupted, perform a repair
installation.
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Message ID
KASV00036

Message Text
The session is not valid.

Description
Cause
Action
Verify whether the server has started
and log in again. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV00037

Starting application.
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation)
You must log in again.

KASV00038

Unable to start application.
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation)
Restart the application again. If you
cannot resolve this problem, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV00039

Application successfully
stopped.

Cause
Action
-

KASV00058

KASV00059

Connecting to server.
(Current retry
counter:current_retry_count
er, Max retry counter:
max_retry_counter,
Connection name:
connection_name)

Cause

Unable to connect to server.
(Connection name:
connection_name)

Cause

Action
-

Action
Confirm the status of required services.

KASV00060

Connection to server
established. (Connection
name: connection_name)

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV00061

Message Text
Data retrieval error.
(report=report_name).

Description
Cause
The environment is invalid.
Action
Verify whether the database has
started. If it has not, start it. If the
database has started, an internal error
might have occurred. If you cannot
resolve this problem, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV00062

Structure retrieval error.
(report=report_name)

Cause
The environment is invalid.
Action
Verify whether the database has
started. If it has not, start it. If the
database has started, an internal error
might have occurred. If you cannot
resolve this problem, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV00063

User settings save error.
(user=user_id,
report=report_name)

Cause
The environment is invalid.
Action
Verify whether the database has
started. If it has not, start it. If the
database has started, an internal error
might have occurred. If you cannot
resolve this problem, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV00064

A task was not moved to the Cause
history list. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation)
Check if the task is already located in
the history list. Otherwise, move the
task again.
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Message ID
KASV00065

Message Text
An unexpected error
occurred. (information)

Description
Cause
Action
Try again. If you cannot resolve this
problem, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV00066

A task was not rescheduled.

Cause
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV00067

Child node retrieval error.
(node name=node_name)

Cause
The environment is invalid.
Action
Verify whether the database has
started. If it has not, start it. If the
database has started, an internal error
might have occurred. Collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV00068

Root node retrieval error.
(node name=node_name)

Cause
The environment is invalid.
Action
Verify whether the database has
started. If it has not, start it. If the
database has started, an internal error
might have occurred. Collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV00069

Message Text
Unexpected error.

Description
Cause
Action
Contact the Support Center.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV00071

User authentication failed.

Cause
The specified user does not exist or the
password is incorrect. (user
ID=user_id)
Action
Verify the user name and password.

KASV00072

Unable to read the specified
property.
(table_name=table_name)

Cause
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV00073

Unable to read the specified
table. (property
name=property_name)

Cause
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV00074

An error occurred while
accessing the database.

Cause
Action
Verify whether the server has started.
If it has not, start it. If the server has
started, an internal error might have
occurred. Collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
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Message ID
KASV00076

Message Text

Description

Unable to modify user
Cause
password. (user ID=user_id) Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
users.

KASV00080

Unable to delete user
settings. (user ID=user_id)

Cause
Action
Verify whether the server has started.
If it has not, start it. If the server has
started, an internal error might have
occurred. Collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV00081

Unable to obtain user
permissions for
application_name.

Cause
Action
Verify whether the server has started.
If it has not, start it. If the server has
started, an internal error might have
occurred. Collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV00082

Unable to obtain user
information. (user
ID=user_id)

Cause
Action
Verify whether the server has started.
If it has not, start it. If the server has
started, an internal error might have
occurred. Collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.
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Message ID
KASV00083

Message Text
Unable to obtain user
permissions. (user ID=userid)

Description
Cause
Action
Verify whether the server has started.
If it has not, start it. If the server has
started, an internal error might have
occurred. Contact the Support Center.

KASV00084

Unable to access server
service.

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
server status.

KASV00085

Unable to access an
authentication service.

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
server status. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV00086

A server API was not
executed.

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
server status.

KASV00088

Unable to obtain user
information. (group
name=group_name)

Cause
Action
Verify whether the server has started.
If it has not, start it. If the server has
started, an internal error might have
occurred. Collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV00093

Unable to access an
authentication service.

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
server status.

KASV00096

Unable to delete user
settings. (user ID=user_id)

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
users.
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Message ID
KASV00097

Message Text
Unable to obtain user
information. (user
ID=user_id)

Description
Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
users.

KASV00098

Unable to obtain user
permissions. (user
ID=user_id)

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
users.

KASV00100 - KASV00199
The following table describes HCSM messages, which are numbered
KASV00100 - KASV00199.
Message ID
KASV00101

Message Text
Unable to find user
information. (user
ID=user_id)

Description
Cause
The user was deleted.
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
users.

KASV00103

The password is not valid.
Cause
(details=detail_information). Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
users.

KASV00104

The user ID is not valid (user Cause
ID=user_id,
details=detail_information)
Action
Specify a valid user ID.

KASV00105

Application is running.
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation)
-

KASV00106

Stopping application.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV00107

Message Text
User settings save error.
(user=user-name,
report=report-name)

Description
Cause
Action
Verify whether the server has started.
If it has not, start it. If the server has
started, an internal error might have
occurred. Collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV00108

User “user-name” was not
found.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid user ID.

KASV00109

Cannot filter the list.

Cause
Too many filter conditions.
Action
Reduce the number of filter conditions
or change the value of some filter
conditions.

KASV00110

The SNMP setting is used by
some “related_data”.

Cause
Scripted Commands reference this
SNMP setting.
Action
Verify that no Scripted Commands will
be affected by modifying this SNMP
setting.

KASV00111

The Alert ID of the selected
Cause
SNMP settings are mapped to One or more Scripted Commands
a Scripted Command.
reference these SNMP settings.
Action
Verify that no Scripted Commands will
be affected by deleting these SNMP
settings.

KASV00112

The resource(s) is being used Cause
by one or more
Waiting tasks or Scripted Commands
"related_data".
reference these resources.
Action
Delete the tasks or wait for the task to
complete or fail, or verify that no
Scripted Commands will be affected by
deleting the resource(s).
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Message ID
KASV00113

Message Text

Description

The specified resources are
Cause
already being used by one or Waiting tasks or Scripted Commands
more "related_data"
reference these resources.
Action
Delete the tasks or wait for the task to
complete or fail, or verify that no
Scripted Commands will be affected by
deleting the resource(s).

KASV00118

IP address range name name Cause
has been used.
Action
Specify another IP address range
name.

KASV00122

This LOM setting(s) is used by Cause
one or more caused_data.
Waiting tasks are using this LOM
setting.
Action
Input valid information so that the
waiting tasks will not be affected.

KASV00123

This LOM setting is used by
one or more caused_data.

Cause
In Progress tasks are using this LOM
setting.
Action
Cancel the task or wait until the status
of the tasks change, and then retry the
operation.

KASV00124

This IPMI credential(s) is
used by one or more
caused_data.

Cause
Waiting tasks or LOM settings are using
this IPMI credential.
Action
Input valid information so that the
waiting tasks or the LOM settings will
not be affected.

KASV00125

The selected resources are
being used by one or more
“caused_data”.

Cause
Waiting or In Progress tasks are using
this IPMI credential.
Action
Cancel the task, delete the task, or wait
until the status of the tasks change,
and then retry the operation.
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Message ID
KASV00126

Message Text
The selected resources are
being used by one or more
“caused_data”.

Description
Cause
The selected resources are running In
Progress tasks or waiting for Waiting
tasks.
Action
Cancel the task, delete the task, or wait
until the status of the tasks change,
and then retry the operation.

KASV00127

The selected resources are
being used by one or more
“caused_data”.

Cause
Action
Cancel the task or wait until the status
of the tasks change, and then retry the
operation.

KASV00128

Unconfirmed or In Progress
alerts have been selected.

Cause
There are Unconfirmed or In Progress
alerts in the selection.
Action
Confirm the alerts, if necessary.

KASV00129

Parameters are not sufficient Cause
for editing the received alert information.
Action
Specify valid parameters.

KASV00130

No managed hosts.

Cause
Action
Verify the hosts are managed.

KASV00132

KASV00133

KASV00134

You have previously received
an alert using this SNMP
setting. If you change this
SNMP setting, the Alert list
will include Alerts that use
the same Alert ID but
different SNMP settings.

Cause

You have previously received
an alert using this SNMP
setting. If you delete this
setting, you will no longer
receive alerts for this SNMP
setting.

Cause

Application is running.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-
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Message ID
KASV00135

Message Text
Unable to start application.

Description
Cause
Action
Start the HCSM server. If this problem
persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV00136

Application is stopped.

Cause
Action
-

KASV00137

This IPMI credential(s) is
Cause
used by one or more
This IPMI credential is being used by
caused_data, so it cannot be one or more In Progress tasks or
deleted.
Waiting tasks, or LOM settings.
Action
Delete or modify the data that use the
IPMI credential, if necessary.

KASV00138

This IPMI credential(s) is
Cause
used by one or more
This IPMI credential is being used by
caused_data, so it cannot be one or more In Progress tasks or
deleted.
Waiting tasks, or LOM settings.
Action
Cancel the task, delete the task, or wait
until the status of the tasks change,
and then retry the operation, if
necessary. If some LOM settings refers
the IPMI credential, check the data
before retry to delete.

KASV00140

The LOM IP address
(LOM_IP_Address) has been
used.

Cause
Action
Specify another LOM IP address.

KASV00141

The credential name
(IPMI_Credential) has been
used for Host Discovery.

Cause
Action
Specify another credential name.

KASV00142

The credential name
(Host_Discovery_Credential)
has been used for LOM
settings.

Cause
Action
Specify another credential name.
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Message ID
KASV00143

Message Text
Unable to create a logical
group.
(parameters=parameters).

Description
Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
server status.

KASV00144

Unable to delete all
Cause
conditions for a logical group. (group name=group_name).
Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV00145

Unable to find conditions to
delete. (group
name=group_name)

Cause
Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV00146

No hosts satisfy the specified Cause
conditions
(condition=condition).
Action
Verify whether the server is started
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
). If the server has not been started,
re-start it, and then try again. If the
server has been started, there might
be an internal error. Please contact the
Support Center.

KASV00147

Unable to delete a logical
group. (unique
key=unique_key)

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
logical groups.

KASV00148

Unable to modify a logical
group.
(parameters=parameters)

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
logical groups.
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Message ID
KASV00149

Message Text
The specified logical group
already exists. (group
name=group_name)

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a different logical group name.

KASV00150

The specified logical group
Cause
was not found. (Maintenance The logical group might have been
information=maintenance_in deleted.
formation)
Action
Confirm the status of the logical group.

KASV00151

The selected host has been
deleted or unmanaged.

Cause
Action
Perform the search again.

KASV00152

The selected logical group
has been deleted.

Cause
Action
Perform the search again.

KASV00153

KASV00154

Unable to create logical
group. A logical group more
than 32 hierarchies cannot be
created. (group
name=group_name)

Cause

Unable to modify a logical
group.

Cause

Action
Specify a different logical group.
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
logical groups.

KASV00158

The OID (oid) already exists. Cause
Action
Specify another OID.

KASV00159

This SNMP trap has been
assigned to an Alert ID.

Cause
Action
Verify that any settings or scripted
commands that use this Alert ID are
updated.
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Message ID
KASV00160

Message Text
Compute Systems Manager
Web Client internal error has
occurred.

Description
Cause
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV00161

Authentication was refused
when logging into the
common component. Log
out, and then log in again.

Cause
Action
-

KASV00162

KASV00163

Scripted Command was
executed.
(name:command_name,
command:executable_comm
and, exit code:exit_code)

Cause

Scripted Command was not
executed.(name:command_
name).

Cause

Action
This command is too long.
Action
Modify the command to meet the
character length limitations.

KASV00164

Request [operation_name] is Cause
completed successfully.
Action
-

KASV00165

Request [operation_name]
failed.

Cause
Action
Resolve the cause of the error
according to the solution for the
previously output message.

KASV00166

An alert has been received.
(version=version, IP
address=ip_address,
oid=old)

Cause
Action
-

KASV00169

The selected chassis has
Cause
been deleted or unmanaged. Action
-
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Message ID
KASV00170

Message Text
The selected blade has been
deleted or unmanaged.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV00171

The selected chassis/blades
are being used by one or
more tasks (task-name).

Cause
Action
Cancel the task or wait until the status
of the tasks change, and then retry the
operation.

KASV00172

The selected chassis/blades
are being used by one or
more tasks (task-name).
Verify the chassis/blades are
managed.

KASV00173

No managed chassis or
blades.

Cause
Action
Cancel the task or wait until the status
of the tasks change, and then retry the
operation.
Cause
Action
Verify that the chassis/blades are
managed.

KASV00174

No managed resources.

Cause
Action
Verify that the resources are managed.

KASV00175

No valid plug-in license is
registered for plug-in name.

Cause
Action
Register valid plug-in-name license
keys or license key files and try again.

KASV00176

The number of target
Cause
resources exceeds the licence capacity.
Action
Register valid license keys or license
key files to monitor more resources.

KASV00177

The emergency license
expires in number days.

Cause
Action
-

KASV00178

The temporary license
expires in number days.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV00179

Message Text

Description

The number of target
Cause
resources exceeds the licence capacity.
Action
-

KASV00180

The number of monitored
resources has reached the
license capacity limit.

Cause
Action
-

KASV00181

The specified chassis/blades
are already being used by
one or more task-name.

Cause
Action
Delete the tasks, or wait for the tasks
to complete or fail. Verify that no
Scripted Commands will be affected by
deleting this chassis/blade(s).

KASV00182

The specified chassis/blades
are already being used by
one or more task-name.

Cause
Action
Delete the tasks, or wait for the tasks
to complete or fail. Verify that no
Scripted Commands will be affected by
deleting this chassis/blade(s).

KASV00183

This operation is not
supported for the selected
entity.

Cause
Action
-

KASV00184

There is no troubleshooting
information for this alert.

Cause
Action
-

KASV00185

KASV00186

A KVM session with the
selected blade cannot be
established due to the blade
LOM IP Address not being set
or not being supported.

Cause

Web remote KVM is not
supported for the selected
resource.

Cause

Action
Please confirm the blade LOM IP
address is set. If not set, please set it
from the parent chassis Element
Manager.
Web remote KVM does not support the
selected resource, or a mismatch is
detected in data associated with the
selected resource.
Action
If you selected the supported model
correctly, contact the Support Center to
resolve the problem.
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Message ID
KASV00187

Message Text
This task was canceled
because the blade was
running an N+M cold standby
task or is in failover failed
state.

Description
Cause
This symptom is caused by one of the
following reasons:
•

The blade is in Checking, Failing
over, or Failing back state cannot
run another N+M cold standby
task.

•

The blade is in Failover Failed or
Failback Failed state and requires
maintenance.

•

The active blade is in Failover
successful state and cannot be
turned on because the standby
blade has taken over the resources
of the active blade.

Action
Take one of the following actions, and
then if needed, start a new task:

KASV00188

•

Wait until the N+M cold standby
task running on the blade is
finished.

•

Run a Restore Assignment task on
the blade.

•

Run a Fail Back To Active Blade or a
Reassign Standby Blade task on
the blade.

N+M Cold Standby operation Cause
has failed.
HCSM stopped during task execution.
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV00189

Active Blade (Chassis
name=chassis-name, slot
number=slotNumber) is
already in Failover status.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV00190

Message Text

Description

Failed to access the database. Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00191

An error has occurred while
communicating with SVP.

1.

Confirm that the database is
running. If not, start the database.

2.

If the database is already running,
an internal database error might
have occurred. Please contact
customer support.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

Run the failover manually.

Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00192

Timeout has occurred while
communicating with SVP.

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

Run the failover manually.

Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00193

Message Text
Failed to enable Power ON
Suppress option of Active or
Standby Blade.

Description
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00194

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

Run the failover manually.

Failed to access the database. Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

2–24

1.

Confirm that the database is
running. If not, start the database.

2.

If the database is already running,
an internal database error might
have occurred. Please contact
customer support.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00195

Message Text
An error has occurred while
communicating with SVP.

Description
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00196

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

Run the failover manually.

A timeout has occurred while Cause
communicating with SVP.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00197

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

Run the failover manually.

Failed to shut down the Active Cause
or Standby blade.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
1.

Check the configuration status of
the Active and Standby Blade to
ensure they match.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00198

Message Text

Description

Failed to shut down the Active Cause
or Standby blade.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00199

1.

Verify that the credentials have
administrative rights.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON is enabled,
disable it using the SVP console.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

Run the failover manually.

Failed to shut down the Active Cause
or Standby blade.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

Run the failover manually.

KASV00200 - KASV00299
The following table describes HCSM messages, which are numbered
KASV00200 - KASV00299.
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Message ID
KASV00200

Message Text

Description

Failed to shut down the Active Cause
or Standby blade.
There is a possibility that there is a
problem in management target host or
network.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00201

1.

Confirm communication between
the HCSM server and host, verify
the communication port settings,
and revise the Power Control
confirmation time.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

Run the failover manually.

A timeout has occurred while Cause
shutting down the Active or
There is a possibility that there is a
Standby blade.
problem in management target host or
network.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
1.

Confirm communication between
the HCSM server and host, verify
the communication port settings,
and revise the Power Control
confirmation time.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00202

Message Text
Failed to power OFF the
Active or Standby blade.

Description
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00203

A timeout has occurred
during power OFF on the
Active or Standby blade.

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Use the Finish Restoration action.

4.

After a successful restoration, run
the power off task manually.

Cause
There is a possibility that there is a
problem in management target host or
network.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

2–28

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

After a successful restoration, run
the power off task manually.
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Message ID
KASV00204

Message Text

Description

Failed to update configuration Cause
information of the Active or
(Maintenance
Standby blade.
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task. If you
need further assistance, please
contact customer support.

4.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

5.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

6.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00205

Message Text

Description

Failed to access the database Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

2–30

1.

Confirm that the database is
running. If not, start the database.
If the database is already running,
contact customer support.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task. If you
need further assistance, please
contact customer support.

4.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

5.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

6.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00206

Message Text
An error has occurred while
communicating with SVP.

Description
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task. If you
need further assistance, please
contact customer support.

4.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

5.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

6.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00207

Message Text

Description

A timeout has occurred while Cause
communicating with SVP.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00208

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task. If you
need further assistance, please
contact customer support.

4.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

5.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

6.

Run the failover manually.

Failed to access the database. Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

2–32

1.

Confirm that the database is
running. If not, start the database.

2.

If the database is already running,
an internal database error might
have occurred. Please contact
customer support.

3.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

4.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.
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Message ID
KASV00209

Message Text
An error has occurred while
communicating with SVP.

Description
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00210

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

A timeout has occurred while Cause
communicating with SVP.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00211

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

Failed to Power ON the Active Cause
or Standby blade.
There is a possibility that there is a
problem in management target host or
network.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Verify the credentials for
connecting with the managed host.

3.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

4.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.
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Message ID
KASV00212

Message Text

Description

A timeout has occurred
Cause
during Power ON of the Active (Maintenance
or Standby blade.
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00213

Active Blade (Chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number) was
already failed back.

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

Cause
Action
-

KASV00214

Failed to access the database. Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

2–34

1.

Confirm that the database is
running. If not, start the database.

2.

If the database is already running,
an internal database error might
have occurred. Please contact
customer support.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.
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Message ID
KASV00215

Message Text
An error has occurred while
communicating with SVP.

Description
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00216

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.

A timeout has occurred while Cause
communicating with SVP.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00217

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.

Failed to enable Power ON
Cause
Suppress Status of the Active (Maintenance
or Standby blade.
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.
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Message ID
KASV00218

Message Text

Description

Failed to access the database. Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00219

An error has occurred while
communicating with SVP.

1.

Confirm that the database is
running. If not, start the database.

2.

If the database is already running,
an internal database error might
have occurred. Please contact
customer support.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.

Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00220

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.

A timeout has occurred while Cause
communicating with SVP.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

2–36

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.
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Message ID
KASV00221

Message Text
Configuration information of
Active Blade and Standby
Blade does not match.

Description
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00222

1.

Check the configuration status of
the Active and Standby Blade to
ensure they match.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.

Failed to shutdown the Active Cause
or Standby blade.
The credential has insufficient
privileges.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
1.

Specify administrative user as the
credential.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.
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Message ID
KASV00223

Message Text

Description

Failed to shutdown the Active Cause
or Standby blade.
There might be a problem in
management target host or network.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00224

1.

Verify that the management target
host is running and that host
communication is possible.

2.

For Windows hosts, verify that
DCOM is enabled on the HCSM
server. For Linux, verify the
communication port settings.

3.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

4.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

5.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

6.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.

Failed to shutdown the Active Cause
or Standby blade.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

2–38

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.
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Message ID
KASV00225

Message Text

Description

A timeout has occurred while Cause
shutting down the Active or
(Maintenance
Standby blade.
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00226

Failed to Power OFF the
Active or Standby blade.

1.

Confirm communication between
the HCSM server and host, verify
the communication port settings,
and revise the Power Control
confirmation time.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.

Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Use the Finish Restoration action.

4.

After a successful swap, run the
power off task manually.
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Message ID
KASV00227

Message Text
A timeout has occurred
during Power OFF of the
Active or Standby blade.

Description
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00228

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

4.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

5.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.

Failed to update configuration Cause
information of the Active or
(Maintenance
Standby blade.
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
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1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task. If you
need further assistance, please
contact customer support.

4.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

5.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

6.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.
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Message ID
KASV00229

Message Text

Description

Failed to access the database. Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
1.

Confirm that the database is
running. If not, start the database.

2.

If the database is already running,
an internal database error might
have occurred. Please contact
customer support.

3.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

4.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task. If you
need further assistance, please
contact customer support.

5.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

6.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

7.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.
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Message ID
KASV00230

Message Text
An error has occurred while
communicating with SVP.

Description
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
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1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task. If you
need further assistance, please
contact customer support.

4.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

5.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

6.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.
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Message ID
KASV00231

Message Text
Timeout has occurred while
communicating with SVP.

Description
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00232

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task. If you
need further assistance, please
contact customer support.

4.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

5.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

6.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.

Failed to access the database. Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
1.

Confirm that the database is
running. If not, start the database.

2.

If the database is already running,
an internal database error might
have occurred. Please contact
customer support.

3.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

4.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.
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Message ID
KASV00233

Message Text
An error has occurred while
communicating with SVP.

Description
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00234

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

A timeout has occurred while Cause
communicating with SVP.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00235

Failed to Power ON Active or
Standby blade.

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

Cause
There is a possibility that there is a
problem in management target host or
network.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:
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1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Verify the credentials for
connecting with the managed host.

3.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

4.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.
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Message ID
KASV00236

Message Text
A timeout has occurred
during Power ON the Active
or Standby blade.

Description
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00237

The specified N+M group
already exists. (group
name=group-name).

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

Cause
Action
Choose a different group name.

KASV00238

The selected blades cannot
be removed because the
failover status is
failover_status.

Cause
Action
-

KASV00239

The selected blades cannot
be unmanaged or removed.

Cause
The blades are associated with N+M
Cold Standby Groups.
Action
-

KASV00240

The blade_name blade status Cause
is invalid.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00241

There is no available standby
blade to which the active
blade can fail over (chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number).

1.

Confirm the blade status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

Cause
Action
Add a minimum of one standby blade
which matches the configuration of the
active blade.
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Message ID
KASV00242

Message Text
The N+M Failover task has
been skipped.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV00243

An unexpected error occurred Cause
during N+M Failover.
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KASV00244

KASV00245

KASV00246

KASV00247

N+M Failover or Failback
operation cannot be
performed on the blade
(chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number).

Cause

N+M Failover or Failback
operation can not be
performed on the blade
(chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number).

Cause

The specified combination of
Active Blade (chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number) and
the Standby Blade (chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number) is not
available.

Cause

N+M Failover or Failback
operation can not be
performed on the blade
(chassis name={0}, slot
number={1}).

Cause

The blade has unconfirmed alerts.
Action
Confirm the alerts.

There is no associated host for the
blade.
Action
Run the failover or failback manually.
The destination blade is already in use.
Action
-

Smart configure on the blade is not
finished. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Use the SVP console to run Smart
configure on the blade. If you need
additional information, refer to the
Blade User Guide.
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Message ID
KASV00248

Message Text
N+M Failover or Failback
operation cannot be
performed on the blade
(chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number).

Description
Cause
The blade might have been removed or
replaced. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00249

N+M Failover operation is
skipped because the Active
Blade has encountered an
error in this Failover task.

1.

Ensure the configuration status of
the Active and Standby Blade to
ensure they match.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.

Cause
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00250

N+M Failover or Failback
operation cannot be
performed on the destination
blade (chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number).

1.

Ensure the configuration status of
the Active and Standby Blade to
ensure they match.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

After a successful restoration, run
the failback manually.

Cause
Failover or Failback to a blade which is
associated with a host is prohibited.
Action
Delete the host which is associated
with the destination blade.
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Message ID
KASV00251

Message Text
N+M Failover test operation
cannot be performed on the
Active Blade (chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number).

Description
Cause
Failover test from a blade which is
associated with a host is allowed only if
the host power status is ON.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00252

N+M Failover test operation
cannot be performed on the
Active Blade (chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number) due
to its power state.

1.

Use the SVP console to disable
PowerON Suppress of the Active
Blade and the Standby Blade

2.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

3.

Turn on the Active Blade.

Cause
Failover test from a blade which is
associated with a host is allowed only if
the host power status is ON.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Turn the Active Blade on.

KASV00253

N+M Failover or Failback
operation cannot be
performed on the
blade(chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number) due
to its power state.

Cause
Failover or Failback from a blade that is
powered on is prohibited in manual
Failover and manual Failback tasks.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Turn the blade off.

KASV00254

An error has occurred while
communicating with SVP.

Cause
Action
To resolve this issue:
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1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Run the failover test manually.
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Message ID
KASV00255

Message Text
N+M Failover operation can
not be performed on the
destination blade (chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number).

Description
Cause
Blade configuration (the number of the
blades) is different from N+M group
registration.
Action
Return blade configuration (the
number of the blades).

KASV00256

N+M Failover operation can
not be performed on the
destination blade (chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number).

Cause
Blade configuration (blade type) is
different from N+M group registration.
Action
Return blade configuration (blade
type).

KASV00257

N+M Failover operation can
not be performed on the
destination blade (chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number).

Cause
Blade configuration (state of the
expansion blade) is different from N+M
group registration.
Action
Return blade configuration (state of the
expansion blade).

KASV00258

N+M Failover operation can
not be performed on the
destination blade (chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number).

Cause
Blade configuration (expansion blade
type) is different from N+M group
registration.
Action
Return blade configuration (expansion
blade type).

KASV00259

N+M Failover operation can
not be performed on the
destination blade (chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number).

Cause
I/O configuration is different from N+M
group registration.
Action
I/O configuration is different from N+M
group registration.

KASV00260

N+M Failover operation can
not be performed on the
destination blade (chassis
name=chassis_name, slot
number=slot_number).

Cause
Logical Partitioning is different from
N+M group registration.
Action
Return Logical Partitioning.

KASV00263

A KVM session with the
selected server is not
supported.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV00264

Message Text
No free space in database.

Description
Cause
The Compute Systems Manager data
has exceeded the amount of available
space. This problem might be caused
by a feature that accumulates data
such as performance, power, or alert
information.
Action
Log in to HCSM, and delete any
unnecessary performance, power, or
alert data.

KASV00265

Failed to access the database. Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00266

The Deployment Manager
component is not installed.

1.

Confirm that the database is
running. If not, start the database.

2.

If the database is already running,
an internal database error might
have occurred. Please contact
customer support.

Cause
Action
Install the Deployment Manager
component and try again.

KASV00267

No valid plug-in license is
registered for Deployment
Manager.

Cause
Action
Register valid Deployment Manager
license keys or license key files and try
again.

KASV00268
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The maximum number of
selected resources must be
less than or equal to numberof-licenses for the existing
license.

Cause
Action
Select up to the maximum number of
resources allowed by the license.
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Message ID
KASV00269

Message Text
Failed to power OFF the
source or target resource.

Description
Cause
There is a possibility that there is a
problem in licensed resource or
network. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the hardware,
credential, IP address range and HCSM
server status.

KASV00270

Failed to power ON the source Cause
or target resource.
There is a possibility that there is a
problem in licensed resource or
network. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the hardware,
credential, IP address range and HCSM
server status.

KASV00271

Failed to check power status
of the source or target
resource.

Cause
There is a possibility that there is a
problem in licensed resource or
network. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the hardware,
credential, IP address range and HCSM
server status.

KASV00272

This version of Deployment
Manager does not support
licensed resources that boot
in UEFI mode.

Cause
Action
-

KASV00273

The Add licensed resource
task was skipped.

Cause
The specified resource has been
already added.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV00274

Message Text
A Deployment Manager
operation has failed.

Description
Cause
The number of managed resources on
the Deployment Manager exceeds the
license capacity.
Action
Register sufficient license keys or
license key files for managing the
resources.

KASV00275

The specified source or target Cause
was not found.
The specified licensed resource might
have been removed from the managed
resources.
Action
Verify that the licensed resource is not
removed.

KASV00276

A Deployment Manager
operation has failed.

Cause
The power status of the source or
target resource is ON.
Action
Turn off the source or target resource,
then run the task again.

KASV00277

Unexpected error occurred
during a Deployment
Manager operation.

Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV00278

KASV00280

Message Text

Description

Failed to acquire information Cause
for PXE-boot capable network interface cards on the source
Action
or target resource.
Complete the following actions:

A Deployment Manager
operation stopped.

1.

Verify the specified server/VM PXEboot settings to ensure HCSM can
reboot the resource.

2.

When you change the network
adaptor composition of the
specified server/VM, refresh the
server/hypervisor of the VM.

3.

If a hypervisor discovery or refresh
task completes while the specified
VM is turned off, refresh the
hypervisor after turning on the VM.

4.

PXE-boot the specified server/VM
while the HCSM server is running.

5.

Run the task again.

Cause
An N+M cold standby trigger alert was
received during the Deployment
Manager task.
Action
Resolve the N+M issue and run the
deployment task again.

KASV00281

The specified Deployment
Template Name already
exists. (Template
Name=template-name)

Cause
Action
Specify a different Deployment
Template name.

KASV00282

A Deployment Manager
operation has stopped.

Cause
Action
Confirm the following precondition, and
then retry the operation.
1.

The Hardware Driver Group
specification of the target must be
correct.

2.

The Internet Protocol address
delivered with DHCP must not
overlap.

If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV00283

Message Text
There is a possibility that the
settings specified in the
Deploy Template were not
applied to the deployment
target OS.

Description
Cause
This problem might be caused by the
following:
•

Network communication issues.

•

Incorrect Deployment Template
settings.

•

Incorrect Master server
configuration or incorrect use of
the Sysprep tool.

Action
To resolve this problem:
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1.

Confirm communication with the
target and run the deployment task
again.

2.

Confirm the Deployment Template
settings and then run the task
again. Note that most setting
errors occur in the following fields:
password/domain password,
domain name, and domain user
name.

3.

If still unresolved, complete the
entire process again. First confirm
the master server configuration
and then review the procedures in
the Sysprep Tool ReadMe file. Run
the Sysprep Tool again, take a snap
shot and run the deployment task
again.
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Message ID
KASV00284

Message Text

Description

There is a possibility that the Cause
Deploy Template content
This problem might be caused by the
cannot be reflected in the OS following:
being deployed.
• Network communication issues.
•

Incorrect Deployment Template
settings.

•

Incorrect Master server
configuration or incorrect use of
the Sysprep tool.

Action
To resolve this problem:

KASV00285

Failed to check configuration
information of Active and
Standby Blade.

1.

Confirm communication with the
target and run the deployment task
again.

2.

Confirm the Deployment Template
settings and then run the task
again.

3.

If still unresolved, complete the
entire process again. First confirm
the master server configuration
and then review the procedures in
the Sysprep Tool ReadMe file. Run
the Sysprep Tool again, take a snap
shot, and run the deployment task
again.

Cause
The power status of the destination
blade is not OFF.
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00286

Unable to run a Deployment
Manager task.

1.

Confirm that the power status of
the destination blade is OFF.

2.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

3.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

4.

Run the failover or failback
manually.

Cause
The logical partitioning setting of the
target server was modified after the
task was registered.
Action
If the target is an LPAR, enable logical
partitioning on the blade, and then run
the task again. If the target is a blade,
disable logical partitioning on the
blade, and then run the task again.
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Message ID
KASV00287

Message Text
Unable to run a Deployment
Manager task.

Description
Cause
The LPAR Manager that manages the
target LPAR does not have a valid
license. A license is required to register
the Logical Partitioning Manager plugin license for HCSM and is also required
to register a valid LPAR Manager on the
blade.
Action
Apply a license to the LPAR Manager
that manages the target LPAR, and
then run the Deployment Manager task
again.

KASV00288

Unable to run the
Deployment Manager task.

Cause
The target is on the LPAR being
migrated or has failed to migrate.
Action
Run the task again after completing the
LPAR migration. If the LPAR migration
failed, run the task again after
recovering from the failure.

KASV00500 - KASV00599
The following table describes HCSM messages, which are numbered
KASV00500 - KASV00599.
Message ID
KASV00517

Message Text
The VMM host LOM address
cannot be changed.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV00518

The selected hypervisor has Cause
been deleted or unmanaged. Action
-

KASV00519

The selected virtual machine
has been deleted or
unmanaged.

Cause
Action
-

KASV00520

The selected Virtual Machine Cause
Manager has been deleted or unmanaged.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV00521

KASV00522

Message Text

Description

A KVM session with the
selected blade cannot be
established because Logical
Partitioning is enabled on the
blade.

Cause

No managed virtualization
resources.

Cause

Action
To establish a KVM session, select an
LPAR on the blade and try again.
Action
Verify that the virtualization resources
are managed.

KASV00523

The specified resources
cannot be unmanaged from
HCSM.

Cause
The resources must first be removed as
Deployment Manager licensed
resources.
Action
Remove the resources from
Deployment Manager, unmanage them
from HCSM, and then remove them
from HCSM.

KASV00524

The specified resources
cannot be removed from
HCSM.

Cause
The resources must first be removed as
Deployment Manager licensed
resources.
Action
Remove the resources from
Deployment Manager, unmanage them
from HCSM, and then remove them
from HCSM.

KASV00525

The specified drive cannot be Cause
used as a destination for
There is a possibility that the specified
image files.
drive does not exist or it is a read-only
drive.
Action
Specify a different drive.

KASV00526

Unable to obtain Deployment Cause
Setting.
The environment is not valid.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV00527

Message Text
Specify a valid drive.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV00528

The specified Cluster IP
address is not found.

Cause
Action
Verify the Cluster IP address.

KASV00536

Some settings failed.

Cause
Action
Refer to the detailed information using
the link on the LPAR Name.

KASV00537

Unable to retrieve
information from the LPAR
Manager. (LPAR Manager
ID=ID-number)

Cause
An error occurred while communicating
with the SVP.
Action
Verify that the network, SVP, and
Compute Systems Manager are
running without any issues by
referencing the following
message:message-information.

KASV00538

The compatibility verification Cause
found issues. Refer to the
Migration Compatibility
Action
Verification tab for details.
-

KASV00540

You cannot remove the
specified resources.

Cause
The licensed resources are managed by
Deployment Manager.
Action
Remove the resources from the list of
licensed Deployment Manager
resources, and then retry the
operation.

KASV00541

There is no managed LPAR.

Cause
Action
Refresh the blade information, and
verify that there are managed LPARs.
LPARs are automatically managed
when a chassis that mounts blades
with LPARs is discovered.
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Message ID
KASV00542

Message Text
Unable to run LPAR
migration.

Description
Cause
An error occurred during the migration
process.
Action
Verify the issues described in the
following message.

KASV00543

Unable to run LPAR
migration.

Cause
A disk access error occurred while
creating a temporary file during the
migration process. This issue might be
caused by a temporary overload or
insufficient disk space.
Action
Verify that the disk where Compute
Systems Manager is installed has
sufficient disk space, and then try
again.

KASV00544

A remote KVM session cannot Cause
be established because the
LPAR has not reserved for the
Action
USB_Port.
Reserve and assign the USB_Port to
the LPAR, and then retry to establish a
KVM session.

KASV00545

A remote KVM session cannot Cause
be established because the
The USB_Port is already assigned to
LPAR does not have an
another LPAR.
assignment for the USB_Port.
Action
Assign the USB_Port to the LPAR, and
then retry to establish a KVM session.

KASV00546

A remote KVM session cannot Cause
be established because the
LPAR does not have an
assignment for the USB_Port. Action
Assign the USB_Port to the LPAR.

KASV00547

A KVM session with the
selected LPAR cannot be
established because no USB
is assigned to the LPAR.

Cause
Action
Assign a USB to the LPAR.

KASV00549

Unable to find the specified
LPAR Manager.

Cause
The specified LPAR Manager might
have been deleted.
Action
Refresh the blade information, and
verify that the LPAR Manager exists.
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Message ID
KASV00550

Message Text
Unable to find the specified
LPAR.

Description
Cause
The specified LPAR might have been
deleted
Action
Refresh the blade information, and
verify that the LPAR exists and is a
managed resource.

KASV00551

The LOM address of the host
cannot be modified.

Cause
The LOM address has already been set
by the management module, and
cannot be modified by Compute
Systems Manager.
Action
-

KASV00552

Unable to update firmware.

Cause
The firmware information listed in the
task registration is different from the
information on the target chassis
(Maintenance
information=information)
Action
Refresh the target chassis information
and verify the firmware version.
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Message ID
KASV00554

Message Text
Unable to update the
configuration information of
the active or standby blade.

Description
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Resolve the problem using the
following procedure. If you do not have
a backup of the LPAR Manager, or need
further assistance, contact customer
support.
1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task.

4.

Restore the LPAR Manager settings
using the backup.

5.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

6.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

7.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00555

Message Text

Description

Failed to access the database Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Resolve the problem using the
following procedure. If you do not have
a backup of the LPAR Manager, or need
further assistance, contact customer
support.
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1.

Confirm that the database is
running. If not, start the database.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task.

4.

Restore the LPAR Manager settings
using the backup.

5.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

6.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

7.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00556

Message Text

Description

An error occurred while
Cause
communicating with the SVP. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Resolve the problem using the
following procedure. If you do not have
a backup of the LPAR Manager, or need
further assistance, contact customer
support.
1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task.

4.

Restore the LPAR Manager settings
using the backup.

5.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

6.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

7.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00557

Message Text

Description

A timeout occurred while
Cause
communicating with the SVP. (Maintenance
information=maintenanceinformation)
Action
Resolve the problem using the
following procedure. If you do not have
a backup of the LPAR Manager, or need
further assistance, contact customer
support.
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1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task.

4.

Restore the LPAR Manager settings
using the backup.

5.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

6.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

7.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00558

Message Text

Description

Failed to update configuration Cause
information of the active or
(Maintenance
standby blade.
information=maintenanceinformation)
Action
Resolve the problem using the
following procedure. If you do not have
a backup of the LPAR Manager, or need
further assistance, contact customer
support.
1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task.

4.

Restore the LPAR Manager settings
using the backup.

5.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

6.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

7.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00559

Message Text

Description

Failed to access the database. Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Resolve the problem using the
following procedure. If you do not have
a backup of the LPAR Manager, or need
further assistance, contact customer
support.
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1.

Confirm that the database is
running. If not, start the database.

2.

Check the Power ON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task.

4.

Restore the LPAR Manager settings
using the backup.

5.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

6.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

7.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00560

Message Text

Description

An error has occurred while
Cause
communicating with the SVP. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Resolve the problem using the
following procedure. If you do not have
a backup of the LPAR Manager, or need
further assistance, contact customer
support.
1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task.

4.

Restore the LPAR Manager settings
using the backup.

5.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

6.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

7.

Run the failover manually.
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Message ID
KASV00561

Message Text

Description

A timeout occurred while
Cause
communicating with the SVP. (Maintenance
information=maintenanceinformation)
Action
Resolve the problem using the
following procedure. If you do not have
a backup of the LPAR Manager, or need
further assistance, contact customer
support.

KASV00562

1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Check the PowerON Suppress
Status of the Active and Standby
Blades. If PowerON Suppress is
enabled, disable it.

3.

Check the WWN of the Active and
Standby Blade. If the WWN of the
Active and Standby blades is
duplicated, use the SVP console to
restore the WWN to the status
before the failover task.

4.

Restore the LPAR Manager settings
using the backup.

5.

Refresh the Active and Standby
blade information.

6.

Use the Restore Assignment
action.

7.

Run the failover manually.

The LPAR migration finished, Cause
but activating the LPAR failed The target or the network might have
after the migration.
issues.
Action
Take the actions described in the
following message: message

KASV00563

Unable to find the specified
LPAR or LPAR Manager.

Cause
The resource has been deleted or
unmanaged.
Action
Refresh the chassis information to get
updated configuration data and ensure
that the LPAR and the LPAR Manager
are managed.
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Message ID
KASV00565

Message Text
Unable to run an LPAR
migration because of the
configuration of the LPAR
Manager.

Description
Cause
There is a MAC address conflict
between the NICs assigned to the
LPARs on the source and destination
LPAR Managers.
Action
Resolve the MAC address conflict.

KASV00566

Unable to run an LPAR
migration because of the
configuration of the LPAR
Manager.

Cause
There is a WWN conflict between the
FCs on the source and destination LPAR
Managers.
Action
Restore the LPAR Manager
configuration using the LPAR Manager
backup that does not include the WWN
conflict. If you do not have a backup
without the conflict, or need further
assistance, contact customer support.

KASV00567

The LPAR migration finished,
but a MAC address conflict
was detected.

Cause
There is a MAC address conflict
between the NICs assigned to the
LPARs on the source and destination
LPAR Managers.
Action
Resolve the MAC address conflict.

KASV00568

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
There is a WWN conflict between the
FCs on the source and destination LPAR
Managers.
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide. Then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV00569

Message Text
The LPAR migration finished,
but taking over the
information related to the
source LPAR such as alerts,
tasks, and scripted
commands failed.

Description
Cause
Unable to access the database.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Confirm that the database is running. If
not, start the database. There is no
solution for restoring the information
as it was before migration if it has been
failed to take over. Therefore, you need
to refer the alerts and the tasks using
the LPAR name as a key, and you also
need to re-create the future tasks and
the scripted commands so that they
can be run on the destination.

KASV00570

Unable to retrieve
information from the LPAR
Manager.

Cause
An error occurred while communicating
with the SVP.
Action
Verify that the network, SVP, and
Compute Systems Manager are
running without any issues by
referencing the following message:
message-information.

KASV00571

The LPAR migration was
canceled.

Cause
An N+M cold standby request alert
from the target blade was received
while the LPAR was migrating.
Action
Wait until the N+M failover is finished,
and then run the LPAR migration task
again.

KASV00572

An internal error occurred.

Cause
Failed to access the database.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV00573

The specified LPAR Name
already exists. (LPAR
Name=LPAR-name)

1.

Confirm that the database is
running. If not, start the database.

2.

If the database is already running,
an internal database error might
have occurred. Please contact
customer support.

Cause
Action
Specify a different LPAR name.
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Message ID
KASV00574

Message Text
Failed to Recover From
Migration Failure.

Description
Cause
Action
Click here to refer to the detailed error
information so that you can resolve the
error.

KASV00575

The migration recovery
Cause
succeeded, however the
information refresh action on
Action
the LPAR Manager failed.
Click here to refer to the detailed error
information, resolve the issue, and
then refresh the LPAR Manager
information.

KASV00576

Unable to run the setting
Cause
action. Click the Server Name link for detailed information.
Action
-

KASV00577

Unable to run the setting
action. Click the Slot No. link
for detailed information.

Cause
Action
-

KASV00578

Unable to run a migration
task for the LPAR.

Cause
The specified LPAR has already been
migrated to another LPAR Manager.
Action
If you still want to move the LPAR to
another destination, create a new LPAR
migration task.

KASV00579

KASV00580

A Recover From Migration
Failure task for the specified
LPAR was skipped because
the LPAR was already
recovered.

Cause
Action
-

The N+M failover task was
Cause
skipped because the specified The active blade was not automatically
active blade was not found.
removed from the N+M cold standby
group after a failover and a reassign
task were performed by other tasks
Action
-

KASV00581

You cannot register a
Deployment Manager license
in the OS Type edition of
HCSM.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV00582

Message Text
The LPAR migration failed.

Description
Cause
The LPAR Manager detected an error
while running the LPAR migration.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
, Maintenance information=
maintenance_information,
Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
,Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
Action
Remove the cause of the error by
referring to the LPAR Manager
documentation, and then try again.

KASV00583

Unable to run an LPAR
migration.

Cause
The specified LPAR is not found. The
LPAR might have been removed or
unmanaged after the task was
registered.
Action
Verify that the specified LPAR is
registered as a managed resource.

KASV00584

Tasks cannot run for the
specified resource.

Cause
A Role_name role is not assigned.
Action
Verify that the Role_name role for the
resource is assigned to the user group
to which the user belongs, and then try
again.

KASV00585

The specified resource group Cause
name already exists.
(Resource group
Action
name=Group_Name)
Specify a different resource group
name.

KASV00586

The specified user group
name already exists. (User
group name=Group_Name)

Cause
Action
Specify a different user group name.

KASV00587
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Resources to which the
Cause
Role_name role is not
assigned were removed from
Action
the targets of this task.
Verify that the required role for the
resources is assigned to the user
groups to which the user who
requested the command belongs, and
then try again.
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Message ID
KASV00588

Message Text
Tasks for the specified
resource cannot run.

Description
Cause
A Role_name role is not assigned.
Action
Verify that the required role for the
resource is assigned to the user group
to which the user belongs, and then try
again.

KASV00589

The target host does not
exist.

Cause
Action
Verify that the Role_name role for the
host is assigned to the user group to
which the user belongs, and then try
again.

KASV00590

The target chassis or server
does not exist.

Cause
Action
Verify that a Role_name role for the
chassis or the host is assigned to the
user group to which the user belongs,
and then try again.

KASV00591

The target virtual resource
does not exist.

Cause
Action
Verify that a Role_name role for the
virtual resource is assigned to the user
group to which the user belongs, and
then try again.

KASV00592

The target resource does not Cause
exist.
Action
Verify that a Role_name role for the
resource is assigned to the user group
to which the user belongs, and then try
again.

KASV00593

The specified group cannot
be deleted. (User group
name=Group_Name)

Cause
A resource group from another HCS
product is assigned to the user group.
Action
Unassign the resource group, and try
again.

KASV00594

The specified user group was Cause
not found.
The user group might have been
deleted.
Action
Verify that the user group still exists or
choose an existing user group, and
then retry deletion.
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Message ID
KASV00595

Message Text

Description

The operation on this
Cause
resource failed because the
The user who registered this task has
required role is not assigned. been deleted.
Action
If the task is an unnecessary routine,
delete the task. If it is necessary,
register the task again as another user.

KASV00596

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
The destination LPAR Manager does not
support SR-IOV. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Choose a different LPAR Manager that
supports SR-IOV as a destination or
update the firmware of the LPAR
Manager that you specified, and then
try again.

KASV00597

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
SR-IOV is disabled on the destination
NIC or the Allocation mode is
Dedicated. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Resolve one of the following items and
try again:

KASV00598

The LPAR migration failed.

1.

Choose a different LPAR Manager
that supports SR-IOV as a
destination.

2.

Enable SRV-IOV in the BIOS
setting of the destination NIC and
ensure the Allocation mode of NIC
on LPAR Manager is Shared.

Cause
There is no NIC supporting SR-IOV in
the destination LPAR Manager.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Choose a different LPAR Manager that
supports SR-IOV as a destination and
try again.
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Message ID
KASV00599

Message Text
The LPAR migration failed.

Description
Cause
The destination LPAR Manager does not
support the LPAR OS Type setting.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Choose a different LPAR Manager that
supports the OS Type setting as a
destination, or update the LPAR
Manager firmware to the version that
supports the OS Type setting, and then
try again.

KASV00600 - KASV00699
The following table describes HCSM messages, which are numbered
KASV00600 - KASV00699.
Message ID
KASV00600

Message Text
The LPAR migration failed.

Description
Cause
The specified LPAR has a VF NIC
assigned. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Remove the VF NIC assignment from
the specified LPAR and retry the
migration without downtime.
Otherwise, deactivate the specified
LPAR and run an LPAR cold migration.

KASV00601

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
The destination LPAR Manager does not
support the Guest NUMA functionality.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Choose a different LPAR Manager that
supports the Guest NUMA functionality
as a destination, or update the LPAR
Manager firmware to the version that
supports the Guest NUMA functionality,
and then try again.
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Message ID
KASV00602

Message Text
The LPAR migration failed.

Description
Cause
The specified LPAR Manager does not
support Guest Idle mode.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Specify an LPAR Manager that supports
Guest Idle mode or update the LPAR
Manager firmware, and then try again.

KASV00603

The task cannot be registered Cause
because a Role_name role is not assigned.
Action
Verify that a Role_name role for
caused_data is assigned to the user
group to which the user belongs, and
then try again.

KASV00604

Different types of chassis
cannot be selected
simultaneously.

Cause
Action
Select only the same types of chassis.

KASV00605

Blades mounted on different
types of chassis cannot be
selected simultaneously.

Cause
Action
Select the blades mounted on the same
types of chassis.

KASV00607

A remote KVM session cannot Cause
be established.
The server model cannot establish a
remote KVM session.
Action
-

KASV00608

2–76

The selected alerts were not
shown because there are too
many alerts (Number of
alerts) to display, which
exceeds the limit of (Number
of upper limits to display)
alerts.

Cause
Action
To display alerts, do one of the
following:
•

Choose a shorter period of time
from the criteria in the tree view.

•

Go to a specific managed resource
screen.

•

Reduce the number of alerts stored
on the HCSM server by accessing
the Management tab and selecting
System Settings > Alert.
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Message ID
KASV00609

Message Text

Description

Number of servers specified Cause
server(s) cannot be added to The excluded servers or the hosts
the profile.
associated with the servers are not
managed.
Action
Verify that the servers and hosts are
managed, and then try again.

KASV00610

KASV00611

Unable to access the
database temporarily
because of an issue such as
an overload or an access
conflict.

Cause

LPAR migration failed.

Cause

Action
Wait a few minutes and then update
the screen again. If this problem
persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
customer support.
LPAR migration failed because the
encryption strength set for the
migration path is different between the
migration source and destination LPAR
Managers. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Make sure the same encryption
strength is set for the migration paths
of the migration source and destination
LPAR Managers.

KASV00612

LPAR migration failed.

Cause
The migration destination LPAR
Manager does not support LPAR
migration without downtime for LPARs
to which a 16Gb FC HBA is allocated.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Update the firmware of the migration
destination LPAR Manager to a version
that supports LPAR migration without
downtime for LPARs to which a 16Gb
FC HBA is allocated. Alternatively,
perform LPAR cold migration.
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Message ID
KASV00613

Message Text
LPAR migration failed.

Description
Cause
The 16Gb FC HBA that is allocated to
the migration source LPAR does not
support LPAR migration without
downtime. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Cancel the allocation of the 16Gb FC
HBA, or perform LPAR cold migration.

KASV00614

An error occurred while trying Cause
to remove a migration
WWPN.
Action
Use Device Manager to remove the
migration WWPN (Migration WWPN)
that was not removed from the host
group assigned to the LPAR. You do not
need to take any further action
because the HCSM LPAR migration
succeeded.
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3
Message IDs beginning with
KASV10000-KASV10399
Messages IDs that begin with KASV10000 - KASV10399 provide information
related to the HCSM server.
For information on messages without the KASV prefix, please refer to the
Hitachi Command Suite Messages.

□

KASV10000 - KASV10099

□

KASV10100 - KASV10199

□

KASV10200 - KASV10299

□

KASV10300 - KASV10399

Message IDs beginning with KASV10000-KASV10399
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KASV10000 - KASV10099
The following table describes HCSM messages, which are numbered
KASV10000 - KASV10099.
Message ID
KASV10000

Message Text
The specified resource-type
was deleted from the
Compute Systems Manager
database.

Description
Cause
Action
Revise the resource specification, and
then try again.

KASV10001

An internal error occurred.

Cause
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KASV10004

An attempt to access the
property file “property-filename” failed.

Cause
Action
Complete the following tasks:

KASV10005

An error occurred during an
attempt to access the
property file “property-filename”.

1.

Ensure that the Compute Systems
Manager server has read
permission for the property file.

2.

Open the property file, and check
whether the file has been
corrupted.

Cause
Action
Complete the following tasks:

KASV10006

The requested operation
“operation-name” will now
start.

1.

Ensure that the Compute Systems
Manager server has read
permission for the property file.

2.

Open the property file, and check
whether the file has been
corrupted.

Cause
Action
-

KASV10007

The requested operation
“operation-name” finished.

Cause
Action
-

KASV10008

The value of the “propertyname” property in the
property file “property-file”
was invalid.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid value for the property.
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KASV10009

Task operation failed because Cause
the task cannot be run in the current status. (task
Action
name=task-name)
Revise the status of the specified task,
and then try again.

KASV10010

Automatic deletion of tasks
from the history finished.

Cause
Action
-

KASV10011

KASV10021

Because a property value is
invalid, the default value
“value” will be applied for the
property “property-name” in
the property file “propertyfile-name”.

Cause

An error occurred while
accessing the property file
“property-file-name”.

Cause

Action
Specify a valid value, and then restart
the system.
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV10024

KASV10025

KASV10026

KASV10027

Data collection from one or
more hosts was skipped.
(collected=number-ofcollected-hosts,
skipped=number-of-skippedhosts)

Cause

Data collection from one or
more hosts failed.
(collected=number-ofcollected-hosts,
failed=number-of-failedhosts skipped=number-ofskipped-hosts)

Cause

IP address range(new-ipaddress-range-name) is not
valid because it overlaps with
IP address range(existing-ipaddress-range-name).

Cause

Action
Refer to the detailed error messages
for each host.
The task might be deleted.
Action
Refer to the detailed error messages
for each host.

Action
Specify another IP address range.

IP address range(ip-address- Cause
range-name) was not
deleted.
Action
One or more Waiting tasks
Delete the task or wait until the status
are using it.
of the tasks change, and then retry the
operation.
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KASV10028

IP address range(ip-address- Cause
range-name) was not
deleted.
Action
One or more In Progress
Cancel the task or wait until the status
tasks are using it.
of the tasks change, and then retry the
operation.

KASV10029

An error occurred while
accessing the credential.

Cause
The credential was deleted.
Action
Refresh the window.

KASV10030

An error occurred while
accessing the IP address
range.

Cause
The IP address range was deleted.
Action
Refresh the window.

KASV10031

The credential
name(credential-name) has
already been used.

Cause
Action
Choose another credential name.

KASV10032

KASV10033

Credential(credential-name)
was not deleted.

Cause

One or more Waiting tasks
are using it.

Action

Credential(credential-name)
was not edited or deleted.

Cause

One or more In Progress
tasks are using it.

The environment is invalid.
Delete the task or wait until the status
of the tasks change, and then retry the
operation.
The installation directory might be
corrupt.
Action
Cancel the task or wait until the status
of the tasks change, and then retry the
operation.

KASV10034

No response (IP address:ipaddress)

Cause
Action
-

KASV10035

The Scripted Command
Cause
name(alert-action-name) has already been used.
Action
Specify another Scripted Command
name.
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Message ID
KASV10036

KASV10037

Message Text

Description

The combination of
AlertID(alert-id) and
host(host-name) has already
been used by another
Scripted Command.

Cause

An error occurred when
accessing the Scripted
Command.

Cause

Action
Change the Scripted Command
settings.
The Scripted Command has been
removed.
Action
Refresh the window.

KASV10038

An error occurred when
accessing the SNMP setting.

Cause
The SNMP setting has been deleted.
Action
Refresh the window.

KASV10039

An error occurred when
accessing the SNMP trap.

Cause
The SNMP trap has been deleted.
Action
Refresh the window.

KASV10040

An error occurred before a
subtask started.

Cause
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KASV10041

An error occurred after a
subtask completed.

Cause
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KASV10042

The elapsed time threshold
Cause
for the task exceeded causing the task to stop.
Action
-

KASV10043

KASV10044

Task is complete. (success:
number -of-successful-tasks,
fail: number -of-failed-tasks,
skip: number -of-skippedtasks)

Cause
Action
-

You cannot delete this IP
Cause
address range. This IP
Waiting or In Progress tasks are using
address range is being used this IP address range.
by one or more caused_data.
Action
Cancel the task, delete the task, or wait
until the status of the tasks change,
and then retry the operation.
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Message ID
KASV10045

Message Text

Description

This IP address range is being Cause
used by one or more
One or more credentials are refer to
caused_data.
this IP address range.
Action
Delete or modify the data that use the
IP address range, if necessary.

KASV10046

You cannot modify this IP
Cause
address range. This IP
Waiting or In Progress tasks are using
address range is being used this IP address range.
by one or more caused_data.
Action
Cancel the task, delete the task, or wait
until the status of the tasks change,
and then retry the operation.

KASV10047

This IP address range is being Cause
used by one or more
This credential is being used by one or
caused_data.
more Discovery settings.
Action
Delete or modify the data that use the
IP address range, if necessary.

KASV10048

You cannot delete this
credential.

Cause
This credential is being used by one or
more caused_data.
Action
Cancel the task, delete the task, or wait
until the status of the tasks change,
and delete or modify the data that uses
the credential as necessary. Then retry
the task.

KASV10049

This credential is being used Cause
by one or more caused_data. Action
Delete or modify the data that use the
credential, if necessary.

KASV10050

You cannot modify this
credential. This credential is
being used by one or more
caused_data.

Cause
This credential is being used by one or
more In Progress tasks or Waiting
tasks.
Action
Cancel the task or wait until the status
of the tasks change, and then retry the
operation.
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Message ID
KASV100051

Message Text
This credential is being used
by one or more In Progress
tasks, Waiting tasks, or
Discovery settings.

Description
Cause
Action
Cancel the task, delete the task, or wait
until the status of the tasks change,
and delete or modify the data that use
the credential, if necessary. Then retry
the operation.

KASV10052

Because related
data(caused-data) was not
found, the task was not
registered.

Cause
Action
Check related data.

KASV10053

The task stopped.

Cause
HCSM server stopped during task
execution.
Action
Of you need to execute the operation,
execute the operation or register a new
task with the same operation.

KASV10054

The specified host was not
found.

Cause
The specified host might have been
deleted or unmanaged.
Action
Verify that the host is not deleted or
unmanaged.

KASV10055

The specified Alert ID was
already used.

Cause
Action
Specify another Alert ID.

KASV10056

The specified SNMP traps are Cause
already being used by
another SNMP setting.
Action
Specify another SNMP trap.

KASV10057

The specified Alert ID was
already used.

Cause
Action
Specify another Alert ID.

KASV10059

The specified SNMP settings
are already being used by
another Scripted Command.

Cause
Action
Delete the relation between Scripted
Command and SNMP setting.
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Message ID
KASV10060

Message Text

Description

The root logical group cannot Cause
be deleted.
Action
-

KASV10061

The specified logical group
was not found.

Cause
The specified logical group might have
been deleted.
Action
Verify the logical group name and try
again.

KASV10062

Unable to find the specified
parent logical group.

Cause
The specified parent logical group
might have been deleted.
Action
Verify the logical group name and try
again.

KASV10063

The specified task is stopping Cause
now. (task name=taskname)
Action
-

KASV10064

Power management is not
required on this managed
host.

Cause
Action
-

KASV10065

The task history sweeper
initialization failed.

Cause
Action
-

KASV10066

Scheduling the task failed.

Cause
Action
Try again. If the problem continues,
collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV10067

Message Text
Canceling the task failed.
(task name=task-name)

Description
Cause
Action
Try again. If the problem continues,
collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV10068

An attempt to reschedule the Cause
task has failed. (task
name=task-name)
Action
Try again. If the problem continues,
collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV10069

The task cannot be
Cause
rescheduled because the task is running. (task name=taskAction
name)
-

KASV10070

An error occurred when the
Cause
subtasks were running. (task name=task-name)
Action
-

KASV10071

An error occurred during an
attempt to access the power
management setting.

Cause
Action
-

KASV10072

The power management task Cause
failed.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV10073

Message Text
A timeout occurred during a
power management task.

Description
Cause
There is a possibility that there is a
problem in management target host or
network.
Action

KASV10074

An attempt to get host
configuration information
failed.

•

Verify communication between the
HCSM server and managed host.

•

Verify the settings of
communication port and LOM.

•

Verify network configuration allows
the host to receive Wake On Lan
(WOL) magic packets if the host is
not configured to use IPMI.

•

Adjust the maximum allotted time
of the power management setting

Cause
Action
-

KASV10075

The serial number is not
valid.

Cause
Managed resource might have been
replaced with a different resource.
Action
Delete the resource, and then use the
host discovery option to rediscover the
resource.

KASV10076

An error occurred during an
attempt to access the IPMI
credential.

Cause
Action
-

KASV10077

The specified alert
information was not found.

Cause
The alert might have been deleted.
Action
-

KASV10078

The IP address range name
Cause
(ip-address-range-name) has already been used.
Action

KASV10079

The database did not update. Cause

Use another IP address range name.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV10080

Message Text
Reboot task failed because
the managed host was not
running.

Description
Cause
Action
Power on the managed host, and then
try again.

KASV10081

Unable to execute the power
management command for
the host(s).

Cause
Action
Verify communication between the
HCSM server and managed host.

KASV10082

Authentication failed.

Cause
The user ID or the password is invalid.
An internal error occurred while
attempting to reach the authentication
server.
Action
Verify the user name and password. If
this problem continues, perform the
following actions:
1. Restart the HCSM server.
2. Restart the HBase server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV10083

An internal error occurred.

Cause
Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV10084

This host powered on, but
authentication failed.

Cause
Action
Verify Credential information for this
host.
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Message ID
KASV10085

Message Text
The task cannot be
registered. A task with this
name already exists.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify another task name.

KASV10086

The managed resource did
not respond to the host
refresh request.

Cause
This managed resource might be
powered off.
Action
Ensure that the managed resource is
turned on and try again.

KASV10087

LOM was not set.

Cause
Action
Verify LOM settings for the host.

KASV10088

Power management tasks
cannot be performed on the
HCSM server itself.

Cause
Action
-

KASV10089

Reboot operation cannot be
Cause
performed for the host that is being shut down.
Action
Power on the server.

KASV10090

There is no license available
for the target.

Cause
There is no license registered or the
target is not managed as a licensed
resource.
Action
Resolve this issue as follows:

KASV10091

A time-out occurred while
running the power
management task.

1.

Verify that a valid license key or a
license key file is registered.

2.

If a logical partitioning operation
failed, ensure that you add the
blade that contains the failed
target LPAR to the list of logical
partitioning resources.

Cause
There might be a problem with the
managed host or network.
Action
Confirm communication between the
HCSM server and managed host. When
WOL (Wake-on-LAN) is used, confirm
that the host can receive the magic
packet broadcast. Adjust the maximum
allotted time of the power
management setting.
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Message ID
KASV10092

Message Text
A time-out occurred while
running the power
management task.

Description
Cause
There might be a problem with the
managed host or network.
Action
Confirm communication between the
HCSM server and managed host. Verify
the communication port settings. When
WOL (Wake-on-LAN) is used, confirm
that the host can receive the magic
packet broadcast. Adjust the maximum
allotted time of the power
management setting.

KASV10093

A time-out occurred while
running the power
management task.

Cause
There might be a problem with the
managed host or network.
Action
Confirm communication between the
HCSM server and managed host.
Confirm the setting of LOM is correct.
Adjust the maximum allotted time of
the power management setting.

KASV10094

The OID(oid) already exists.

Cause
Action
-

KASV10095

Loop back address
(IP_Address) cannot be
discovered.

Cause
Action
If you want to discover this HCSM
server, specify an IP address other than
the Loop back address (IP_Address) of
the HCSM server.

KASV10096

Power management task
stopped because the power
status of the host could not
be obtained correctly.

Cause
IP address for the LOM might be wrong.
Action
Confirm the IP address of the LOM that
is associated with the host.

KASV10097

Task [task_name] ended.

Cause
Action
-

KASV10098

Automatic deletion of tasks
from the history failed.

Cause
Action
Resolve the cause of the error
according to the countermeasures for
the previously output message.
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Message ID
KASV10099

Message Text
Auto refresh has started.
[refresh-_target _(status/
config)]

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV10100 - KASV10199
The following table describes HCSM messages, which are numbered
KASV10100 - KASV100199.
Message ID
KASV10101

Message Text
Power management
command execution is not
required on this managed
server.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV10102

A timeout occurred during a
power management task.

Cause
There might be a problem with the
managed server or network.
Action
Verify communication between the
HCSM server and both the managed
server and SVP. Verify the settings of
the communication port and SVP.
Adjust the maximum allotted time of
the power management setting.

KASV10104

Unable to execute the power
management command for
the managed server(s).

Cause
Action
Verify communication between the
HCSM server and the managed server.

KASV10105

Reboot cannot be performed
on a managed server that is
being shut down.

Cause
Action
Power on the server.

KASV10106

A timeout occurred during a
power management task.

Cause
There might be a problem with the
managed server or network.
Action
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•

Verify communication between the
HCSM server and SVP.

•

Verify communication between the
HCSM server and SVP. Verify the
settings of the SVP.

•

Adjust the maximum allotted time
of the power management setting.
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Message ID
KASV10107

Message Text
The specified server was not
found.

Description
Cause
The specified server might have been
deleted or unmanaged.
Action
Verify that the server is not deleted or
unmanaged.

KASV10108

The specified chassis or rack- Cause
mounted server was not
The specified chassis or rack-mounted
found.
server might have been deleted or
unmanaged.
Action
Verify that the chassis or rack-mounted
server is not deleted or unmanaged.

KASV10109

An attempt to get server
configuration information
failed.

Cause
The specified server might have been
undergoing initialization, or
connectivity might have been lost
during the refresh process.
Action
Verify communication between the
HCSM server and the managed server.
Perform a refresh to get updated server
configuration information. If this
problem persists, contact the Support
Center.

KASV10110

KASV10111

KASV10112

The combination of AlertID
(alert-id) and server (servername) has already been used
by another Scripted
Command.

Cause

The combination of AlertID
(alert-id) and chassis
(chassis-name) has already
been used by another
Scripted Command.

Cause

The performance profile
name (profile-name) has
already been used.

Cause

Action
Change the Scripted Command
settings.
Action
Change the Scripted Command
settings.
Action
Choose another performance profile
name.

KASV10113

An error occurred while
accessing the performance
profile.

Cause
The specified performance profile
might have been deleted.
Action
Verify that the performance profile is
not deleted.
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Message ID
KASV10115

Message Text
Automatic deletion of
performance data failed.

Description
Cause
Action
Resolve the cause of the error
according to the solution for the
previously output message.

KASV10116

Automatic deletion of
performance data finished.

Cause
Action
-

KASV10117

An error occurred while
accessing the collected
performance data.

Cause
The specified performance data might
have been deleted.
Action
Verify that the collected performance
data is not deleted.

KASV10118

The entity was not found.
(entity-name)

Cause
The entity might have been deleted.
Action
Verify that the entity is not deleted.

KASV10120

The power profile name
(profile-name) has already
been used.

Cause
Action
Choose another power profile name.

KASV10121

An error occurred while
accessing the power profile.

Cause
The specified power profile might have
been deleted.
Action
Verify that the power profile is not
deleted.

KASV10122
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Some of the selected chassis Cause
or rack-mounted servers are already associated with a
Action
power profile.
Reselect from the list of available
chassis or rack-mounted servers.
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Message ID
KASV10123

Message Text
An attempt to access the
database failed.

Description
Cause
Action
Verify whether the database has
started. If it has not, start it. If the
database has started, an internal error
might have occurred.
If you cannot resolve this problem,
collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV10124

An attempt to migrate the
database failed.

Cause
Action
Try again after a few minutes. If this
problem persists, contact the Support
Center.

KASV10125

Because the server
configuration has been
changed, the task failed.

Cause
Action
Register the task and try again.

KASV10126

Automatic deletion of power
data failed.

Cause
Action
Resolve the cause of the error
according to the solution for the
previously output error message.

KASV10127

Automatic deletion of power
data completed.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV10128

Message Text
The HCSM server cannot be
synchronized with the HDvM
server.

Description
Cause
Possible causes:
•

The port is in use by another server
program.

•

The HDvM server is not ready to
receive information from the HCSM
server.

Action
To resolve this issue, complete one of
the following tasks:

KASV10129

A task was deferred because
of channel blocking.

•

If the port is in use by another
server program, change the port
for the server.rmi.port property
and restart all HCS product
services.

•

Restart all HCS product services.

Cause
Action
If the task is in the Canceled state, run
the task again.

KASV10130

A N+M Cold Standby group- Cause
name has already been used. Action
Choose a different group name.

KASV10131

An error occurred while
accessing the N+M Cold
Standby Group.

Cause
The specified N+M Cold Standby Group
information might have been deleted.
Action
Re-open All N+M Cold Standby Groups
in the Resources tab.

KASV10132

An error occurred while
accessing the N+M failover
history.

Cause
The specified N+M Cold Standby Group
failover information might have been
deleted.
Action
Re-open All N+M Cold Standby Groups
in the Resources tab.

KASV10133

An error occurred while
accessing the N+M Cold
Standby Group information.

Cause
The specified N+M Cold Standby Group
information might have been deleted.
Action
Re-open All N+M Cold Standby Groups
in the Resources tab.
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Message ID
KASV10134

Message Text
An error occurred while
accessing the N+M Cold
Standby Group definition.

Description
Cause
The specified N+M Cold Standby Group
information might have been deleted.
Action
Re-open All N+M Cold Standby Groups
in the Resources tab.

KASV10135

The specified N+M Cold
Standby Group cannot be
deleted.

Cause
There is some data in either of the
following categories related to the N+M
Cold Standby Group that is causing this
issue:
•

A task using the N+M Cold
Standby Group.

•

A failover pair or failback pair that
is in one of the failed statuses, or
did not fail, but a Fail Back or
Reassignment has not been done.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_informa
tion)

Action
Take either of the following actions
corresponding to the cause, and then
delete the N+M Cold Standby Group:

KASV10136

1.

Cancel or delete the task, or wait
until the task is finished.

2.

If the status of the failover pair or
failback pair is Failover failed or
Failback failed, click the Status link
to reference the action included in
the message in the task
information. If the status of the
failover pair is Failover successful,
run a Failback or Reassign task for
the pair.

You cannot delete this server Cause
because it is being used by
one or more tasks
Action
task_names.
To resolve this issue:
1.

Cancel the task, delete the task, or
wait until the status of the task
changes.

2.

If you wait until the status
changes, delete or modify the data
which references server
information as needed.

3.

Try to delete the server again.
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Message ID
KASV10137

Message Text
An error occurred while
accessing the Active Blade
information.

Description
Cause
The specified Active Blade information
might have been deleted.
Action
Re-open All N+M Cold Standby Groups
in the Resources tab.

KASV10138

An error occurred while
accessing the Standby Blade
information.

Cause
The specified Standby Blade
information might have been deleted.
Action
Re-open All N+M Cold Standby Groups
in the Resources tab.

KASV10139

Some of the selected servers Cause
are already associated with
another N+M Cold Standby
Action
Group.
Select a different available server from
the Active Blades list.

KASV10140

The specified IP address has
already been discovered.

Cause
Action
To discover a hypervisor on the
previously discovered host:

KASV10141

The VMM Setting
name(name) has already
been used.

1.

In Discover Resources, open the
Advanced Setting dialog.

2.

Set the Discovery Type to "All".

Cause
Action
Select another name.

KASV10142

An error occurred while
accessing the VMM setting.

Cause
The setting might have been deleted.
Action
Reopen the VMM Web Client settings.

KASV10186

A KVM session with the
selected host cannot be
established because there is
no server mounting host.

Cause
Action
Select a different available server from
the Active Blades list.

KASV10200 - KASV10299
The following table describes HCSM messages, which are numbered
KASV10200 - KASV10299.
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Message ID
KASV10200

Message Text
Migration of the Guest is not
possible.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV10201

Power Management timeout
through VIAPI.

Cause
Action
-

KASV10202

Deployment Manager
scenario execution error.

Cause
Action
-

KASVV10204

Unable to manage power. The Cause
VM is not found, or the status of the VM is Unknown.
Action
Refresh the associated hypervisor
information.

KASV10205

The specified VM was not
found.

Cause
The specified VM might have been
deleted or unmanaged.
Action
Verify that the VM is not deleted or
unmanaged.

KASV10206

The specified image file was
not found.

Cause
The specified image file might have
been deleted.
Action
Verify that the image file is in the
specified path

KASV10207

The specified Deployment
Cause
Template name templatename has already been used.
Action
Specify a different name.

KASV10208

An error occurred while
accessing the specified
Deployment Template.

Cause
The Deployment Template might have
been deleted.
Action
Reopen the Deployment Template
Setting screen.

KASV10209

The specified image file
filename is already
registered.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV10210

Message Text
The specified LPAR is not
found.

Description
Cause
The specified LPAR has been deleted,
or the LPAR Manager or chassis which
mounts the LPAR has been
unmanaged.
Action
Refresh the chassis information to get
updated configuration data, ensure
that the LPAR is managed, and then
run the Deployment Manager task
again.

KASV10219

Starting the Deployment
Manager service failed.

Cause
Action
Restart the service. If this problem
persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV10220

An attempt to remove a
Cause
managed image file filename failed.
Action
Revise the status of the specified
managed image file.

KASV10221

An internal parameter error
while connecting to
Deployment Manager.

Cause
Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV10224

The selected licensed
Deployment Manager
resource was not found.

Cause
The resource might have been
removed.
Action
Verify that the resource is not
removed.
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Message ID
KASV10225

Message Text
An attempt to register a
license key for Deployment
Manager failed.

Description
Cause
Action
Try again after a few minutes. If this
problem persists, contact the Support
Center.

KASV10226

An error occurred when
writing an internal
Deployment Manager
parameter.

Cause
The parameter file might have been
deleted.
Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV10227

The parameter file might
have been deleted.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid drive.

KASV10228

The specified image files(s)
cannot be deleted.

Cause
One or more in-progress tasks are
using the image file(s).
Action
Cancel the task or wait until the task
status changes, and then try again.

KASV10229

If an image file is deleted, all Cause
tasks that use the image file fail.
Action
Delete the task or wait until the task
status changes, and then try again.

KASV10230

A timeout occurred during a
power management task.

Cause
HCSM failed to confirm the result of
power management. There may be a
problem in the management target
host or network.
Action
Verify the communication between the
HCSM server, the operation target
host, and the hypervisor. Verify
whether the hypervisor and the VM are
running normally using the
management software provided by the
hypervisor’s vendor.
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Message ID
KASV10233

Message Text
An attempt to get disk
configuration information
failed.

Description
Cause
This issue might have been caused by
one of the following:
•

The licensed resource is associated
with an incorrect hardware driver
group.

•

The licensed resource is a VM and
configured with paravirtual
devices.

•

The HBA/Disk controller is not
supported by Deployment
Manager.

Action
Verify the following:

KASV10234

An attempt to get power
status of a managed host
failed.

•

Ensure that the compatible
hardware driver group is selected
for the licensed resource, and then
try again.

•

If the licensed resource is a VM,
ensure that it is configured without
paravirtual devices, and then try
again.

•

Ensure that the licensed resource
HBA/Disk controller is supported
by Deployment Manager.

Cause
The credential might be invalid or there
might be a problem with the managed
host or network.(Maintenance
information={maintenance_informatio
n})
Action
Verify the following and try the
operation again:

KASV10235

3–24

The combination of Alert ID
(ID-number) and LPAR
(LPAR-number) has already
been used by another
Scripted Command.

•

Verify the credentials for
connecting with the managed host.

•

Verify communication between the
HCSM server and managed host.

•

Verify whether the managed host is
running normally.

Cause
Action
Revise the Scripted Command settings.
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Message ID
KASV10236

Message Text
Unable to find the specified
LPAR.

Description
Cause
The specified LPAR has been deleted or
unmanaged.
Action
Refresh the blade information, and
then verify the LPAR is not deleted or
unmanaged.

KASV10237

The specified LPAR Manager
was not found.

Cause
The specified blade might have been
deleted or unmanaged.
Action
Verify that the blade is not deleted or
unmanaged.

KASV10238

The LPAR migration was
canceled.

Cause
An unexpected error occurred while
running an LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification task.
Action
Restart the HCSM server. If this
problem persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV10239

The LPAR Migration task has
been canceled.

Cause
An error occurred during the migration
process.
Action
Resolve the cause of the error
according to the following message:
message-information

KASV10240

Unable to run LPAR
migration.

Cause
A disk access error occurred while
creating a temporary file during the
migration process. This issue might be
caused by a temporary overload or
insufficient disk space.
Action
Verify that the disk where Compute
Systems Manager is installed has
sufficient disk space, and then try
again.
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Message ID
KASV10241

Message Text
The LPAR migration failed.

Description
Cause
An error occurred while communicating
with the SVP.
Action
Refresh the target blade information to
verify that there are no communication
issues, and then try again. If there are
no network issues, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV10242

An LPAR in Deactivated state Cause
cannot be reactivated.
Action
-

KASV10243

Unable to run LPAR
migration.

Cause
An internal error occurred in Compute
Systems Manager. This issue might be
caused by a temporary overload.
Action
Try to run the task again. If this
problem continues, restart the HCSM
server. If the problem persists, collect
the relevant maintenance information
by referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV10244

The LPAR Migration task has
been canceled.

Cause
An LPAR Migration between LPAR
Managers was canceled because the
type or location of the PCI devices did
not match.
Action
Verify the PCI devices on the LPAR
Manager.

KASV10245

An LPAR Modify Configuration Cause
task was ignored because an error occurred while creating
Action
an LPAR.
-

KASV10246

Settings ignored because the Cause
LPAR had been deleted.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV10247

Message Text
Unable to run a migration
task for the LPAR.

Description
Cause
The number of LPARs on the
destination LPAR Manager already
exceeds the maximum limit.
Action
-

KASV10248

Unable to run Recover from
Failed Migration task.

Cause
An error occurred while communicating
with the SVP.
Action
Verify that the network, SVP, and
Compute Systems Manager are
running without any issues by
referencing the following
message:message-information.

KASV10249

An error occurred during an
attempt to add the specified
blade as a licensed logical
partitioning resource.

Cause
An internal error occurred in Compute
Systems Manager.
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV10250

This LPAR Manager cannot be Cause
managed because there is no license available.
Action
Register a valid license for the Logical
Partitioning Manager plug-in, and then
add the blade to the list of logical
partitioning blades.

KASV10251

Unable to run actions on the
Logical Partitioning Manager
or the LPAR.

Cause
Logical Partitioning is disabled on the
blade.
Action
Enable Logical Partitioning in the
Logical Partitioning Setting, and then
try again.

KASV10253

Unable to assign a USB to the Cause
specified LPAR.
A USB cannot be assigned to a
deactivated LPAR.
Action
Activate the LPAR, and then assign the
USB.
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Message ID
KASV10254

Message Text
No valid Logical Partitioning
Manager plug-in license
exists on the server.

Description
Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager plugin license is not registered or has
expired.
Action
Register a valid Logical Partitioning
Manager plug-in license.

KASV10255

The Setting action did not
occur because all the
commands failed.

Cause
Action
-

KASV10256

Unable to operate the LPAR.

Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager is not
running.
Action
Start the Logical Partitioning Manager
and try again.

KASV10258

Unable to run a Standby
Blade Health Check task for
the blade.

Cause
The blade is running.
Action
Power off the blade, and then try again.

KASV10259

Unable to run a Standby
Blade Health Check task for
the blade.

Cause
The standby blade has taken over the
environment of the active blade.
Action
-

KASV10260

The error occurred while
running a Standby Blade
Health Check task for the
blade.

Cause
Smart configure on the blade might not
be finished.
Action
Use the SVP console to run Smart
configure on the blade. If you need
additional information, refer to the
blade User Guide.

KASV10261

A timeout occurred while
running a Standby Blade
Health Check task.

Cause
There might be a problem with the
management target host or the
network.
Action
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1.

Confirm that there are no network
issues and then verify the
hardware and HCSM server status.

2.

Refresh the blade information.
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Message ID
KASV10262

Message Text

Description

Unable to assign or unassign Cause
a USB to the specified LPAR. The logical partitioning manager is not
running.
Action
Start the logical partitioning manager
and try again.

KASV10263

Unable to assign or unassign Cause
a USB to the specified LPAR. Unable to connect to the SVP or the
Logical Partitioning Manager.
Action
Verify that the target Logical
Partitioning Manager is running, and
then refresh the target blade
information to verify that Compute
Systems Manager can communicate
with the SVP and the Logical
Partitioning Manager.

KASV10264

The MAC address listed for
registration conflicts with an
invalid resource.

Cause
Action
Delete all invalid resources from the
Deployment Manager Licensed
resource list, and then retry the
registration.

KASV10265

An LPAR migration task
cannot be run.

Cause
The source LPAR Manager was deleted
or is no longer a management target.
Action
Refresh the configuration information
of the chassis running the specified
resource, and then verify that the
source LPAR Manager is a management
target.

KASV10266

An LPAR migration task
cannot be run.

Cause
The destination LPAR Manager was
deleted or is no longer a management
target.
Action
Refresh the configuration information
of the chassis running the specified
resource, and then verify that the
destination LPAR Manager is a
management target.

KASV10267

Unable to run a Recover from Cause
Failed Migration task for the An attempt to get LPAR Manager
LPAR.
information failed.
Action
Verify that the LPAR Manager is
running.
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Message ID
KASV10268

Message Text
There is no I/O device that
can update firmware.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a blade with an I/O device that
can update firmware.

KASV10269

Unable to run a Recover From Cause
failed Migration task.
An attempt to obtain information failed
because the source or destination LPAR
Manager (IP address: IP-address) is
unmanaged.
Action
Register the LPAR Manager (IP
address: IP-address as a management
target, and then try to run the task
again.

KASV10270

Unable to run a Recover From Cause
failed Migration task.
An attempt to obtain information failed
because the source or destination LPAR
Manager (IP address: IP-address)
might stop or might not be able to
communicate with the Compute
Systems Manager server.
Action
Verity that the LPAR Manager is
running. Verify that Compute Systems
Manager can communicate with the
SVP and the LPAR Manager by
refreshing the blade information. Then
try to run the task again.

KASV10271

Unable to run LPAR
migration.

Cause
An attempt to get the destination LPAR
Manager information for migration
failed. The destination LPAR Manager
might not be running.
Action
Verify that the destination LPAR
Manager is running.

KASV10272

Unable to run LPAR
migration.

Cause
An attempt to get the source LPAR
Manager information for migration
failed. The source LPAR Manager might
not be running.
Action
Verify that the source LPAR Manager is
running.
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Message ID
KASV10273

Message Text

Description

Power control is not available Cause
on this managed host.
The host has already stopped or might
not be able to communicate with the
Compute Systems Manager server.
Action
If the target host is running, verify
communication between the HCSM
server and the target host.

KASV10274

The specified resource group Cause
does not exist.
Action
Verify that the resource group has not
been deleted.

KASV10275

KASV10277

The specified resource group
name already exists.
(Resource group
name=Resource_Group_Na
me)

Cause
Action
Specify a different resource group
name.

The specified resource is
Cause
already registered in another resource group.
Action
Choose a resource that is not
registered in another resource group,
or remove the resource from the other
group and then add it to this group.

KASV10278

The specified resource was
not found.

Cause
Action
Verify that the resource has not been
deleted

KASV10279

The user group was not
found.

Cause
The user group might have been
deleted.
Action
Verify that the user group has not been
deleted. If the user group is deleted,
choose another or create a new one. If
the user group has not been deleted,
retry the operation.

KASV10280

The specified user group
name already exists. (User
group name=Group_Name)

Cause
Action
Specify a different user group name.
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Message ID
KASV10282

Message Text
A built-in user group created
when the product was
installed was not found, or
system user information was
not found.

Description
Cause
The system information in the product
might be invalid.
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User Guide
and contact customer support.

KASV10283

The operation stopped.

Cause
An unregistered user is included in the
specified users.
Action
Verify that the user has not been
deleted and remove the user from the
targets, then try again.

KASV10284

The user is already registered Cause
in the specified user group.
Action
Verify the registration status for the
user group. If the user has not been
registered, try again.

KASV10285

There is no user to add.

Cause
The specified user is already registered
in the target user group.
Action
Choose a user not registered in the
user group and try again.

KASV10286

There is no user to delete.

Cause
The specified user is not registered in
the target user group.
Action
Choose a registered user and try again.

KASV10287

There is no resource group to Cause
assign.
The specified resource group is already
assigned to the target user group.
Action
Choose a resource group not assigned
to the user group and try again.

KASV10288

There is no resource group to Cause
delete.
The target resource group is not
assigned to the target user group.
Action
Choose an assigned resource group
and try again.
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Message ID
KASV10289

Message Text

Description

There is no resource group to Cause
change assigned role.
The target user group and resource
group are already assigned to the
specified role.
Action
Choose a resource group and a role not
already assigned, and try again.

KASV10290

Unable to run a migration
task for the LPAR.

Cause
The specified LPAR might have been
migrated to another LPAR Manager.
Action
If you still want to move the LPAR to
another destination, create a new LPAR
migration task.

KASV10291

The LPAR migration finished,
but the migration of the
information related to the
source LPAR such as alerts,
tasks, and scripted
commands failed.

Cause
Unable to access the database.
(Maintenance
information:maintenance_information)
Action
Confirm that the database is running. If
not, start the database. There is no
solution for restoring the information
that existed before the migration if the
information was not migrated.
Therefore, you must search for the
alerts and the tasks using the LPAR
name as a key. You must also recreate
any future tasks and scripted
commands so that they can run on the
destination.

KASV10292

The session is not
valid.(Maintenance
information =
maintenance_information)

Cause
Action
-

KASV10293

This IPMI credential cannot
Cause
be deleted because it is used by caused data.
Action
Cancel the task or wait until the task
finishes, and then try again.

KASV10294

This LOM setting is being
used by caused data.

Cause
Action
Delete the task or wait until the task
finishes, and then try again.
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Message ID
KASV10295

Message Text
The specified management
LAN module was not found.

Description
Cause
The management LAN module might
be unplugged from the chassis, or the
chassis for the management LAN
module might have been unmanaged.
Action
Verify that the management LAN
module exists and that the chassis for
the management LAN module is
managed.

KASV10296

The specified I/O board
module was not found.

Cause
The I/O board module might be
unplugged from the chassis, or the
chassis for the I/O board module might
have been unmanaged.
Action
Verify that the I/O board module
exists, an verify that the chassis for the
I/O board module is managed.

KASV10297

KASV10298

The LPAR Manager cannot be
managed because the
specified blade is not
registered in the list of logical
partitioning blades.

Cause
Action
Add the blade to the list of logical
partitioning blades to manage the LPAR
Manager.

You cannot delete these IPMI Cause
credentials because they are used by caused data.
Action
Revise the data that uses the IPMI
credential.

KASV10299

The setting is canceled
because the specified device
for the boot order(Boot order
no) is not bootable.

Cause
Another HCSM user or logical
partitioning manager software user
might have changed the configuration
of the LPAR Manager devices or the
LPAR
Action
Refresh the blade information, and
then modify the boot order as needed.

KASV10300 - KASV10399
The following table describes HCSM messages, which are numbered
KASV10300 - KASV10399.
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Message ID
KASV10300

Message Text
IPv4-Compatible IPv6
Addresses, IPv4-Mapped
IPv6 Addresses, and
Unspecified Addresses cannot
be discovered.

Description
Cause
Action
-
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4
Messages IDs beginning with
KASV22000-KASV22099
Messages IDs that begin with KASV22000 - KASV22099 provide information
related to the HCSM server.
For information on messages without the KASV prefix, please refer to the
Hitachi Command Suite Messages.

□

KASV22000 - KASV22099
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KASV22000 - KASV22099
The following table describes HCSM messages, which are numbered
KASV22000 - KASV22099.
Message ID
KASV22000

Message Text

Description

An unexpected error occurred Cause
during the initialization of the message management
Action
service. (code=code).
Restart the HSCM server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV22001

An attempt to read an
internal file has failed.

Cause

(Maintenance
Action
information=maintenance_in
Restart the HSCM server. If this
formation, file-name).
problem persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.
KASV22002

KASV22003

An attempt to read a property Cause
file has failed. (property file name=property-file-name,
Action
error code=error-code).
Complete the following tasks:

An unknown property has
been specified. (property
name=property-name).

1.

Ensure that the Compute Systems
Manager server has read
permission for the property file.

2.

Open the property file, and check
whether the file has been
corrupted.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid property in the property
file.
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Message ID
KASV22004

Message Text

Description

An internal file is invalid.
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation)
Restart the HSCM server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV22005

A property is not defined.
(property name=propertyname)

Cause
Action
If you modified the property file,
restore the valid property in the
property file.

KASV22006

KASV22007

KASV22008

A value outside of the valid
range is specified for a
property. (property
name=property-name,
specified value=specifiedvalue, minimum specifiable
value=minimum-specifiablevalue, maximum specifiable
value=maximum-specifiablevalue)

Cause

The length of the value
specified for a property is
invalid. (property
name=property-name,
specified value=specifiedvalue, minimum string
length=minimum-stringlength, maximum string
length=maximum-stringlength)

Cause

The specified value for a
property is either not a
number, or it is outside the
range from
Integer.MIN_VALUE to
Integer.MAX_VALUE.
(property name=propertyname, specified
value=specified-value)

Cause

Action
Specify a valid property in the property
file.

Action
Specify a valid property in the property
file.

Action
Specify a valid property in the property
file.
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Message ID
KASV22009

KASV22010

Message Text

Description

The specified value for a
property is either not a
number, or it is outside the
range from Long.MIN_VALUE
to Long.MAX_VALUE.
(property name=propertyname, specified
value=specified-value)

Cause

An unexpected error
occurred.

Cause

Action
Specify a valid property in the property
file.

Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV22011

An unexpected error
Cause
occurred. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation)
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV22012

An unexpected error
occurred. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
formation-1,
maintenance_information-2)

KASV22034

Cause
Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

An unexpected error occurred Cause
during the initialization of the logging service. (code=code)
Action
Restart the HSCM server. If this
problem persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.
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Message ID
KASV22035

Message Text

Description

Unable to start child process. Cause
(Maintenance
The Command path of Scripted
information=maintenance_in Command settings might be invalid.
formation)
Action
Verify that the Command path of
Scripted Command is correct.

KASV22036

KASV22037

A time-out occurred while
terminating a child process.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
formation)

Cause

An attempt to send e-mail
has failed.

Cause

Action
Action
Make sure that the email alert
notification settings are correct. Make
sure the following environment related
items are correct:
• Status and settings of the SMTP
server
• Status of the network

KASV22038

An attempt to initialize the
database has failed.

Cause
Action
Restart the database and HCSM server.

KASV22039

An attempt to initialize the
logging service has failed.

Cause
Action
Complete the following tasks:

KASV22040

Server startup failed.

1.

Confirm the disk free space.

2.

Confirm access permission of the
"logs" directory.

3.

Empty "logs" directory and restart
Compute Systems Manager

Cause
Action
Restart the Compute Systems Manager
server.

KASV22041

An attempt to create or write Cause
to a log file failed. (log file
name=log-file-name)
Action
Confirm permission of the log file and
the folder where the file is located.
Make sure that disk space is sufficient.
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Message ID
KASV22045

4–6

Message Text
The value specified for a
property is invalid. (property
name=property-file-name,
specified value=(specifiedvalue), valid value=(validvalue)

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a valid property in the property
file.
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5
Messages IDs beginning with
KASV23000-KASV23899
Messages IDs that begin with KASV23000 - KASV23899 provide information
related to the HCSM CLI.
For additional information on the HCSM CLI commands, refer to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager CLI Reference Guide. For information on
messages without the KASV prefix, please refer to the Hitachi Command
Suite Messages.

□

KASV23000 - KASV23099

□

KASV23600 - KASV23699

□

KASV23800 - KASV23899
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KASV23000 - KASV23099
The following table describes HCSM CLI messages, which are numbered
KASV23000 - KASV23099.
Message ID
KASV23001

Message Text
input_string is not a valid
command name.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a valid command name.

KASV23002

alilas_name does not match Cause
any of the HCSM server alias names found in the .csmrc
Action
file.
Specify a valid alias name for HCSM
server

KASV23003

input_string is not a valid
server option

Cause
Action
Specify a valid option for locating the
server.

KASV23004

input_string is not a valid
argument for
subcommandname.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid argument for the
specified command.

KASV23005

The .csmrc file located at
file-path is not a regular file.

Cause
Action
Set the correct home directory in
environment variable CSMHOME.
Remove .csmrc file, and then try
again.

KASV23006

The .csmrc file located at
file-path is not readable.

Cause
Action
-

KASV23007

The .csmrc file located at
file-path could not be
opened. [Cause:
error_message]

Cause
Action
Resolve the cause of the error.

KASV23008

The .csmrc file located at
file-path could not be read.
[Cause: error_message]

Cause
Action
Resolve the cause of the error.
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Message ID
KASV23009

Message Text
The .csmsessions file
located at file-path could not
be read. [Cause:
error_message]

Description
Cause
Action
Resolve the cause of the error.

KASV23010

KASV23011

The HCSM CLI home
directory could not be
located. None of the
environment variables
environment-variable-values
are set.

Cause

The HCSM CLI session file
.csmsessions could not be
written to file-path. [Cause:
error-message]

Cause

Action
Set the path for HCSM CLI home
directory in the environment variable.
Action
Resolve the cause of the error.

KASV23012

The environment variable
envName [envValue] does
not point to a directory.

Cause
Action
Set the environment variable to the
correct directory path.

KASV23013

The environment variable
envName [envValue] does
not point to a writable
directory.

Cause
Action
Set the environment variable to a
writable directory path.

KASV23014

The home directory could not Cause
be determined from
environment variables HOME
Action
or USERPROFILE.
Set the parent directory path of .csmrc
file in the environment variable HOME
or USERPROFILE.

KASV23015

Could not write to filename
[Cause: error_message].

Cause
Action
Resolve the cause of the error.

KASV23016

Option argument is missing
after option-specified.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid value.

KASV23017

input_format is not a valid
output style. It must be xml
or csv or csv-no-header.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid value for -format option.
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Message ID
KASV23018

Message Text

Description

param-value could not be
Cause
read as an integer for param- name.
Action
Specify a valid integer value.

KASV23019

value could not be read as a
date for name. Date format
is: YYYY/MM/DD

Cause
Action
Specify date value in the format of
YYYY/MM/DD.

KASV23020

value could not be read as a
time for name. Time format
is: YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS.

Cause
Action
Specify time value in the format of
YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS.

KASV23021

value is not a valid value for
name.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid value for the specified
option.

KASV23022

Unknown subcommand:
command-name

Cause
Action
Specify a valid subcommand.

KASV23023

The argument arg cannot be
combined with other
arguments.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid combination of values.

KASV23024

The arguments arg cannot be Cause
specified together.
Action
Specify a valid value.

KASV23025

Value for attribute(s) name
Cause
must be specified in a
name=value style argument.
Action
Specify a valid value.

KASV23026

Discovery protocol must be
specified to WMI or SSH.

Cause
Action
Specify the protocol value either as
WMI or SSH.
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Message ID
KASV23027

Message Text
Duplicate -format option:
format

Description
Cause
Action
Specify the option -format only once.

KASV23028

-count option cannot be
specified with -describe
option.

Cause
Action
Specify either -count option or describe option.

KASV23029

The argument arg can only be Cause
specified once.
Action
Specify the option only once.

KASV23030

Date parameter is only
allowed when schedule =
Later is specified.

Cause
Action
Remove the date parameter, or specify
schedule = Later.

KASV23031

Date parameter must be
specified when schedule =
Later is specified.

Cause
Action
Specify a date parameter, or specify
schedule = Now.

KASV23032

ip_address: is an invalid IP
address.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid IP address.

KASV23033

taskID: is an invalid task ID.
Only digits are allowed for
task ID values.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid task ID.

KASV23034

The user cannot log in using
the specified user ID or
password.

Cause
Action
Verify that the user ID and the
password are correct, and confirm with
the system administrator that the
assigned resource group and role are
correct.

KASV23035

The argument values are
repeated.

Cause
Action
Specify only one value for the option.
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Message ID
KASV23036

Message Text
Specified schedule time date
is past.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a future time.

KASV23037

The arguments are repeated. Cause
Action
Specify without any duplicate values.

KASV23038

Internal HCSM CLI error.
SOAP Factory was not
initialized.

Cause
Action
Try again. If this problem continues,
restart the HCSM server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV23039

Unexpected data was sent
back from the address
specified as the HCSM Server
hostname: portnumber.
Please wait for a while and
then try again. If the same
message is displayed
repeatedly, verify the HCSM
server address and port
number.

Cause
The server you are connecting might
not be the HCSM server, or the HCSM
server might not have completed
initialization.
Action
Verify that a valid host has been
specified as a HCSM Server. Verify the
port number of HCSM Server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV23040

The given HCSM hostname
hostname is not in proper
syntax.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid hostname or IP address.

KASV23041

The HCSM host host is
unknown.

Cause
Action
Verify that the valid host has been
specified as a HCSM Server.
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Message ID
KASV23042

KASV23043

Message Text

Description

The HCSM Server is not
responding at the specified
address hostname:
portnumber. The server may
not have started.

Cause

The HCSM server license is
invalid or has expired.

Cause

Action
Verify that a valid host has been
specified as a HCSM Server. Verify the
port number of HCSM Server. Verify the
HCSM Server is running.
Action
Register a valid license key.

KASV23044

You do not have permissions
to execute the operation.

Cause
Action
Contact a user who has User
Management privileges.

KASV23045

Another user is executing a
command.

Cause
Action
Please wait for a while, and then try
again.

KASV23046

Web service (SOAP) error at
request to server located at
serverURL [Internal error
message: error-message].
Please wait for a while and
then try again. If the same
message is displayed
repeatedly, verify the HCSM
server address and port
number.

Cause
The server you are connecting might
not be the HCSM server, or the HCSM
server might not have completed
initialization.
Action
Verify that a valid host has been
specified as a HCSM Server. Verify the
port number of HCSM Server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV23047

Message Text

Description

The query caused an error at Cause
the server. [server return
code=error-code,
Action
message=error-message]
Try again. If this problem continues,
perform the following action: Restart
the HCSM server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV23048

The query caused an HTTP
Cause
error. [HTTP response
code=responseCode,
message=responseMessage] Action
Try again. If this problem continues,
perform the following action: Restart
the HCSM server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV23049

Cannot access HCSM query
result service for server
location:
csmServerLocationString
[Internal error message:
error-message]

Cause
Action
Try again. If this problem continues,
perform the following action: Restart
the HCSM server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV23050

Message Text
Error occurred while reading
query result from server
location:
csmServerLocationString
[Internal error
message:error-message]

Description
Cause
Action
Try again. If this problem continues,
perform the following action: Restart
the HCSM server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV23051

Some of the information for
the current command is not
sent from Server:
csmServerLocationString

Cause
Action
Try again. If this problem continues,
perform the following action: Restart
the HCSM server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV23052

The HCSM Server sent invalid Cause
values for the chunk content length: data_length
Action
Try again. If this problem continues,
perform the following action: Restart
the HCSM server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV23053

The HCSM server login
Cause
session was not found or has expired. Log in to the server
with 'csm login' and try again. Action
Log in and try again.
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Message ID
KASV23054

Message Text

Description

Web Service connection error Cause
for server at serverURL.
[Error: error-message]
Action
Try again. If this problem continues,
perform the following action: Restart
the HCSM server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV23055

Web Service error for server
at serverURL. [Error: errormessage]

Cause
Action
Try again. If this problem continues,
perform the following action: Restart
the HCSM server.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV23056

The requested operation
failed at the HCSM server
[resultCode=resultCode,
message=message]

Cause
Action
-

KASV23057

The specified credential was
not found in the database.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid credential name.

KASV23058

The specified task name was
not found in the database.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid task name.

KASV23059

The specified IP address was
not found in the database.

Cause
Action
Specify the IP Address of the Managed
Host(s).
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Message ID
KASV23060

Message Text
Registration of task failed at
the server. [server return
code=value,
message=value]

Description
Cause
Action
Resolve the cause of the error
according to the message.

KASV23061

Execution of task failed.
[server return code=value,
message=value]

Cause
Action
Resolve the cause of the error
according to the message.

KASV23062

Count of IP address and hosts Cause
are not consistent.
Action
Specify an IP address of the managed
host(s).

KASV23063

KASV23064

The HCSM server version is
too old to operate with this
HCSM CLI. The maximum
supported protocol version at
the HCSM server is
maxProtocolVersionAtServer
whereas the minimum
supported protocol version at
the HCSM CLI is
minProtocolVersionAtClient.
Consider upgrading the
HCSM server.

Cause

The specified credential
already exists in the
database.

Cause

Action
Update the HCSM Server.

Action
Specify another credential name.

KASV23065

Attempt to log in has failed
due to an error within the
HCSM server. Server result
code=resultCode, Message
received from server:
serverMessage

Cause
Action
Resolve the cause of the error
according to the message, and then try
again. If this problem continues,
complete the following tasks:
1.

Restart the HCSM server.

2.

Restart HBase server.

If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV23066

KASV23067

KASV23068

Message Text

Description

Logout failed due to error
within the HCSM server.
Server result
code=resultCode, Message
received from server:
serverMessage

Cause

The HCSM CLI version is too
old to operate with the HCSM
server. The minimum
supported protocol version at
the HCSM server is
minProtocolVersionAtServer
whereas the maximum
supported protocol version at
the HCSM CLI is
maxProtocolVersionAtClient.
Consider upgrading the
HCSM CLI.

Cause

The environment variable
envName is not specified.

Cause

Action
No actions are required.

Action
Download and install HCSM CLI from
the HCSM Server.

Action
Set the path for HCSM CLI home
directory in the environment variable.

KASV23069

KASV23070

Specified elapseTime
[elapseTime] is invalid.
Specify value between 0 and
9999. Specify time as '0' to
set the default value.

Cause

param-value could not be
read as digits for paramname. Specify only digits for
param-name.

Cause

Action
Specify value between 0 and 9999.
Action
Specify a digits value.

KASV23071

The specified port number is
invalid.

Cause
Action
Specify a numerical value between 1
and 65535.

KASV23072

The input value is invalid.

Cause
Action
Specify a value of "y" or "n".

KASV23073

The parameter contains an
invalid character.

Cause
Action
Remove any control characters from
the parameter, and then try again.
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KASV23600 - KASV23699
The following table describes HCSM CLI messages, which are numbered
KASV23600 - KASV23699.
Message ID
KASV23601

Message Text

Description

Could not set file permissions Cause
for: file-path.
Action
Confirm access permission of the file or
parent directory of the file.

KASV23603

The .csmrc file does not exist Cause
in "file-path" (environment- variable).
Action
-

KASV23800 - KASV23899
The following table describes HCSM CLI messages, which are numbered
KASV23800 - KASV23899.
Message ID
KASV23800

Message Text
The HCSM server is up and
running

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV23801

Login successful.

Cause
Action
-

KASV23802

Type 'csm help' for usage.

Cause
Action
-

KASV23803

Accepted values are:
accepted-values.

Cause
Action
-

KASV23804

The.csmrc file in "file-path"
(environment-variable) has
been read.

Cause
Action
-
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6
Messages IDs beginning with
KASV25000-KASV25199
Messages IDs that begin with KASV25000 - KASV25199 provide information
related to the HCSM installation.
For information on messages without the KASV prefix, please refer to the
Hitachi Command Suite Messages.

□

KASV25000 - KASV25099

□

KASV25100 - KASV25199
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KASV25000 - KASV25099
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV25000 - KASV25099.
Message ID
KASV25000

Message Text
Backup of the configuration
file from Compute Systems
Manager will now start.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV25001

The backup to
Cause
directory_name has finished. Action
-

KASV25002

Backup of the configuration
file from Compute Systems
Manager stopped.

Cause
Action
-

KASV25003

The user group permissions Cause
are not system administrator permissions.
Action
Perform the action as a user who is a
member of the Administrator’s group.

KASV25004

The specified parameter
value is invalid.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid parameter.

KASV25005

The drive does not exist.

Cause
Action
Specify an existing drive.

KASV25006

The copy source directory
directory_name does not
exist.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid source directory.

KASV25007

A subdirectory or file exists in Cause
the specified directory.
Action
Check whether there are any
subdirectories or files in the specified
directory. If there are any, delete them
or specify a directory that does not
contain any subdirectories or files.
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Message ID
KASV25008

Message Text
directory_name cannot be
accessed.

Description
Cause
Action
Make sure the file/directory access
permissions and path name are
correct.

KASV25009

An error occurred during
backup of the configuration
file from Compute Systems
Manager.

Cause
Action
Take the corrective action indicated by
the HCSM error message that was
output before the message.

KASV25010

Collection of maintenance
information from Compute
Systems Manager will now
start.

Cause
Action
-

KASV25011

The information collected into Cause
directory_name has finished. Action
-

KASV25012

Collection of maintenance
Cause
information from Compute
Systems Manager has ended.
Action
-

KASV25013

The user group permissions Cause
are not system administrator permissions. The specified
Action
parameter value is invalid.
Perform the action as a user who is a
member of the Administrator’s group.

KASV25014

The specified parameter
value is invalid.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid parameter.

KASV25015

The drive does not exist.

Cause
Action
Specify an existing drive.

KASV25016

The copy source directory
directory_name does not
exist.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid source directory.
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Message ID
KASV25017

Message Text

Description

A subdirectory or file exists in Cause
the specified directory.
Action
Check whether there are any
subdirectories or files in the specified
directory. If there are any, delete them
or specify a directory that does not
contain any subdirectories or files.

KASV25018

Directory_name cannot be
accessed.

Cause
Action
Make sure the file/directory access
permissions and path name are
correct.

KASV25019

An error occurred during
collection of maintenance
information from Compute
Systems Manager.

Cause
Action
Take the corrective action indicated by
the HCSM error that was output before
the message.

KASV25100 - KASV25199
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV25100 - KASV25199.
Message ID
KASV25101

Message Text
Read MIB definition file
file_name.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV25102

Wrote SNMP trap
configuration file file_name.

Cause
Action
-

KASV25106

hcsmtraptoxml started.

Cause
Action
-

KASV25107

hcsmtraptoxml ended.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV25110

Message Text
This account does not have
the right to execute this
command. Execute as an
administrator.

Description
Cause
A command was executed by a user
who did not have Administrators
permissions.
Action
Execute this command as an
administrator.

KASV25111

An attempt to retrieve HCSM Cause
install folder has failed.
The installation was not done
Install HCSM again.
successfully.
Action
Install HCSM again.

KASV25112

Argument argument was
used several times. Confirm
arguments.

Cause
Same argument was used several
times.
Action
Specify valid arguments.

KASV25113

Argument -i or -o must be
specified with folder name.

Cause
Argument -i or -o is used without folder
name.
Action
Specify a valid argument.

KASV25114

Argument -o and -n cannot
be used simultaneously.
Confirm arguments.

Cause
Argument -o and -n were used
simultaneously.
Action
Specify a valid argument.

KASV25115

Arguments -c and -n cannot
be used simultaneously.
Confirm arguments.

Cause
Argument -c and -n were used
simultaneously.
Action
Specify a valid argument.

KASV25116

You must specify one of the Cause
following arguments: -c or -n Neither argument -c nor -n were used
in a command line.
Action
Specify a valid argument.

KASV25117

The specified argument
argument is invalid. Confirm
arguments.

Cause
An invalid argument was used.
Action
Specify a valid argument.
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Message ID
KASV25118

KASV25119

KASV25120

Message Text

Description

An attempt to create file
"file_name" has failed
(Reason:reason). Confirm
permission of the file and
folder where the file is
located. Make sure that disk
space is sufficient.

Cause

An attempt to create log file
"log_file_name" has failed
(Reason:reason). Verify write
permissions for the folder
where the log file is to be
created and verify that the
drive has sufficient space.

Cause

Folder "folder_name" is not
found. Confirm folder
specified with argument -i.

Cause

The user does not have the write
permission for the file, or the disk does
not have the enough space.
Action
Confirm permission of the log file and
folder where the file is located. Make
sure that disk space is sufficient.
The user does not have write
permissions for the log file, or the drive
does not have sufficient space.
Action
Verify write permissions for the folder
where the log file is to be created and
verify that the drive has sufficient
space.
The Folder specified in argument -i
does not exist.
Action
Verify folder specified with argument -i.

KASV25121

There are no files in the
specified folder.

Cause
An empty folder was specified.
Action
Verify the folder.

KASV25122

There are no SNMP trap
definitions in MIB files.

Cause
There are no SNMP trap definitions in
MIB files.
Action
Confirm the MIB files.

KASV25123

An error occurred during
Cause
analyzing MIB files. For more Lack of MIB files or syntax error in MIB
detail, see "log_file_name".
files.
The HCSM server imports
Action
SNMP trap definitions from
Put valid MIB files in the specified
successfully analyzed MIB
files. To determine the cause folder, according to the log file.
and resolve the problem,
detailed investigation is
required.

If the problem continues, contact the
Support Center, who may ask you to
collect troubleshooting information.

Contact the Support Center,
who may ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.
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Message ID
KASV25124

Message Text
An attempt to write file
"file_name" has failed
(Reason:reason). Confirm
that disk space is sufficient.

Description
Cause
The disk does not have the enough
space.
Action
Confirm that disk space is sufficient.

KASV25126

An attempt to remove
intermediate file "file_name"
has failed (Reason:reason).
Remove the intermediate file
manually.

Cause
Disk error occurred while removing
intermediate file.
Action
Remove the intermediate file manually.

KASV25127

An attempt to search folder
Cause
"folder_name" has failed
The user does not have the read
(Reason:reason). Confirm file permission for the file.
read permissions.
Action
Confirm that you have sufficient read
permission.

KASV25128

KASV25130

Because a file name is long,
an attempt to create file
"file_name" has failed.
Change the designation of
the argument -o so that a file
name fits into less than 260
characters.

Cause

An attempt to rename the
older log file "file-name" has
failed (Reason:message).

Cause

A file name is too long.
Action
Specify a shorter folder path.

The older log files might be already in
use by another application.
Action
Confirm that no other application is
using the log files.

KASV25131

An attempt to remove the
Cause
oldest log file "file-name" has The oldest log file might be already in
failed (Reason:message).
use by another application.
Action
Confirm that no other application is
using the log file.

KASV25137

An attempt to create a child
process has failed. Install
HCSM again.

Cause
The installation was not completed
successfully.
Action
Install HCSM again.

KASV25138

Compute Systems Manager
processing was successful.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV25139

Message Text
Compute Systems Manager
processing failed.

Description
Cause
Action
To determine the cause and resolve the
problem, detailed investigation is
required.Contact customer support,
who may ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.
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Messages IDs beginning with
KASV30000-KASV30199
Messages IDs that begin with KASV30000 - KASV30099 provide information
related to the HCSM server.
For information on message without the KASV prefix, please refer to the
Hitachi Command Suite Messages.

□

KASV30000 - KASV30099

□

KASV30100 - KASV30199
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KASV30000 - KASV30099
The following table describes HCSM messages, which are numbered
KASV30000 - KASV30099.
Message ID
KASV30001

Message Text
User's authority specified in
the credential is insufficient.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify Administrators user/root user
in the credential.

KASV30002

Unable to connect to the
specified managed host.

Cause
There is a problem with the managed
host or network.
Action
Confirm whether management target
host is started. Also confirm whether it
is possible to communicate between
the HCSM server and management
target host. If the management target
host is windows, confirm whether
DCOM of the HCSM server is enabled. If
the managed host is a Linux host,
verify the communication port setting.
If LOM is configured on the managed
host, verify the communication port
setting for communicating with LOM.

KASV30003

Information cannot be
obtained.

Cause
The resource returned unexpected
data.
Action
If the resource is Windows, collect the
relevant failure information by
referring to the HCSM manuals, and
then contact customer support. If the
resource is not Windows, no action is
required.

KASV30004

Unable to continue
processing.

Cause
There is a problem in the network or
environment setting of the HCSM
server.
Action
Verify communication between the
HCSM server and managed host.
Restart the HCSM server.
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Message ID
KASV30005

Message Text
Unable to log in to the
specified host.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify the correct user name and
password. Confirm that the user
account is not locked. If the managed
host is a Windows host, verify that
DCOM is enabled.

KASV30006

The process timed out.

Cause
Action
Run the process again.

KASV30007

A new process cannot be run Cause
until the previous process
completes.
Action
Run the process again after a few
minutes.

KASV30008

The management target host Cause
OS is not supported.
Action
Confirm the management target host
meets the software requirements
described in the Release Notes.

KASV30009

A cluster virtual IP address
has been discovered.

Cause
Action
No action is required.

KASV30010

Unable to verify ping
response from the specified
resource.

Cause
Action
Confirm that the resource is running.
Also verify that the HCSM server can
communicate with the resource.

KASV30011

An attempt to access an
Cause
SNMP trap definition file
"SNMPTrap" failed. XML
Syntax Error (SAXException) Action
Verify that the SNMP trap definition file
is written in correct XML syntax.

KASV30012

An attempt to access an
Cause
SNMP trap definition file
"SNMPTrap" failed. This file is
Action
invalid.
Verify that the SNMP trap definition file
is written in the correct format.
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KASV30013

An attempt to create an XML Cause
parser has failed.
(ParserConfigurationExceptio
Action
n)
Try again. If this problem continues,
collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV30014

An unexpected error occurred Cause
while parsing by XML
file.(ParserConfigurationExce
Action
ption)
Recreate the XML file by using the
hcsmtraptoxml.exe command.

KASV30019

Unable to listen for SNMP
traps on current port.

Cause
SNMP trap port might be being used by
another application or service.
Action
Verify that the SNMP trap port (UDP
port 162 by default) is not being used
by another application or service. If the
port is already being used, change the
HCSM SNMP trap UDP port.

KASV30020

Unable to stop listening for
SNMP traps.

Cause
Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV30021

KASV30022

Because a large number of
SNMP traps was received,
trap was not received and
was discarded. (Source
Trap_source, OID Trap_OID

Cause

User's authority specified in
the credential is insufficient.

Cause

Action
Action
Specify Administrators user in the
credential.
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Message ID
KASV30023

Message Text
User's authority specified in
the credential is insufficient.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify Administrators user in the
credential.

KASV30024

Unable to connect to the
Cause
specified management target There is a problem with the
host.
management target host or the
network.
Action

KASV30025

1.

Confirm that the target host is
running.

2.

Verify communication between the
HCSM server and the target host.

3.

Confirm the DCOM setting on the
Compute Systems Manager server
and the target host.

4.

Verify the firewall setting.

Unable to connect to the
Cause
specified management target There is a problem in the management
host (Operating
target host or the network.
System=operating-system).
Action
Confirm that the host is running
started. Verify communication between
the HCSM server and managed host.
Verify the settings of the
communication port.

KASV30026

Unable to connect to the
specified host

Cause
There is a problem with the host or the
network.
Action
To resolve this problem, verify the
following:
•

The host is running.

•

The HCSM server can communicate
with the host.

•

The host firewall settings are
correct.

•

If the host is Windows, confirm that
DCOM is enabled on the HCSM
server and the host.

•

If the host is Linux/Solaris, verify
the communication port settings.
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Message ID
KASV30027

Message Text
Unable to connect to the
specified LOM.

Description
Cause
There is a problem in LOM or network.
Action
Confirm that the host is running
started. Verify communication between
the HCSM server and the LOM. Verify
the settings of the communication port.

KASV30028

Processing cannot continue.

Cause
The resource returned unexpected
data.
Action
If the resource is Windows, collect the
failure information by referring to the
HCSM manuals, and then contact
customer support. If the resource is
not Windows, no action is required.

KASV30029

Processing cannot continue.

Cause
The resource returned unexpected
data.
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV30030

Unable to continue
processing.

1.

Verify that the specified resource is
a Linux/Solaris host.

2.

If yes, verify that the HCSM server
can communicate with the
resource. If it is not, no action is
required.

Cause
There is a problem in network or
environment of HCSM server.
Action
Verify communication between the
HCSM server and managed host.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV30031

Unable to continue
processing.

Cause
There is a problem in network or
environment of HCSM server.
Action
Reboot the HCSM server.
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Message ID
KASV30032

Message Text
Unable to login to the
specified Windows host.

Description
Cause
The user name or password is wrong,
the permissions are insufficient, or the
account is locked.
Action
To resolve this problem:

KASV30033

Unable to login to the
specified Linux/Solaris host.

1.

Specify a valid user name and
password.

2.

Confirm that the management
target host account is not locked.

3.

Confirm that the user has the
required permissions.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
•

The user name or password is
invalid.

•

The account is locked.

•

The destination was not Linux/
Solaris, but was accessed by using
Linux/Solaris credentials.

Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV30034

Unable to login to the
specified LOM.

•

Specify a valid username and
password.

•

Verify that the host account is not
locked.

•

Verify that a Linux/Solaris host was
specified as the destination. If the
resource is not a Linux/Solaris
host, no action is required.

Cause
Action
Specify a correct user name and
password. Also, verify that the LOM
account is not locked.

KASV30035

Processing timed out.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
•

The host is temporarily busy.

•

The resource is not Windows.

Action
Wait for a while, and then try again. If
the resource is not Windows, no action
is required.
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Message ID
KASV30036

Message Text
Processing timed out.

Description
Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
•

The host is temporarily busy.

•

An attempt to access a non-Linux/
Solaris host was made by using the
credential for Linux/Solaris hosts.

Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV30037

Process is timed out.

1.

Try again.

2.

If you still receive the error, verify
that the specified resource is a
Linux/Solaris host. If the resource
is not a Linux/Solaris host, no
action is required.

Cause
Action
Execute it again.

KASV30038

An attempt to send the magic Cause
packet of WOL has failed.
Action
Verify communication between the
HCSM server and managed host.

KASV30039

Invoking IPMI command has
failed.

Cause
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again. If
the problem persists, verify the LOM
setting.

KASV30040

Processing cannot continue.

Cause
The resource returned unexpected
data.
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV30041

The server is unable to
complete the process.

1.

Verify that the resource is Compute
Blade or Compute Rack.

2.

If yes, verify that the HCSM server
can communicate with the
resource. If it is not, no action is
required.

Cause
Action
Verify the state of the managed server.
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Message ID
KASV30042

Message Text
Unable to log in to the
specified resource.

Description
Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
•

The LOM user name or password
for Compute Blade management
modules or Compute Rack is
invalid.

•

A resource that was neither
Compute Blade nor Compute Rack
was accessed by using the
credentials for Compute Blade or
Compute Rack.

Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV30043

1.

Specify a valid user name and
password.

2.

Verify that the specified resource is
Compute Blade or Compute Rack.
If it is not, no action is required.

The request for the managed Cause
server was refused.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again. If
this problem persists, restart the
management module of the blade or
LOM on the rack-mounted server.

KASV30044

The process timed out.

Cause
Action
Try to run the process again.

KASV30045

A connection to the specified Cause
blade or rack-mounted server There is a problem with the
cannot be established.
management target server or the
network, or the port number specified
in the credentials is invalid.
Action
Verify and resolve the following items:
•

The server meets the latest
firmware requirements. For details,
see the Release Notes.

•

SVP is configured to use HTTPS to
communicate with HCSM. To check
or configure the HTTPS port
settings, use Element Manager for
the blade or rack-mounted server.

•

The port number specified in the
credentials is correct.

•

The HCSM server and the
management target server can
communicate.
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Message ID
KASV30049

Message Text
Unable to stop listening for
SVP Alert.

Description
Cause
SVP Alert receive port might be being
used by another application or service.
Action
Verify that the SVP Alert receive port
(TCP port 22611 by default) is not
being used by another application or
service. If the port is already being
used, change the SVP Alert receive
port.

KASV30050

Unable to stop listening for
SVP Alert.

Cause
Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV30051

Unable to send SNMP trap.

Cause
Action
Specify a correct receiver host or port.

KASV30054

Unable to start internal
connect handler.

Cause
Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV30055

An attempt to access the
keystore file failed.

Cause
An attempt to access the keystore file
failed.
Action
Confirm whether the keystore file
exists. If the keystore file doesn't exist,
create the keystore file, and configure
it in the user.properties file.

KASV30056

Unable to listen for SVP Alert. Cause
An attempt to access the keystore file
failed. The key password is different.
Action
Specify the correct key password.
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Message ID
KASV30057

Message Text

Description

Unable to listen for SVP Alert. Cause
An attempt to access the keystore file
failed.
Action
Specify a correct password. Create a
new keystore file if access continues to
fail even after providing a correct
password.

KASV30058

Power cannot be managed
because the blade is in
maintenance mode.

Cause
Action
Disable maintenance mode.

KASV30059

Unable to change power
capping settings.

Cause
There is no selected blade for power
capping, or the upper limit value is too
small.
Action
Verify the power capping setting.

KASV30060

Unable to change power
capping settings.

Cause
There is no selected blade for power
capping, or the upper limit value is too
small.
Action
Verify the power capping setting.

KASV30061

Unable to perform power
operations. The server is in
Power ON Suppression.

Cause
Action
Check the Power ON Suppress Status.
If Power ON Suppress is enabled,
disable it.

KASV30062

Unable to log in to the
specified managed server.

Cause
The login request was rejected because
the maximum number of management
servers has been registered to the
target blade or rack-mounted server.
Action
Use the Element Manager to remove
any unnecessary management server
entries from the blade or rack-mounted
server, and then try again. SVP console
operations differ depending on the
model of the target server. If you need
additional information, refer to the
server’s User Guide.
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Message ID
KASV30063

Message Text
Host information cannot be
obtained.

Description
Cause
The software package installed on the
management target is insufficient.
Action
See the Release Notes and install the
required software packages.

KASV30100 - KASV30199
The following table describes HCSM messages, which are numbered
KASV30100 - KASV30199.
Message ID
KASV30103

Message Text
Information cannot be
obtained.

Description
Cause
The resource returned unexpected
data.
Action
If the resource is Windows, verify the
WinRM status for the host and then try
again. If the resource is not Windows,
no action is required.

KASV30107

A new process cannot run
Cause
because the previous process has not finished.
Action
Wait until the previous process
finishes, and then try again.

KASV30108

The management target host Cause
OS is not supported.
Action
Confirm the management target host
meets the software requirements
described in the Release Notes.

KASV30109

A cluster virtual IP address
has been discovered.

Cause
Action
No action is required.

KASV30122

The user specified in the
credentials has insufficient
rights.

Cause
Action
Specify a user with administrator rights
in the credentials.
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Message ID
KASV30124

Message Text
A connection to the specified
management target host
cannot be established.

Description
Cause
There is a problem with the
management target host or with the
network.
Action
To resolve this issue, verify the
following:

KASV30126

Unable to connect to the
specified host

•

The management target host is
running.

•

The HCSM server can communicate
with the management target host.

•

The correct port number is
specified in the credentials.

•

WinRM is enabled on the
management target host.

•

The firewall settings are correct.

Cause
There is a problem with the host or the
network.
Action
To resolve this problem, verify the
following:

KASV30128

Processing cannot continue.

•

The host is running.

•

The HCSM server can communicate
with the host.

•

The host firewall settings are
correct.

•

If the host is Windows, confirm that
WinRM is enabled on the host.

•

Verify the communication port
settings.

Cause
The resource returned unexpected
data.
Action
If the resource is a Windows host,
check the WinRM status on the host. If
it is not, no action is required.
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Message ID
KASV30132

Message Text
Unable to log in to the
specified Windows host.

Description
Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
•

The user name or password might
be wrong.

•

The account might be locked.

•

The user might not have
Administrator rights.

•

The WinRM might not be
configured correctly.

Action
To resolve this problem:
1.

Specify a valid user name and
password.

2.

Confirm the following:
- Management target host account
is not locked.
- User has Administrator rights.

3.

KASV30135

Processing timed out.

Enable WinRM by using the
instructions in the Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
•

The host is temporarily busy.

•

The resource is not Windows.

Action
Wait for a while, and then try again. If
the resource is not Windows, no action
is required.
KASV30163

To manage Windows hosts on
a Linux version of Compute
Systems manager, you must
set the port number in the
host credential.

Cause
Windows host credentials migrated
from a Windows management server
do not include a port number setting.
Action
Set the communication port in the
credential.
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8
Messages IDs beginning with
KASV31000-KASV31999
Messages IDs that begin with KASV31000 - KASV31999 provide information
related to the HCSM server.
For information on message without the KASV prefix, please refer to the
Hitachi Command Suite Messages.

□

KASV31000 - KASV31999
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KASV31000 - KASV31999
The following table describes HCSM messages, which are numbered
KASV31000 - KASV31999.
Message ID
KASV31400

Message Text
The specified VMware
information cannot be
obtained.

Description
Cause
The user specified in the credentials
does not have VMware Administrator
permissions.
Action
Specify the credentials of a user with
VMware system administrator
permissions, and then try again.

KASV31401

The Logical Partitioning
Manager credential has
insufficient privileges.

Cause
Action
Specify credentials with administrative
permissions.

KASV31402

The SCVMM credential has
insufficient privileges.

Cause
Action
Specify credentials with administrative
permissions.

KASV31403

The vCenter credential has
insufficient privileges.

Cause
Action
Specify credentials with administrative
permissions.

KASV31404

A connection to the specified
VMware cannot be
established.

Cause
There might be a problem with VMware
or the network.
Action
To resolve this issue verify the
following:
•

8–2

VMware is running.

•

VMware and the Management
server can communicate.

•

The firewall setting of VMware and
the Management server is set
correctly.
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Message ID
KASV31405

Message Text
Unable to connect the
specified SCVMM instance.

Description
Cause
There is a problem with management
target or network.
Action
Confirm that the target is running and
then verify communication between
the HCSM server and the target. Also
confirm that DCOM is enabled on the
HCSM server.

KASV31406

Unable to connect the
specified vCenter instance.

Cause
There is a problem with the
management target or network.
Action
Confirm that the target is running and
then verify communication between
the HCSM server and the target.

KASV31407

Unable to continue
operations on the specified
SCVMM instance.

Cause
There is a problem with the network or
environment setting of the HCSM
server.
Action
Verify communication between the
HCSM server and the managed host
and then restart the HCSM server.

KASV31408

Unable to continue
operations on the specified
vCenter instance.

Cause
There is a problem with the network or
environment setting of the HCSM
server.
Action
Verify communication between the
HCSM server and the managed host
and then restart the HCSM server.

KASV31409

The specified VMware
information cannot be
obtained.

Cause
The user specified in the credentials
cannot log in to VMware.
Action
Specify the credentials of a user with
VMware system administrator
permissions, and then try again.

KASV31410

Unable to login to the
specified Logical Partitioning
Manager instance.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid user name and the
password.
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Message ID
KASV31411

Message Text
Unable to login to the
specified SCVMM instance.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a valid user name and the
password. Confirm account of
management target host is not locked.
Confirm whether DCOM is enabled.

KASV31412

Unable to login to the
specified vCenter instance.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid user name and the
password.

KASV31413

VMware ESX/ESXi processing Cause
timed out.
Action
Confirm that the host is running. Also
verify that the HCSM server and
communicate with the host.

KASV31414

A timeout occurred during
operations on the SCVMM
instance.

Cause
Action
Try the operation again. If this problem
continues, confirm that the target is
running and verify communication
between the HCSM server and the
target.

KASV31415

A timeout occurred during
operations on the vCenter
instance.

Cause
Action
Try the operation again. If this problem
continues, confirm that the target is
running and verify communication
between the HCSM server and the
target.

KASV31416

Processing cannot continue.

Cause
The resource returned unexpected
data.
Action
To resolve this issue:

8–4

1.

Verify that the specified resource is
a VMware ESX/ESXi host.

2.

If yes, verify that the HCSM server
can communicate with the
resource. If it is not, no action is
required.
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Message ID
KASV31417

Message Text

Description

Unable to find the associated Cause
Hypervisor.
Action
-

KASV31422

An internal error occurred
during processing
Deployment Manager.

Cause
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV31425

A Deployment Manager
operation failed.

Cause
An illegal request was issued during a
Deployment Manager operation.
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV31426

A Deployment Manager
operation failed.

Cause
An internal error occurred during
Deployment Manager processing.
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV31427

A Deployment Manager
operation failed.

Cause
The Deployment Manager service
operation is invalid.
Action
Run the command again after
restarting the HCSM server. If this
problem persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.
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Message ID
KASV31428

Message Text
A Deployment Manager
operation failed.

Description
Cause
Unable to connect to Deployment
Manager.
Action
Verify the IIS web server and HCSM
settings for Deployment Manager. Also
confirm the status of the Deployment
Manager service. If this problem
persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV31429

A Deployment Manager
operation failed.

Cause
A request for the Deployment Manager
failed because of a system resource
shortage.
Action
Run the command again after
restarting the HCSM server. If this
problem persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV31430

A Deployment Manager
operation failed.

Cause
The installation of Deployment
Manager component is invalid.
Action
Run the command again after
reinstalling Deployment Manager. If
this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV31431

Message Text
The error occurred on the
licensed server during a
Deployment Manager
operation.

Description
Cause
Action
Refer to the event log and correct any
errors and then try the task again. If
this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV31432

A Deployment Manager
operation failed.

Cause
The specified image file is invalid.
Action
Specify a different image file and run
the operation again. If this problem
persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV31433

A Deployment Manager
operation failed.

Cause
The state of the internal folder used by
Deployment Manager is illegal.
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV31434

A Deployment Manager
operation failed.

Cause
The DHCP service is not operating or
the DHCP service is installed on a
machine other than the HCSM server.
Action
Change the setting to reflect that DHCP
is installed on a machine other than the
HCSM server. Please confirm that the
DHCP server starts normally when the
DHCP server is installed on a different
machine.
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Message ID
KASV31435

Message Text
A time-out occurred during
the Deployment Manager
operations.

Description
Cause
There is not enough available capacity
for the system to operate normally or
the Deployment Manager Service is not
properly operating.
Action
Please execute the operation again
after securing the required free space.
Run the operation again after
reactivating the HCSM service. If this
problem persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV31436

HCSM cannot collect
hypervisor information
because the VM is being
configured or created.

Cause
Action
Try the operation again after the
configuration or the creation is
finished.

KASV31437

Failed to upload a firmware
file.

Cause
The management module was not able
to receive the firmware file temporary.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.If
this problem continues, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV31438

Message Text
Firmware file upload failed.

Description
Cause
The specified file is not a firmware file,
the firmware file has been renamed, or
the SVP session disconnected.
Action
To resolve this problem:

KASV31439

Failed to update firmware.

1.

Verify that you specified the
correct file name.

2.

Verify that the firmware file name
is the one described in the
firmware documentation.

3.

Obtain the firmware file again, and
then retry the task.

4.

If the file is valid, refresh the target
information, and then retry the
task.

Cause
The specified file is not a firmware file,
the firmware file has been renamed, or
the management module is too busy to
update the firmware.
Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV31440

Failed to update firmware.

1.

Verify that the specified file is a
firmware file.

2.

Verify that the firmware file name
is same as described in the
firmware file documentation.

3.

Wait for a while, and then try
again.

4.

If this problem continues, collect
the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the
Hitachi Compute Systems Manager
Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager User Guide, and
then contact the Support Center.

Cause
The specified firmware file is
incompatible.
Action
Verify that the firmware and hardware
combination is correct.

KASV31441

Failed to update firmware.

Cause
The specified firmware file is corrupt.
Action
Verify that the specified firmware file is
correct.
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Message ID
KASV31442

Message Text
Failed to update firmware.

Description
Cause
The blade is too busy to update
firmware.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.If
this problem continues, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV31443

Failed to update firmware.

Cause
The specified blade is not mounted on
the chassis.
Action
Verify that the specified blade exists.

KASV31444

Failed to update firmware.

Cause
The specified blade is initializing.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.If
this problem continues, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV31445

Failed to update firmware.

Cause
The specified blade is updating another
firmware component.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.If
this problem continues, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV31446

Message Text
Failed to update firmware.

Description
Cause
The specified blade is transferring
another firmware file.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.If
this problem continues, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV31447

Failed to update firmware.

Cause
An unsupported firmware file is
specified.
Action
Specify the correct firmware file, and
try again.

KASV31448

Failed to update firmware on
some blades.
(blade_number)

Cause
Action
Click the chassis name and verify the
message for each blade.

KASV31449

There is no Language setting Cause
in the deployment template. Action
Verify the Language setting in the
deployment template, and try the
Master Image Deployment again.

KASV31450

Failed to update firmware.

Cause
The uploaded firmware file was
removed due to simultaneous requests
from another Compute Systems
Manager or Element Manager
application.
Action
If the target is not updated with new
firmware version, run the Update
Firmware task again.
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Message ID
KASV31451

Message Text
Unable to find the firmware
file.

Description
Cause
The firmware file name has been
changed or there are no firmware files
in the shared directory which is
specified by the
hcsm.shared.directory property in
the user.properties file.
Action
Verify the following and try again:

KASV31452

Unable to continue the
process.

•

Verify that the firmware file name
is same as described in the
firmware documentation.

•

If this problem occurs in a cluster
environment, verify that the same
directory on the cluster shared disk
is specified on each cluster node,
and then restart HCSM.

Cause
An unexpected error occurred in the
management module.
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, collect the chassis maintenance
information, and then contact the
Support Center.

KASV31453

Unable to connect to the
specified Logical Partitioning
Manager.

Cause
Action
Confirm that Logical Partitioning
Manager is running.

KASV31454

Unable to connect to the
specified Logical Partitioning
Manager.

Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager does
not meet the firmware version
requirement.
Action
Upgrade the Logical Partitioning
Manager firmware and try again.
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Message ID
KASV31455

Message Text
Unable to change Logical
Partitioning setting of the
LPAR Manager.

Description
Cause
An unexpected error occurred.
Action
Collect the LPAR Manager dump
information by referring to the relevant
hardware user guide. Collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User Guide
and, then contact the Support Center.

KASV31456

Unable to enable or disable
Logical Partitioning Manager
on the specified blade.

Cause
The blade is powered on.
Action
Turn the blade off and try again.

KASV31457

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
without the required
The required software is not installed.
prerequisite software.
Action
Install .NET framework 3.5.1.

KASV31458

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
on the configuration.
Action
Verify the LPAR Migration Compatibility
Verification error and try again.

KASV31467

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
A communication error occurred
between the SVP and the Logical
Partitioning Manager.
Action
Verify that the target Logical
Partitioning Manager is running.
Refresh the target blade information to
verify that there are no communication
issues, and then try again. If there are
no network issues, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV31468

Failed to download a Logical
Partitioning Manager
information dump.

Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager is
collecting another information dump.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.
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Message ID
KASV31469

Message Text
Failed to download a Logical
Partitioning Manager
information dump.

Description
Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager was
unable to run the task because it was
running another task.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.

KASV31470

Failed to download a Logical
Partitioning Manager
information dump.

Cause
The SVP on the source blade might
have been temporarily unavailable for
collecting a Logical Partitioning
Manager information dump.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.

KASV31472

Failed to download a Logical
Partitioning Manager
information dump.

Cause
There is not enough drive space to
store the Logical Partitioning Manager
dump
Action
Increase the free space on your
management client, and then try
again.

KASV31473

Unable to download or
Cause
remove the EFI configuration The blade initialization is not complete.
file.
Action
Verify that the blade is successfully
initialized using the Element Manager,
and then try again.

KASV31474

Failed to download an EFI
backup file.

Cause
The specified blade is not mounted on
the chassis.
Action
Verify that the specified blade exists,
and then retry.

KASV31475

Unable to download the EFI
configuration file.

Cause
A temporary EFI configuration file was
removed while uploading another EFI
configuration file from another HCSM
user or LPAR Manager software user.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.
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Message ID
KASV31476

Message Text
Failed to download a Logical
Partitioning Manager
information dump.

Description
Cause
The process was canceled because the
redundant SVP pairs were switching
over
Action
Log in to the Element Manager to verify
when the switching is finished and the
active SVP is accessible, and then retry
to download the EFI configuration file.

KASV31477

Failed to download a Logical
Partitioning Manager
information dump.

Cause
The blade was running one of the
following processes:
•

Downloading or applying an EFI
configuration file requested by the
Element Manager user.

•

Powering on.

•

Collecting a dump.

•

Updating firmware.

Action
Wait for the process to finish, and then
try again.
KASV31478

Unable to change the
operating mode of the LPAR
Manager.

Cause
The model of blade or the blade
firmware version does not support the
operating mode.
Action
Verify if the model of the blade
supports the operating mode, Upgrade
the blade firmware to a version that
supports the operating mode. And then
try again.

KASV31479

Unable to enable or disable
Logical Partitioning on the
blade.

Cause
Smart configure on the blade is not
finished.
Action
Use the SVP console to run Smart
configure on the blade. Refer to the
Blade User Guide for procedural
information.

KASV31480

Unable to activate the LPAR.

Cause
There is insufficient memory available
for LPAR allocation.
Action
Decrease the amount of memory in the
LPAR settings.
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Message ID
KASV31481

Message Text
Unable to activate the LPAR.

Description
Cause
A memory fragmentation is preventing
the system from allocating a sufficient
size memory block for the LPAR.
Action
Resolve the memory fragmentation
issue by referring to the Logical
Partitioning Manager User Guide, and
then try again.

KASV31482

Unable to activate the LPAR.

Cause
The CPU resource for the LPAR is
insufficient.
Action
Reduce the number of CPUs to assign
to the LPAR or deactivate other running
LPARs. Then try the LPAR activation
again.

KASV31483

Unable to shutdown the
Logical Partitioning Manager.
(LPAR Manager ID=LPAR
Manager-ID-number)

Cause
The shutdown cannot continue because
the specified Logical Partitioning
Manager has one or more activated
LPAR(s).
Action
Deactivate all LPARs on the Logical
Partitioning Manager, and then try
again.

KASV31484

Unable to shutdown the
Logical Partitioning Manager.
(LPAR Manager ID=LPAR
Manager-ID-number)

Cause
The shutdown cannot continue because
the specified Logical Partitioning
Manager is running a firmware update.
Action
Wait until the firmware update is
complete, and then try again.

KASV31485

Unable to shutdown the
Logical Partitioning Manager.
(LPAR Manager ID=LPAR
Manager-ID-number)

Cause
The shutdown cannot continue because
the specified Logical Partitioning
Manager is running a migration task.
Action
Wait until the LPAR migration is
complete, and then try again.

KASV31486

Unable to shutdown the
Logical Partitioning Manager.

Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager is
temporarily unable to respond to the
action request.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.
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Message ID
KASV31487

Message Text
Unable to shutdown the
Logical Partitioning Manager.

Description
Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager is
temporarily unable to respond the
action request or an unexpected error
occurred in the Logical Partitioning
Manager.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again. If
the problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, collect the LPAR Manager dump
information by referring to the relevant
hardware user guide, and then contact
the Support Center

KASV31488

Unable to restart the Logical
Partitioning Manager. (LPAR
Manager ID=LPAR ManagerID-number)

Cause
The restart cannot continue because
the specified Logical Partitioning
Manager has one or more activated
LPAR(s).
Action
Deactivate all LPARs on the Logical
Partitioning Manager, and then try
again.

KASV31489

Unable to restart the Logical
Partitioning Manager. (LPAR
Manager ID=LPAR ManagerID-number)

Cause
The restart cannot continue because
the specified Logical Partitioning
Manager is running a firmware update.
Action
Wait until the firmware update is
complete, and then try again.

KASV31490

Unable to restart the Logical
Partitioning Manager. (LPAR
Manager ID=LPAR ManagerID-number)

Cause
The restart cannot continue because
the specified Logical Partitioning
Manager is running a migration task.
Action
Wait until the LPAR migration is
complete, and then try again.

KASV31491

Unable to restart the Logical
Partitioning Manager.

Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager is
temporarily unable to respond to the
action request.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.
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Message ID
KASV31492

Message Text
Unable to restart the Logical
Partitioning Manager.

Description
Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager is
temporarily unable to respond to the
action request or an unexpected error
occurred in the Logical Partitioning
Manager.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again. If
the problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, collect the LPAR Manager dump
information by referring to the relevant
hardware user guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV31493

Unable to apply the EFI
configuration file.

Cause
The blade initialization is not complete.
Action
Verify that the blade initialized
successfully by using the Element
Manager, and then try again.

KASV31494

Unable to apply the EFI
configuration file.

Cause
The specified blade is not mounted on
the chassis.
Action
Verify that the specified blade exists,
and try again.

KASV31495

Unable to apply the EFI
configuration file.

Cause
The uploaded EFI configuration file was
unexpectedly removed. Another HCSM
user or Logical Partitioning Manager
software user might have been
downloading or applying a EFI
configuration file.
Action
If the settings that you specified are
not applied on the EFI, try again.

KASV31496

Unable to apply the EFI
configuration file.

Cause
The process was canceled because the
redundant SVP pairs were switching
over.
Action
Log in to Element Manager to verify
when the switching is finished and the
active SVP is accessible, and then retry
to apply the EFI configuration file.
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Message ID
KASV31497

Message Text
Unable to apply the EFI
configuration file.

Description
Cause
The blade was running one of the
following processes:
•

Downloading or applying an EFI
configuration file requested by the
Element Manager user.

•

Powering on.

•

Collecting a dump.

•

Updating firmware.

Action
Wait for the process to finish, and then
try again.
KASV31498

Unable to apply the EFI
configuration file.

Cause
The specified EFI configuration file is
not valid for the destination server.
Action
Verify that the EFI configuration file
source and destination match.

KASV31500

Unable to create an LPAR.

Cause
Refer to the failed sub-task for detailed
information.
Action
Resolve the problem listed in the failed
sub-task, and then try again.

KASV31501

Unable to apply the specified Cause
settings to the new LPAR and Reference the detailed information in
unable to delete it.
the failed subtasks.
Action
Resolve the problems listed in the
failed subtasks, delete the LPAR. and
then try creating an LPAR with the
same settings again.

KASV31502

Unable to apply the specified Cause
settings to the new LPAR.
Reference the detailed information in
the failed subtasks.
Action
Resolve the problems listed in the
failed subtasks and edit the LPAR
settings manually. You can also delete
the new LPAR and create it again using
the same settings.
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Message ID
KASV31503

Message Text
Unable to run LPAR
migration.

Description
Cause
There is a problem occurred while
accessing a product internal file due to
an disk access error. This issue might
be caused by a temporary overload.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.

KASV31504

Unable to run LPAR migration
because of LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification
error.

Cause
An Enterprise or Advanced license for
LPAR Manager is required in addition to
the Logical Partitioning Manager Plugin license for running LPAR migration.
Action
Register the required license on the
LPAR Manager for LPAR migration.

KASV31505

Running LPAR migration is
not recommended because of
a warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
It is not recommended to run LPAR
migration from an LPAR Manager in
Expansion mode if the destination is
using Standard mode.
Action
-

KASV31506

The compatibility verification Cause
failed. The system is unable The destination LPAR Manager already
to run the LPAR migration.
has the maximum number of running
LPARs.
Action
-

KASV31507

The compatibility verification Cause
failed. The system is unable The specified LPAR number is not
to run the LPAR migration.
applicable on the destination. An LPAR
with the same LPAR number might
have been created after the task
registered.
Action
Change the LPAR number on the
destination, or choose Automatically
assigned, and then retry the task.
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Message ID
KASV31508

Message Text

Description

The compatibility verification Cause
failed. The system is unable (Maintenance
to run the LPAR migration.
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Try to run the task again. If this
problem continues, restart the HCSM
server. If the problem persists, collect
the relevant maintenance information
by referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the support
center.

KASV31509

The compatibility verification Cause
failed. The system is unable A migration between LPAR Managers
to run the LPAR migration.
having different maxim number of
LPARs is not allowed.
Action
-

KASV31510

The compatibility verification Cause
failed. The system is unable The types of chassis that mount the
to run the LPAR migration.
source and destination LPARs do not
match.
Action
-

KASV31511

The compatibility verification Cause
failed. The system is unable The types of the source and the
to run the LPAR migration.
destination blades do not match.
Action
-

KASV31512

The compatibility verification Cause
failed. The system is unable The inter-blade SMP configuration of
to run the LPAR migration.
the blades do not match.
Action
-

KASV31513

The compatibility verification Cause
failed. The system is unable An LPAR migration without downtime
to run the LPAR migration.
between blades having different CPU
frequency is not allowed.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV31514

Message Text

Description

The compatibility verification Cause
failed. The system is unable An LPAR migration without downtime
to run the LPAR migration.
between blades with different number
of CPUs is not allowed.
Action
-

KASV31515

The compatibility verification
found minor issues. LPAR
migration is not
recommended for the current
configuration.

Cause
The EFI or BIOS version of the source
and the destination blades do not
match.
Action
If you want to migrate using the
current settings, upgrade the EFI or
BIOS so that the source and the
destination blades have same versions.

KASV31516

Unable to run LPAR migration
due to an error from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
You cannot complete an LPAR
migration between blades with
different hyper-threading settings.
Action
Ensure that both blades have the same
hyper-threading settings on BIOS or
EFI.

KASV31517

Unable to run LPAR migration
due to an error from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
The NIC port specified in migration
network settings cannot be found. The
configuration might have changed after
the migration task was registered.
Action
Refresh the source and the destination
blades, and then run the task again.

KASV31518

Unable to run LPAR migration
due to an error from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
The NIC port specified in a migration
network setting is not in shared mode.
The configuration might have changed
after the migration task was registered.
Action
Refresh the source and the destination
blades, and then run the task again.

KASV31519

Unable to run LPAR migration
due to an error from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
The IP address specified in the source
blade migration network settings
conflicts with the address on the
destination blade.
Action
Select a different IP address on the
source blade in the migration settings
that exists on the destination blade.
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Message ID
KASV31520

Message Text
Unable to run a migration
task for the LPAR.

Description
Cause
An internal error occurred in Compute
Systems Manager.
Action
Restart the HCSM server. If this
problem persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV31521

The compatibility verification
found minor issues. LPAR
migration is not
recommended for the current
configuration.

Cause
The migration network of the source
and the destination blades are
different.
Action
-

KASV31522

Unable to run a migration
task for the LPAR.

Cause
An internal error occurred in Compute
Systems Manager.
Action
Restart the HCSM server. If this
problem persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV31523

Unable to run a migration
task for the LPAR.

Cause
An internal error occurred in Compute
Systems Manager.
Action
Restart the HCSM server. If this
problem persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV31524

The compatibility verification Cause
failed. The system is unable The migration cannot run because the
to run the LPAR migration.
destination has the same LPAR name
as the source.
Action
-
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KASV31525

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
due to an error from the LPAR An LPAR named NO_NAME cannot be
Migration Compatibility
migrated.
Verification.
Action

KASV31526

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
due to an error from the LPAR The specified LPAR number is already
Migration Compatibility
used on the destination blade.
Verification.
Action

Rename the LPAR, and then try again.

Specify another LPAR number or use
"auto assign".
KASV31527

Unable to run LPAR migration
because of LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification
error.

Cause
The specified LPAR was not found. The
LPAR had been deleted since the
migration task was registered, or had
already been migrated to another
Logical Partitioning Manager.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
).
Action
-

KASV31528

Unable to run LPAR migration
due to an error from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
The LPAR status is invalid and the LPAR
is not ready for migration.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
).
Action
Restart the LPAR Manager to reset the
LPAR status.

KASV31529

Unable to run LPAR migration
because of an LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification
error.

Cause
LPAR migration without downtime can
only be run on a running LPAR.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
-

KASV31530

Running LPAR migration is
not recommended because of
a warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
The LPAR cold migration will fail
because the specified LPAR is running.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV31531

Message Text

Description

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
due to an error from the LPAR The source LPAR Manager does not
Migration Compatibility
support LPAR migration.
Verification.
Action
Upgrade the source LPAR Manager to a
version that supports LPAR migration.

KASV31532

Unable to run LPAR migration
due to an error from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
The LPAR status is invalid and the LPAR
is not ready for migration.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Run recovery from Migration Failure on
the LPAR.

KASV31533

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
because of an LPAR Migration The specified LPAR is already being
Compatibility Verification
migrated.
error.
Action
-

KASV31535

Unable to run LPAR migration
because of an LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification
error.

Cause
A Recover from Failed Migration task is
running for the specified LPAR.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
-

KASV31536

Unable to run a migration
task for the LPAR.

Cause
The specified Logical Partitioning
Manager was unable to retrieve the
LPAR information temporarily, or was
affected by an internal error.
Action
Wait for a while and then try again.
Then try restarting the HCSM server. If
this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV31537

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
because of an LPAR Migration The destination LPAR Manager does not
Compatibility Verification
have sufficient CPUs for the LPAR.
error.
Action
-
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KASV31538

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
because of an LPAR Migration The destination LPAR Manager does not
Compatibility Verification
have sufficient memory for the LPAR.
error.
Action

KASV31539

Running LPAR migration is
not recommended due to a
warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
A virtual console cannot be assigned to
the destination after the migration.
Action
If a virtual console is required on the
migrated destination, ensure an
available console exists before starting
migration, or manually reassign a
console after migration.
KASV31540

Unable to run LPAR migration
because of an LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification
error

Cause
The device type of a virtual NIC on the
source LPAR cannot be used on the
destination LPAR Manager.
Action
-

KASV31541

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
due to an error from the LPAR The source LPAR cannot be migrated
Migration Compatibility
because there is a USB assigned to it.
Verification.
Action
Remove the USB assignment from the
LPAR, and then try again.

KASV31542

Unable to run LPAR migration
because of an LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification
error.

Cause
An LPAR migration without downtime
between blades with different CPUs is
not allowed.
Action
-

KASV31543

Unable to run LPAR migration
due to an error from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
A piece of information required for
migration is missing. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Try again. If this problem continues,
restart the HCSM server. If this
problem persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KASV31544

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
because of an LPAR Migration The LPAR cannot be migrated because
Compatibility Verification
LPAR FC is assigned as a dedicated FC.
error.
Action

KASV31545

Unable to run LPAR migration
because of an LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification
error.

Cause
An LPAR Migration between blades with
a different number or location of HBA
ports is not allowed.
Action
KASV31546

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
because of an LPAR Migration An LPAR migration between blades with
Compatibility Verification
different HBA types is not allowed.
error.
Action
-

KASV31547

An error occurred while
running an LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification.

Cause
An internal error occurred in Compute
Systems Manager. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV31548

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
because of an LPAR Migration An HBA error occurred on the
Compatibility Verification
destination blade.
error.
Action
-

KASV31549

Running LPAR migration is
not recommended due to a
warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
An HBA on the destination blade has a
status of LinkDown. The connection
between the LPAR and storage might
be affected after migration.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV31550

Message Text
Running LPAR migration is
not recommended due to a
warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Description
Cause
An HBA on the source or the
destination blade was hot-unplugged
from a PCI or was shutdown due to a
hardware failure. The connection
between the LPAR and storage might
be affected after migration.
Action
-

KASV31551

Running LPAR migration is
not recommended due to a
warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
An HBA on the source or the
destination blade has a failure. The
connection between the LPAR and
storage might be affected after
migration.
Action
-

KASV31552

Running LPAR migration is
not recommended due to a
warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
There is a problem retrieving a portion
of the LPAR migration information. This
issue might be caused by a temporary
overload on Compute Systems
Manager. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Try again. If this problem persists,
collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV31553

Running LPAR migration is
not recommended due to a
warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
An HBA port on the source or the
destination blade has a failure. The
connection between the LPAR and
storage might be affected after
migration.
Action
-

KASV31554

Unable to run LPAR migration
due to an error from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
The HBA hardware on the source or the
destination blade does not support
LPAR-migration.
Action
Upgrade the HBA firmware to a version
that supports LPAR migration.
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Message ID
KASV31555

Message Text
Running LPAR migration is
not recommended due to a
warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Description
Cause
The HBA firmware on the destination
blade is older than the firmware on the
source.
Action
Upgrade the destination HBA firmware
to the same version as exists on the
source.

KASV31556

Running LPAR migration is
not recommended due to a
warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
The HBA driver used by the specified
LPAR does not support LPAR migration
without downtime.
Action
Update the HBA driver to a version that
supports LPAR migration without
downtime.

KASV31557

Unable to run LPAR migration
because of an LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification
error.

Cause
The destination LPAR Manager does not
have sufficient virtual FCs to assign to
the LPAR.
Action
-

KASV31558

Unable to run LPAR migration
because of an LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification
error.

Cause
The LPAR cannot be migrated because
the LPAR NIC is assigned as a
dedicated NIC.
Action
-

KASV31559

Unable to run LPAR migration
because of an LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification
error.

Cause
The locations or the scheduling modes
of the NICs on the source and
destination are different.
Action
Ensure the location and the scheduling
mode of the NICs on the source and
destination match.

KASV31560

The compatibility verification
found minor issues. LPAR
migration is not
recommended for the current
configuration.

Cause
The source LPAR has a virtual NIC that
belongs to a virtual NIC segment. The
LPAR will not be able to communicate
with the LPARs on the source using the
virtual NIC segment after the
migration.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV31561

Message Text
Unable to run LPAR migration
because of an LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification
error.

Description
Cause
An LPAR Migration between blades with
different NIC types is not allowed.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
-

KASV31562

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
because of an LPAR Migration An NIC error occurred on the
Compatibility Verification
destination blade.
error.
Action
-

KASV31563

Running LPAR migration is
not recommended due to a
warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
A NIC on the destination blade has as
status of LinkDown. The LPAR might
not connect to the network after
migration.
Action
-

KASV31564

Running LPAR migration is
not recommended due to a
warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
An NIC on the source or the destination
blade was hot-unplugged from a PCI or
was shutdown due to a hardware
failure. The LPAR might not connect to
the network after migration.
Action
-

KASV31565

Running LPAR migration is
not recommended due to a
warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
LPAR migration might fail due to a NIC
failure on the source or the destination
blade.
Action
-

KASV31566

Running LPAR migration is
not recommended due to a
warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
LPAR migration might fail due to a NIC
port failure on the source or the
destination blade.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV31567

Message Text
Unable to run LPAR migration
because of an LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification
error.

Description
Cause
The maximum limit of NICs allowed on
the source LPAR exceeds the limit on
the destination LPAR. This issue might
be caused because the source and the
destination LPAR Managers are using
different operation modes.
Action
Ensure the operation mode of the
source and the destination LPAR
Manager is Extended, and then try
again.

KASV31568

The compatibility verification
found minor issues. LPAR
migration is not
recommended for the current
configuration.

Cause
The source and the destination LPAR
Managers have different Inter-LPAR
Packet Filtering settings for the shared
NIC segments.
Action
Set the same Inter-LPAR Packet
Filtering settings of the shared NIC
segments on both the source and the
destination LPAR Managers.

KASV31569

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
because of an LPAR Migration The LPAR migration task was canceled
Compatibility Verification
to avoid a conflict on a shared NIC port.
error.
Action
-

KASV31570

Unable to run LPAR migration
because of an LPAR Migration
Compatibility Verification
error.

Cause
The VNIC network segment cannot be
assigned to the NIC port on the
destination LPAR Manager because the
operating mode is Standard.
Action
-

KASV31571

The compatibility verification Cause
failed. The system is unable The migration cannot run because the
to run the LPAR migration.
VNIC system number specified on the
destination is greater than the
maximum value on the source.
Action
-

KASV31572

The compatibility verification Cause
failed. The system is unable The migration cannot run because the
to run the LPAR migration.
VNIC system number specified on the
source is greater than the maximum
value on the destination.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV31573

Message Text
Unable to run a migration
task for the LPAR.

Description
Cause
An unexpected error occurred.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV31574

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
An unexpected error occurred during
the LPAR migration. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Collect the LPAR Manager dump
information by referring to the relevant
hardware user guide. Collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User Guide
and then contact the Support Center.

KASV31575

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
An unexpected error occurred during
the LPAR migration. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Try again. If this problem persists,
collect the LPAR Manager dump
information by referring to the relevant
hardware user guide. Collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User Guide
and then contact the Support Center.
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Message ID
KASV31586

Message Text
Unable to run Recover from
Failed Migration task.

Description
Cause
An unexpected error occurred during
the LPAR migration. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Try again. If this problem persists,
collect the LPAR Manager dump
information by referring to the relevant
hardware user guide. Collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User Guide
and then contact the Support Center.

KASV31588

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
Another HCSM user might have
canceled the task. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Verify the latest LPAR configuration,
and then try again if necessary.

KASV31589

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
There is a network problem between
the source or destination Logical
Partitioning Manager and Compute
Systems Manager. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Verify that there are no network issues
by refreshing the source and
destination Logical Partitioning
Manager information.

KASV31590

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
The source LPAR cannot be migrated
because there is a USB assigned to it.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Remove the USB assignment from the
LPAR, and then try again.
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Message ID
KASV31591

Message Text
Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Description
Cause
There is a network problem between
the source LPAR Manager and Compute
Systems Manager. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Refresh the source LPAR Manager
information to verify that there are no
network issues.

KASV31592

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
There is a network problem between
the destination LPAR Manager and
Compute Systems Manager.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Refresh the source LPAR Manager
information to verify that there are no
network issues.

KASV31595

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
A power action on the source LPAR was
run during the migration. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Verify the power status of the LPAR,
and then try again.

KASV31596

An LPAR Migration task failed. Cause
Another action was running at the
same time as the LPAR migration.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Verify the Logical Partitioning Manager
status and try again.

KASV31597

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
The source Logical Partitioning
Manager firmware does not support
LPAR migration. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Upgrade the Logical Partitioning
Manager firmware to a version that
supports LPAR migration and try again.
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Message ID
KASV31598

Message Text
LPAR migration failed.

Description
Cause
The OS on the migration source LPAR is
not running, or the HBA driver version
does not support LPAR migration
without downtime. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Ensure that the OS on the migration
source LPAR is running, and then try
again. If the problem persists, upgrade
the migration source HBA driver to a
version that supports LPAR migration
without downtime.

KASV31599

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
The guest OS on the source LPAR is not
running. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Verity that the guest OS on the source
LPAR is running and try again.

KASV31600

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
Unable to access the HBA on the source
blade. The HBA or the storage might be
temporarily busy. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Wait for a while and try again. If this
problem persists, collect a dump image
from source Logical Partitioning
Manager. Also, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV31601

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
The source or the destination blade is
running another LPAR migration.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Retry the migration after the other
migration is finished.
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Message ID
KASV31602

Message Text
Unable to run a migration
task for the LPAR.

Description
Cause
The communication between the
source and the destination LPAR
Manager failed using the migration
network. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Verify that the migration network
settings on the source and the
destination LPAR Manager are correct.

KASV31603

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
The shared NIC on the source LPAR has
been deleted. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Refresh the source blade information to
verify that the NIC is available, and
then try again.

KASV31604

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
The shared NIC on the destination
LPAR has been deleted. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Refresh the destination blade
information to verify that the NIC is
available, and then try again.

KASV31605

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
The task cannot be run because the
source or the destination LPAR
Manager or LPAR is running another
action. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.

KASV31606

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
The IP address specified in the source
blade migration network settings
conflicts with the address on the
destination blade.
Action
Select a different IP address for the
source blade in the migration settings
that exists on the destination blade,
and then try again.
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Message ID
KASV31607

Message Text

Description

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
The specified LPAR is not in the proper
state for running migration.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Run a "Recover from Failed Migration"
task on the specified LPAR and try
again.

KASV31608

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task
A WWN on the target LPAR is already
used by one of LPARs on the
destination blade. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Revise the WWN assignment among
the source and the destination blades.

KASV31609

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task
An LPAR migration between different
types of blades is not allowed.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Select the same type of blade and try
again.

KASV31610

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
An LPAR with a dedicated FC or NIC
cannot be migrated. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Remove the dedicated FC or NIC
assignment on the LPAR, assign a
shared FC or NIC, and then try again

KASV31611

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task
The slot location for the FC or EFI
version is different between the source
and destination blade. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Verify the slot location for the FC and
EFI version, and then try again.
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Message ID
KASV31612

Message Text

Description

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task
An LPAR migration between blades with
a different CPU frequency is not
allowed. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Select blades with the same CPU
frequency, and then try again.

KASV31613

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
The HBA firmware on the source or the
destination blade does not support
LPAR migration without downtime.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Upgrade the HBA firmware to a version
that supports LPAR migration.

KASV31615

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
A virtual console cannot be assigned to
the destination after the migration
because there is no console available
for allocation. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
If a virtual console is required on the
migrated destination, ensure an
available console exists before starting
migration, or manually reassign a
console after migration.

KASV31616

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
The CPU group on the source Logical
Partitioning Manager does not exist on
the destination. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Refresh the source blade information
and try again. If this problem persists,
collect a dump image from the source
Logical Partitioning Manager. Also
collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV31617

Message Text
Unable to run a migration
task for the LPAR.

Description
Cause
The destination LPAR Manager is
processing another
request.(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.

KASV31618

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
The destination Logical Partitioning
Manager does not have enough CPU
resources. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
-

KASV31619

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
The destination Logical Partitioning
Manager does not have enough
memory resources. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
-

KASV31620

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
An LPAR named NO_NAME cannot be
migrated. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Rename the LPAR.

KASV31621

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
An unexpected error occurred.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, collect the LPAR Manager
information dump by referring to the
relevant hardware user guide, and then
contact the Support Center.
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Message ID
KASV31622

Message Text
Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Description
Cause
The LPAR is running another LPAR
migration. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Wait until the running migration is
finished. If you still must move the
LPAR to another destination, create a
new LPAR Migration task.

KASV31623

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
The LPAR cannot be moved by using
LPAR cold migration because the LPAR
is in activated state. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Deactivate the LPAR, and then try
again.

KASV31624

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
A deactivated LPAR cannot be moved
using LPAR migration without
downtime. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Activate the LPAR and try again.

KASV31625

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
The LPAR cannot be moved because
there is an LPAR with the same name
on the destination. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Rename the LPAR on the destination or
the source LPAR, and then try again.

KASV31626

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
The number of LPARs on the
destination has already exceed the
limit. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV31627

Message Text
Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Description
Cause
There is a mismatch of NIC location or
scheduling mode between the source
or the destination blades.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
, VNIC No.=number)
Action
Ensure that the NIC location and
scheduling mode are the same on both
the source and destination blades.

KASV31630

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
There are insufficient shared FC
resources (VfcID) on the destination.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
, Bus No.=number, Device
No.=number, Function No.=number)
Action
-

KASV31631

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task
There are not enough FC port
resources on the destination Logical
Partitioning Manager. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
, Slot No., Port No., Bus No., Device
No., Function No.)
Action
-

KASV31632

Unable to run Recover from
Failed Migration task.

Cause
There is a network problem between
the target Logical Partitioning Manager
and Compute Systems Manager.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
To verify that there are no network
issues, refresh the target Logical
Partitioning Manager information.

KASV31633

Unable to run Recover from
Failed Migration task.

Cause
The action is not accepted because
another receiver action is processing
for the specified LPAR.
Action
Complete a "Recover from Failed
Migration" task again when the ongoing
action fails.
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Message ID
KASV31634

Message Text
Unable to run Recover from
Failed Migration task.

Description
Cause
An activated LPAR cannot run a
"Recover from Failed Migration" task.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Deactivate the LPAR and try again.

KASV31636

The LPAR Manager did not
accept the request. (Return
Code:code)

Cause
This symptom is caused by one of the
following reasons:
•

Another HCSM user or logical
partitioning manager software user
might have been using the LPAR
Manager or the LPAR.

•

The LPAR Manager or the LPAR is
temporarily unavailable for the
request.

•

An unexpected error occurred in
Compute Systems Manager or the
LPAR Manager.

Action
Take the following actions:

KASV31638

The specified CPU group
already exists.

1.

Refresh the blade information, and
then verify the latest status.

2.

Wait for a while, and then run the
operation again.

3.

If the problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information
by referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, collect the LPAR Manager
information dump by referring to
the relevant hardware user guide,
and then contact the Support
Center.

Cause
Another HCSM user or Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have modified the Logical
Partitioning Manager settings.
Action
Refresh the target blade information
and verify the CPU group.
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Message ID
KASV31639

Message Text
The CPU group is used by
activated LPARs.

Description
Cause
Action
Move the activated LPARs to another
CPU group, and then try again.

KASV31640

The specified CPU doesn't
exist.

Cause
Another HCSM user or Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have modified the Logical
Partitioning Manager settings.
Action
Refresh the target blade information
and verify that the specified CPU exists.

KASV31641

The specified CPU group
doesn't exist.

Cause
Another HCSM user or Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have modified the Logical
Partitioning Manager settings.
Action
Refresh the target blade information
and verify that the specified CPU group
exists.

KASV31642

The specified CPU cannot join Cause
the CPU group.
A CPU running in dedicated mode
cannot move to another CPU group.
Action
Confirm the assignment of CPUs for the
LPAR, and then select the available
CPUs.

KASV31643

The specified CPU cannot join Cause
the CPU group.
The CPU used by LPARs in the source
CPU group cannot move to another
CPU group.
Action
Confirm the assignment of CPUs for the
LPAR, and then select the available
CPUs.

KASV31644

The specified LPAR doesn't
exist.

Cause
Another HCSM user or Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have removed the LPAR.
Action
Refresh the target blade information
and verify that the specified LPAR
exists.
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Message ID
KASV31645

Message Text
The specified CPU group
doesn't exist.

Description
Cause
Another HCSM user or Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have removed the CPU group.
Action
Refresh the target blade information
and verify that the specified CPU group
exists.

KASV31646

KASV31647

The activated LPAR, with this
specific scheduling mode, is
dedicated and cannot be
moved to another CPU group.
(Return Code:code)

Cause

Unable to change the CPU
group to which the specified
LPAR belongs. (Return
Code:code)

Cause

Action
Deactivate the LPAR or change the
scheduling mode to shared, then try to
move the LPAR again.
The destination CPU group has no
physical CPU being used in shared
mode.
Action
Add a physical CPU that uses shared
mode to the destination CPU group.

KASV31648

The specified LPAR doesn't
exist.

Cause
Another HCSM user or Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have deleted the LPAR.
Action
Refresh the target blade information
and verify that the specified LPAR
exists.

KASV31649

Unable to change the
scheduling mode of the LPAR
to dedicated mode. (Return
Code:code)

Cause
The CPU group to which the specified
LPAR belongs has no physical CPU
being used in dedicated mode.
Action
Add a physical CPU that used dedicated
mode to the CPU group.

KASV31650

The SVP or BMC did not
respond to the request.
(Return Code:code)

Cause
A communication error occurred
between the LPAR Manager and the
SVP or between the LPAR Manager and
the BMC.
Action
Refresh the target blade information to
verify that there are no communication
issues and then confirm that you can
run the task.
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Message ID
KASV31651

Message Text
The Logical Partitioning
Manager did not accept the
operation. (Return
Code:code)

Description
Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager is
running a migration task or an NTP
synchronization task.
Action
If the Logical Partitioning Manager is
running an LPAR migration task, wait
until the LPAR migration task finishes,
and then try again. If the Logical
Partitioning Manager is running an NTP
synchronization task, wait for a while,
and then try again.

KASV31652

An unexpected LPAR Manager Cause
error occurred. (Return
Code:code
Action
Collect the LPAR Manager information
dump by referring to the relevant
hardware user guide. Collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User Guide
and, then contact the Support Center.

KASV31653

The Logical Partitioning
Manager did not accept the
request.

Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager does
not meet the firmware version
requirement.
Action
Upgrade the Logical Partitioning
Manager firmware and try again.

KASV31654

The Logical Partitioning
Manager did not accept the
request.

Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager does
not meet the firmware version
requirement.
Action
Upgrade the Logical Partitioning
Manager firmware and try again.

KASV31655

Running LPAR migration is
not recommended due to a
warning from the LPAR
Migration Compatibility
Verification.

Cause
An NIC on the source or the destination
blade was hot-unplugged from a PCI or
was shutdown due to a hardware
failure. The LPAR might not connect to
the network after migration.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV31656

Message Text
The LPAR Manager did not
accept the request. (Return
Code:code)

Description
Cause
This symptom is caused by one of the
following reasons:
•

Another HCSM user or logical
partitioning manager software user
might have been using the LPAR
Manager or the LPAR.

•

The MAC address specified for the
virtual NIC on the LPAR is reserved
by the LPAR Manager.

•

A shared FC cannot be assigned to
the LPAR because the LPAR is not
configured to modify vfcIDs.

•

The LPAR Manager is running on a
CB2000, and the operation mode is
not Expansion.

Action
Take one of the following actions:

KASV31657

The specified LPAR does not
exist.

•

Refresh the blade information, and
then verify the latest status.

•

Modify the MAC address, and then
try again.

•

Ensure the LPAR is not configured
so you cannot modify vfcIDs by
referring to the relevant hardware
user guide.

•

Ensure that the operating mode of
the CB2000 is Expansion.

Cause
Another HCSM user or Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have deleted the LPAR.
Action
Refresh the target blade information
and verify that the specified LPAR
exists.

KASV31658

The Logical Partitioning
Cause
Manager did not accept the
request because it was
processing another operation Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.

KASV31659

The LPAR cannot respond
because it is in an activated
state.

Cause
Action
Deactivate the LPAR, and then try
again.
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Message ID
KASV31660

Message Text

Description

The request was not accepted Cause
because there is one or more activated LPAR(s).
Action
Deactivate all activated LPARs on the
Logical Partitioning Manager, and then
try again.

KASV31661

The LPAR cannot respond
Cause
because it is in a deactivated state.
Action
Activate the LPAR, and then try again.

KASV31662

The specified LPAR already
exists.

Cause
Another HCSM user or Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have created the LPAR.
Action
Refresh the target blade information
and retry with a vacant LPAR number.

KASV31663

The specified LPAR or FC port Cause
can not be operated because it has been out-migrated.
Action
Refresh the target blade information
and verify that the specified LPAR
exists.

KASV31664

The action was not accepted Cause
by the logical partitioning
The status of the specified LPAR is not
manager. (Return Code:code) Recovery Required, or another HCSM
user or logical partitioning manager
software user might have been using
the LPAR Manager.
Action
If the status of the LPAR is Migration
Required, run a Recover from Failed
Migration. Otherwise, verify that
another HCSM user or logical
partitioning manager software user is
not using the LPAR Manager.

KASV31665

Unable to save the LPAR
Manager configuration
information. (Return
Code:code)

Cause
Another HCSM user or Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have been using the LPAR
Manager.
Action
If this error occurred while creating an
LPAR, resolve the problem by referring
the message in the sub-task.
Otherwise, save the configuration
information manually by referring to
the relevant hardware user guide.
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Message ID
KASV31666

KASV31667

Message Text
Changing the allocation of the
specified NIC from dedicated
to shared failed because the
number of shared NICs
exceeds the limit.

Description
Cause
Action
-

The same LPAR name already Cause
exists.
Another HCSM user or other Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have created an LPAR with the
same name.
Action
Refresh the target blade information,
and retry using a unique LPAR name.

KASV31668

The specified virtual console
port or other setting value is
already being used.

Cause
Another HCSM user or other Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have modified the settings of the
Logical Partitioning Manager or LPAR.
Action
Refer to the sub-task information and
resolve any issues.

KASV31669

The same CPU group name
already exists

Cause
Another HCSM user or other Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have created a CPU group with
the same name.
Action
Refresh the target blade information,
and retry with using a unique CPU
group name.

KASV31670

The specified CPU group does Cause
not exist.
Another HCSM user or other Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have deleted the CPU group.
Action
Refresh the target blade information,
and verify that the CPU group exists.

KASV31671

The VNIC system number
does not exist.

Cause
Action
Set the VNIC system number in the
LPAR Manager settings.

KASV31672
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Unable to run this task
Cause
because the LPAR Manager is updating firmware. (Return
Action
Code:code)
Retry after the firmware update is
finished.
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KASV31673

Unable to run this task
Cause
because the LPAR Manager is running an LPAR migration
Action
task. (Return Code:code)
Retry after the LPAR migration is
finished.

KASV31674

Unable to run this task
Cause
because the LPAR Manager is processing the system log.
Action
Wait for a while, and then retry the
task.

KASV31675

The specified FC is already
assigned to another LPAR.

Cause
Another HCSM user or other Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have assigned the FC to another
LPAR.
Action
Refresh the target blade information,
and verify that the FC is not assigned to
another LPAR.

KASV31676

Unable to set the system time
on the LPAR Manager
because NTP is unexpectedly
enabled.

Cause
Another HCSM user or other Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have modified the NTP setting on
the LPAR Manager.
Action
Refresh the target blade information,
and then retry the task.

KASV31677

Unable to set the time zone
on the LPAR Manager
because NTP is unexpectedly
enabled.

Cause
Another HCSM user or other Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have modified the NTP setting on
the LPAR-Manager.
Action
Refresh the target blade information,
and then retry the task.

KASV31678

Unable to disable the NTP
server because the NTP
setting is unexpectedly
enabled.

Cause
Another HCSM user or other Logical
Partitioning Manager software user
might have modified the NTP setting on
the LPAR-Manager.
Action
Refresh the target blade information,
and then retry the task.
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Message ID
KASV31679

Message Text
A temporary failure occurred
on the specified LPAR.
(Return Code:code)

Description
Cause
Action
Restart the target Logical Partitioning
Manager, and then try again. If this
problem persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV31681

No response received from
Cause
the Logical Partitioning
A communication timeout error
Manager. (Return Code:code) occurred between the SVP and the
Logical Partitioning Manager.
Action
Verify that the target Logical
Partitioning Manager is running, and
then refresh the target blade
information to verify that Compute
Systems Manager can communicate
with the SVP and the Logical
Partitioning Manager.

KASV31686

The action was not accepted
by the Logical Partitioning
Manager.

Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager does
not meet the firmware requirement.
Action
Update the Logical Partitioning
Manager firmware, and then retry the
task.

KASV31687

No response from the Logical Cause
Partitioning Manager. (Return A communication error occurred
Code:code)
between the SVP and the Logical
Partitioning Manager.
Action
Verify that the target Logical
Partitioning Manager is running, and
then refresh the target blade
information to verify that there are no
communication issues. If there are no
network issues, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.
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Message ID
KASV31688

Message Text
An internal Logical
Partitioning Manager error
occurred. (Return
Code:code)

Description
Cause
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, collect the LPAR Manager
information dump by referring to the
relevant hardware user guide, and then
contact the Support Center.

KASV31689

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
The destination Logical Partitioning
Manager firmware does not support
LPAR migration. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Upgrade the Logical Partitioning
Manager firmware to a version that
supports LPAR migration and try again.

KASV31690

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
The network bandwidth between the
source and the destination blade has
been temporarily exceeded.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.

KASV31691

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
The HBA on the source blade is not
available because of a temporary error.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.

KASV31692

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
The HBA on the destination blade is not
available because of a temporary error.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.
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Message ID
KASV31693

Message Text
Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Description
Cause
An error occurred on the specified
LPAR. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Restart the LPAR Manager on which the
LPAR runs. If this problem persists,
collect the dump information by
referring to the relevant hardware user
guide. Collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV31694

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
An LPAR migration between blades with
different CPU types is not allowed.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
-

KASV31695

The operation cannot be run
because one of the LPARs on
the Logical Partitioning
Manager is in Activated state.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
formation)

Cause
Action
If the target is an LPAR, deactivate it,
and then try again. If the target is a
Logical Partitioning Manager,
deactivate all activated LPARs, and
then try again.

KASV31696

Unable to configure network Cause
packet filtering for the
specified shared NIC because
it is not assigned to an LPAR. Action
Assign the specified shared NIC to an
LPAR, and then try again.

KASV31697

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
The destination Logical Partitioning
Manager does not have enough CPU or
memory resources. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV31698

Message Text

Description

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
LPAR configuration information import
failed. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Save the configuration information for
the LPAR Manager using Element
Manager or the LPAR Manager screen.
Use the SVP console to run Smart
configure on the blade. If you need
additional information, refer to the
blade User Guide.

KASV31699

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
task.
The migration network settings on the
source and destination LPAR Manager
are not correct. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
Action
Take the following actions:

KASV31732

Unable to run a Standby
Blade Health Check task for
the blade because the blade
is in maintenance mode.

•

Assign a VNIC network segment
and a network address that are
different from the addresses used
for the administrative network.

•

If you use VLAN, assign a different
VLAN ID to the migration network
and the administrative network.

Cause
Action
Take the blade out of maintenance
mode and try again.

KASV31733

KASV31734

Unable to run a Standby
Blade Health Check task for
the blade because the blade
is in Power ON Suppression
mode.

Cause

The LPAR manager did not
accept the request. (Return
Code:reason-code)

Cause

Action
Check the Power ON Suppress Status.
If Power ON Suppress is enabled,
disable it.
The target device does not support this
operation.
Action
Verify that the target device and the
blade support the operation.
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Message ID
KASV31735

Message Text
Processing cannot continue.

Description
Cause
A communication error occurred
between the SVP and the LOM.
Action
To resolve this issue, run the task
again. If the problem continues, collect
the dump information and the chassis
maintenance information, and then
contact customer support. For details
about how to collect dump information,
see the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide. For details about how to collect
chassis maintenance information, see
the Hitachi Compute Systems Manager
User Guide.

KASV31738

Processing cannot continue.

Cause
The request was rejected because the
blade did not finish initializing.
Action
Using Element Manager, verify that the
blade successfully initialized, and then
try again.

KASV31739

Processing cannot continue.

Cause
The specified blade is not mounted on
the chassis.
Action
Mount the blade, and then try again.

KASV31740

Processing cannot continue.

Cause
A CNA I/O card does not exist in the
specified slot.
Action
-

KASV31741

Processing cannot continue.

Cause
The specified blade does not belong to
the specified server.
Action
-

KASV31742

Processing cannot continue.

Cause
The task cannot run while the blade is
turned on.
Action
Turn the blade off, and then try again.
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Message ID
KASV31743

Message Text
Processing cannot continue.

Description
Cause
The blade model or the blade firmware
version is not supported.
Action
Verify that the blade model is
supported. If the firmware version is
not supported, update the firmware,
and then try again.

KASV31744

An attempt to update
firmware on some servers
failed. (slot number: Slot
number)

Cause
Action
See the error message for each server
specified for this task.

KASV31745

Processing cannot continue.

Cause
Another file is already mounted.
Action
To unmount the file, turn the blade on,
and then turn the blade off.

KASV31746

Unable to activate the LPAR.

Cause
The number of active LPARs has
exceeded the maximum number of
LPARs that are allowed to run on one
LPAR Manager, or activation
suppression is enabled for the specified
LPAR.
Action
Check the number of active LPARs in
the LPAR Manager. For details about
settings to suppress LPAR activation,
see the Logical Partitioning Manager
User's Guide.

KASV31747

Unable to deactivate the
LPAR.

Cause
The specified LPAR cannot be
deactivated temporarily or an
unexpected error occurred in the LPAR
Manager.
Action
Wait a while, and then try again. If this
problem persists, collect the LPAR
Manager dump information and the
relevant HCSM maintenance
information, then contact customer
support. For details about how to
collect dump and maintenance
information, see the Logical
Partitioning Manager User's Guide and
the Hitachi Compute Systems Manager
Installation and Configuration Guide.
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Message ID
KASV31748

Message Text
Unable to reactivate the
LPAR.

Description
Cause
The specified LPAR cannot be
reactivated temporarily or an
unexpected error occurred in the LPAR
Manager.
Action
Wait a while, and then try again. If this
problem persists, collect the LPAR
Manager dump information and the
relevant HCSM maintenance
information, then contact customer
support. For details about how to
collect dump and maintenance
information, see the Logical
Partitioning Manager User's Guide and
the Hitachi Compute Systems Manager
Installation and Configuration Guide.

KASV31749

Unable to save the LPAR
Manager configuration
information. (Return
Code:LPAR manager Return
Code)

Cause
An unexpected error occurred in the
LPAR Manager.
Action
Save the configuration information
manually as described in the Logical
Partitioning Manager User's Guide.
Wait a while, and then try again. If this
problem persists, collect the LPAR
Manager dump information and the
relevant HCSM maintenance
information, then contact customer
support. For details about how to
collect dump and maintenance
information, see the Logical
Partitioning Manager User's Guide and
the Hitachi Compute Systems Manager
Installation and Configuration Guide.

KASV31750

The LPAR manager did not
accept the request. (Return
Code:LPAR manager Return
Code)

Cause
The target device does not support this
task.
Action
Verify that the target device and the
blade support this task by referring to
the User Guide.
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Message ID
KASV31751

Message Text

Description

Unable to shut down the LPAR Cause
Manager.
An attempt to deactivate LPARs failed.
Possible causes are as follows:
•

Another HCSM user or another
software product might have been
using the LPAR Manager or the
LPARs.

•

The LPAR Manager or the LPARs
are temporarily unavailable for
requests.

•

An unexpected error occurred in
HCSM or the LPAR Manager.

Action
To resolve this problem:

KASV31752

Processing cannot continue.

1.

Refresh the blade information, and
then verify the latest status.

2.

Wait a while, and then retry the
operation. If the LPAR Manager is
updating the firmware or if an LPAR
is running a migration task, wait
until the firmware update or
migration is finished, and then
retry the operation.

3.

If this problem continues, collect
the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the
Hitachi Compute Systems Manager
Installation and Configuration
Guide. In addition, collect the LPAR
Manager dump information as
described in the Logical
Partitioning Manager User's Guide,
and then contact customer support

Cause
The forced PXE mode setting is
enabled.
Action
Disable the forced PXE mode setting.

KASV31753

Failed to upload a file.

Cause
The chassis built-in USB memory is full.
Action
Refer to the hardware manual, and
then delete any unnecessary files on
the built-in USB to make space.
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Message ID
KASV31754

Message Text
Processing cannot continue.

Description
Cause
The management module firmware
version is not supported.
Action
Verify that the specified chassis model
is supported. If the management
module firmware version is not
supported, update the firmware, and
then try again.

KASV31755

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
The specified LPAR was unable to
connect to the host group from the
source LPAR Manager by using a
migration WWPN. The zoning
configuration of the FC switch might be
incorrect or the host group might not
be set to accept connections from
migration WWPNs.
Action
Change the SAN configuration to allow
the specified LPAR to access the host
group from the source LPAR Manager
by using a migration WWPN, and then
try again.

KASV31756

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
The destination LPAR Manager could
not connect to the storage system that
the LPAR is using. The destination
blade and the storage system might be
physically disconnected, or the zoning
configuration of the FC switch might be
incorrect.
Action
Change the SAN configuration to allow
access from the destination LPAR
Manager to the storage system that the
LPAR is using, and then try again.

KASV31757

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
In the FC switch zoning configuration,
the migration WWPN and the other
WWPNs might belong to the same
zone. When a migration WWPN and the
other WWPNs belong to the same zone,
migration tasks cannot run correctly.
Action
Change the FC switch zoning
configuration so that the migration
WWPN and the other WWPNs belong to
different zones, and then try again.
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Message ID
KASV31758

Message Text
The LPAR migration failed.

Description
Cause
The migration WWPN for the migration
task is already being used by another
LPAR.
Action
Run a Recover from Failed Migration
task, and then try again.

KASV31759

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
The specified migration network cannot
be used. For the migration network,
you must specify a NIC that allows
communication between the source
and the destination LPAR Manager, and
an IP address other than the IP address
of the management network of LPAR
Manager.
Action
Revise the network settings, and then
try again.

KASV31760

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
Migration tasks cannot be run if the
LPAR Manager versions are different.
Action
Specify a destination LPAR Manager
with a version that is the same as the
source LPAR Manager, and then try
again.

KASV31761

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
An LPAR migration between blades with
different configurations is not allowed.
Action
Specify a destination blade that has the
same configuration as the source
blade, and then try again.

KASV31762

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
The migration task cannot be run
because the specified LPAR is using a
device in dedicated mode.
Action
Remove the dedicated device
assignment from the specified LPAR, or
assign shared mode to the device, and
then try again.
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Message ID
KASV31763

Message Text
The LPAR migration failed.

Description
Cause
The LPAR number specified as a
destination cannot be used. An LPAR
that uses the LPAR number might have
been created after the migration task
was registered.
Action
Specify a different LPAR number for the
destination, and then try again.

KASV31764

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
The specified LPAR is being migrated,
or the migration failed and the status of
the specified LPAR is Recovery
Required.
Action
If there are problems in the specified
LPAR, run a Recover from Failed
Migration task, and then try again.

KASV31765

The LPAR migration failed.

Cause
Migration tasks cannot be run because
the HBA is updating firmware.
Action
After the firmware update is finished,
retry the tasks.

KASV31766

A Recover from Failed
Cause
Migration task cannot be run. The specified LPAR is working normally.
The Recover from Failed Migration task
might have been run from a location
other than the HCSM server.
Action
-

KASV31767

An attempt to update the IO
device firmware on some
blades failed. (slot number:
Slot number).

Cause
Action
See the error message for each blade.

KASV31769

Unable to run LPAR
migration.

Cause
The management server might be
temporarily busy.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.

KASV31770

Unable to run a Recover from Cause
Failed Migration task for the The management server might be
LPAR.
temporarily busy.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.
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Message ID
KASV31771

Message Text
Unable to run LPAR
migration.

Description
Cause
The migration task cannot run because
the specified LPAR is using a VF NIC.
Action
Remove the VF NIC assignment from
the specified LPAR, then try again.
Otherwise, deactivate the specified
LPAR, then run an LPAR cold migration.

KASV31772

Unable to run LPAR
migration.

Cause
The migration task cannot run because
the specified LPAR is using a USB in
dedicated mode.
Action
Remove the dedicated USB assignment
from the specified LPAR, then try
again.

KASV31773

Processing cannot continue.

Cause
The specified I/O card does not support
this operation.
Action
Verify that the specified I/O card
supports this operation.

KASV31800

The user cannot log in to the
specified management
target.

Cause
The request for alert destination
registration was rejected because the
number of alert destinations registered
for the Compute Systems Manager has
already reached the maximum in
Compute Rack.
Action
Delete other unnecessary alert
destinations registered for Compute
Systems Manager, and then try again.
For details about how to delete
registered alert destinations, see the
Compute Rack User Guide.

KASV31801

An unsupported Compute
Rack was found.

Cause
An unsupported version of Compute
Rack was detected.
Action
Upgrade the Compute Systems
Manager to a version that supports the
detected Compute Rack.
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Message ID
KASV31802

Message Text
Processing cannot continue.

Description
Cause
LPAR Manager might be running a task
from a location other than the HCSM
server.
Action
If a task is running on the HVM Screen
of LPAR Manager, return to the HVM
Menu screen, and then run the task on
HCSM. Otherwise, complete the task
on LPAR Manager, and then run the
task on HCSM.

KASV31803

Unable to continue the
process.

Cause
The number of software modules
connecting to the Compute Rack
already exceeds the maximum limit.
Action
Disconnect any unnecessary software
from LOM of the Compute Rack, and
then try again.

KASV31804

Unable to change the Logical Cause
Partitioning setting of the
The specified IP address is already
LPAR Manager.
used by LPAR Manager on another
blade.
Action
Specify a different IP address, and then
try again.

KASV31805

The node memory settings
cannot be configured for the
specified LPAR because Guest
NUMA is disabled on the
LPAR.

Cause

The node memory settings
cannot be omitted for the
specified LPAR because Guest
NUMA is enabled on the
LPAR.

Cause

Cannot enable Guest NUMA.

Cause

Action

Enable Guest NUMA on the LPAR, and
(Return Code:HvmSh Return then try again.
Code)
KASV31806

Action

Set a parameter for each memory
(Return Code:HvmSh Return node.
Code)
KASV31807

(Return Code:HvmSh Return The Logical Partitioning Manager does
Code)
not meet the firmware version
requirement or the NUMA setting on
the blade is disabled.
Action
Upgrade the Logical Partitioning
Manager firmware or enable the NUMA
setting on the blade, and then try
again.
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Message ID
KASV31808

Message Text

Description

Unable to change the LPAR
CPU Allocation to dedicated
mode.

Cause

Unable to activate the LPAR
using Guest NUMA.

Cause

The LPAR is in Activated status.

Action
(Return Code:HvmSh Return
Deactivate the LPAR, and then try
Code)
again.
KASV31809

This issue may be caused by one of the
(Return Code:HvmSh Return following:
Code)
• The CPU Allocation on the logical
processor is in shared mode.
•

The physical processor number
corresponding to the logical
processor is set to "Automatically".

Action
Ensure that CPU Allocation for the
logical processors is set to dedicate
mode and a specific physical processor
number is set to the logical processor.
KASV31810

Unable to change the CPU
Allocation for the logical
processor to shared mode.

Cause
The LPAR Guest Idle setting is in
MWAIT mode.

(Return Code:HvmSh Return Action
Code)
HCSM cannot modify an LPAR Guest
Idle setting. Use the LPAR Manager
screen to modify the Guest Idle setting
to HALT mode, and then try again.
KASV31811

Because the server is in DCMI Cause
mode, power capping cannot be used.
Action
Disable DCMI mode by using the
Element Manager.

KASV31812

Unable to change power
capping settings.

Cause
Another HCSM or management tool
might have made or might be making
power capping setting changes.
Action
Refresh the server information, and
then try to change the power capping
settings again.

KASV31816

An unexpected error occurred Cause
during the connection to the Device Manager server.
Action
Collect Compute Systems Manager and
Device Manager maintenance
information by referring to the
manuals, and then contact customer
support.
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Message ID
KASV31817

Message Text
Unable to connect to the
Device Manager server.

Description
Cause
The Device Manager service might not
be running, or the destination host
name, IP address, protocol, or port
number might be invalid.
Action
Check whether the Device Manager
service is running on the destination. If
the Device Manager service is running,
go to the Administration tab, select
Logical Partitioning > Automatic
Registration for Migration WWPNs and
verify the host name, IP address,
protocol, and port number.

KASV31818

Unable to connect to Device
Manager server.

Cause
Authentication failed.
Action
On the Administration tab, select
Logical Partitioning and Automatic
Registration of Migration WWPNs, and
then verify that the user name and
password displayed in this area can be
used to log in to the Device Manager
server.

KASV31819

Unable to connect to Device
Manager server.

Cause
The connection port number for Device
Manager is invalid, no Device Manager
server certificate is installed in the
HCSM truststore, or the certificate is
expired.
Action
Verify that the port number is correct.
If yes, install a valid Device Manager
server certificate in the HCSM
truststore.

KASV31820

An unexpected error was
reported by the Device
Manager server during
establishing a connection.

Cause
Action
Collect Compute Systems Manager and
Device Manager maintenance
information by referring to the
manuals, and then contact customer
support.

KASV31821
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Processing cannot continue
Cause
because the Device Manager server failed to communicate
Action
with the storage system.
Using Device Manager, verify that the
storage system is accessible, and then
try again.
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Message ID
KASV31822

Message Text
Processing cannot continue
because Device Manager
retains different storage
information.

Description
Cause
Action
Using Device Manager, refresh the
storage system, and then try again.

KASV31823

Storage system settings
Cause
cannot be changed because the storage system is locked.
Action
Using Device Manager, verify that the
storage system is unlocked, and then
try again.

KASV31824

KASV31825

Processing could not continue Cause
because the required Device Manager resource
Action
permissions did not exist.
To resolve this issue:

Unable to connect to Device
Manager.

1.

On the Administration tab, access
Logical Partitioning > Automatic
Registration for Migration WWPNs.

2.

Verify that the specified user has
permission to change the host
group associated with the target
LPAR.

Cause
This version of Device Manager is not
supported.
Action
Upgrade Device Manager to a version
that is supported by Compute Systems
Manager, and then try again.

KASV31827

KASV31828

Host group settings cannot
be changed because the
number of WWNs exceeds
the maximum number that
can be set to a port.

Cause

LPAR migration failed.

Cause

Action
Delete unnecessary WWNs that are set
for the port, and then try again.
The encryption strength set for the
migration path is different between the
migration source and destination LPAR
Managers.
Action
Make sure the same encryption
strength is set for the migration paths
of the migration source and destination
LPAR Managers.
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Message ID
KASV31829

Message Text
Unable to migrate the LPAR.

Description
Cause
The source or destination LPAR
Manager is in safe mode.
Action
Refer to the LPAR Manager User Guide
to cancel safe mode, and then try
again.

KASV31830

LPAR migration failed.

Cause
The 16Gb FC HBA that is allocated to
the migration source LPAR does not
support LPAR migration without
downtime.
Action
Cancel the allocation of the 16Gb FC
HBA, or perform LPAR cold migration.

KASV31831

LPAR migration failed.

Cause
The migration destination LPAR
Manager does not support LPAR
migration without downtime for LPARs
to which a 16Gb FC HBA is allocated.
Action
Update the firmware of the migration
destination LPAR Manager to a version
that supports LPAR migration without
downtime for LPARs to which a 16Gb
FC HBA is allocated. Alternatively,
perform LPAR cold migration.

KASV31832

LPAR migration failed.

Cause
The migration source and destination
LPAR Managers do not support LPAR
migration without downtime for LPARs
to which a 16Gb FC HBA is allocated.
Action
Update the firmware of the migration
source and destination LPAR Managers
to a version that supports LPAR
migration without downtime for LPARs
to which a 16Gb FC HBA is allocated.
Alternatively, perform LPAR cold
migration.
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Message ID
KASV31834

Message Text
Unable to login to the
specified resource.

Description
Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
•

User name or password is invalid.

•

Account is locked.

•

A resource that was not for Linux/
Solaris/Compute Rack was
accessed.

Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV31835

Processing cannot continue.

1.

Specify a valid user name and
password in the credentials.

2.

Verify that the account for the
resource is not locked.

3.

Verify that the specified resource is
for Linux/Solaris/Compute Rack. If
the resource is not for Linux/
Solaris/Compute Rack, no action is
required.

Cause
The target resource returned
unexpected data.
Action
To resolve this issue, verify the
following:
•

Resource is supported by HCSM. If
it is not, no action is required.

•

Combination of the resource and
the credential is correct.

•

Communication port settings are
correct.

•

If the resource is Windows, verify
that DCOM or WinRM is correctly
configured.

•

If the resource is Compute Blade or
Compute Rack, verify that the
latest firmware requirements are
installed. For details, see the
Release Notes. Also verify that
HTTPS is set for communication
with the HCSM server.
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Message ID
KASV31836

Message Text
Processing cannot continue.

Description
Cause
The resource returned unexpected
data.
Action
To resolve this issue, verify the
following:

KASV31837

Information cannot be
obtained.

•

Resource is supported by HCSM. If
it is not, no action is required.

•

Combination of the resource and
credentials is correct.

Cause
The resource returned unexpected
data.
Action
Verify that the resource is Linux/
Solaris. If the resource is not Linux/
Solaris, no action is required.

KASV31838

Information cannot be
obtained.

Cause
The resource returned unexpected
data.
Action
Verify that the resource is VMware
ESX/ESXi. If it is not, no action is
required.

KASV31839

Processing timed out.

Cause
Possible causes are as follows:
•

Processing is temporarily delayed
on the host.

•

The sudo for Linux and pfexec for
Solaris command configuration for
the user is incorrect.

•

An attempt to access a non-Linux/
Solaris host resource was made by
using a Linux/Solaris host
credential.

Action
To resolve this issue:
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1.

Try again.

2.

When a non-root user ID is
specified in the credential, verify
the sudo for Linux and pfexec for
Solaris command configuration for
the user on the host.

3.

Verify that the specified resource is
a Linux/Solaris host. If the
resource is not a Linux/Solaris
host, no action is required.
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Message ID
KASV31840

Message Text
Processing timed out.

Description
Cause
The prerequisite packages installed on
the host are insufficient.
Action
Install the required packages by
referring to the Release Notes.

KASV31841

Unable to connect to the
specified resource.

Cause
There is a problem with the resource or
the network.
Action
To resolve this issue, verify the
following:
•

Resource is running.

•

HCSM server can communicate
with the resource.

•

Firewall setting are correct.

•

Communication port settings are
valid.

•

If the resource is Windows, verify
that WinRM is enabled on the
HCSM server and the host.

•

If the management target is
Compute Blade or Compute Rack,
confirm that the latest firmware
requirements are installed. For
details, see the Release Notes.
Also, confirm that HTTPS is set for
communication with the HCSM
server.
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Message ID
KASV31842

Message Text
Unable to connect to the
specified resource.

Description
Cause
There is a problem with the resource or
the network.
Action
To resolve this issue, verify the
following:
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•

Resource is running.

•

HCSM server can communicate
with the resource.

•

Firewall setting are correct.

•

Communication port settings are
valid.

•

If the resource is Windows, verify
that WinRM is enabled on the
HCSM server and the host.

•

If the management target is
Compute Blade or Compute Rack,
confirm that the latest firmware
requirements are installed. For
details, see the Release Notes.
Also, confirm that HTTPS is set for
communication with the HCSM
server.
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Messages IDs beginning with
KASV35000-KASV35999
Messages IDs that begin with KASV35000 - KASV35999 provide information
related to the HCSM installation.
For information on messages without the KASV prefix, please refer to the
Hitachi Command Suite Messages.

□

KASV35100 - KASV35199

□

KASV35200 - KASV35299

□

KASV35500 - KASV35599

□

KASV35900 - KASV35999
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KASV35100 - KASV35199
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV35100 - KASV35199.
Message ID
KASV35100

KASV35101

Message Text

Description

Hitachi Command Suite
services are running on the
management server. These
services will stop if you
continue the installation. To
continue, click [OK].

Cause

Hitachi Command Suite
services are running on the
management server. These
services will stop if you
continue the removal. To
continue, click [OK].

Cause

Hitachi Command Suite services are
running on the management server.
Action
To stop Hitachi Command Suite
services, click [OK] and continue your
installation.
Hitachi Command Suite services are
running on the management server.
Action
To stop Hitachi Command Suite
services, click [OK] and continue your
removal process.

KASV35200 - KASV35299
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV35200 - KASV35299.
Message ID
KASV35225

KASV35226

Message Text

Description

Virtual memory free space for
the management server is
free_memoryMB.Hitachi
Command Suite requires
virtual_memoryMB of virtual
memory.

Cause

Specified location have
enough space for the
installation.

Cause

Drive: drive_name,
Required:
required_memoryMB,
Available:
available_memoryMB

Action
-

Action
-

Additional drive space may be
needed if you will acquire the
database backup prior to the
installation.
KASV35227

The OS version of this
system: OS_version

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV35250

Message Text
The HiRDB/ClusterService
_HD0 service is not running.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV35251

The HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition Cause
_HD0 service is running.
Action
-

KASV35252

You can update your Hitachi
Command Suite version.

Cause
Action
-

KASV35253

The program that accesses
DB from another machine
does not exist.

Cause
Action
-

KASV35254

Hitachi Command Suite
Common Component is not
installed.

Cause
Action
-

KASV35255

Hitachi Command Suite
Common Component is
installed. Location:
installation_location

Cause
Action
-

KASV35275

Hostname is running.

Cause
Action
-

KASV35500 - KASV35599
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV35500 - KASV35599.
Message ID
KASV35503

Message Text
HCSM and Deployment
Manager installation was
skipped because Deployment
Manager cannot be installed
by the all-in-one installer.

Description
Cause
Action
Finish the all-in-one installer process
and then run the HCSM installer to
install HCSM and Deployment Manager.
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Message ID
KASV35504

Message Text

Description

Before installing Deployment Cause
Manager, you must install the following components:
Action
• .NET Framework 3.5 SP1
• .NET Framework 4.0, 4.5
or 4.5.1
•

Internet Information
Services (IIS) 7.5, 8.0 or
8.5

For IIS 7.5, enable the
following:
•

Static Content

•

ASP.NET

•

IIS Management Console

•

IIS 6 Metabase
Compatibility

For IIS 8.0 or IIS 8.5, enable
the following:
•

Static Content

•

ASP.NET 4.5

•

IIS Management Console

•

IIS 6 Metabase
Compatibility

KASV35900 - KASV35999
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV35900 - KASV35999.
Message ID
KASV35900

9–4

Message Text

Description

The prerequisite check was
Cause
completed. If there is a check The prerequisite check was completed.
item with a status other than
Action
Pass, resolve the issue.
If there is a check item with a status
other than Pass, resolve the issue.
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Messages IDs beginning with
KASV36000-KASV36599
Messages IDs that begin with KASV36000 - KASV36599 provide information
related to the HCSM installation.
For information on messages without the KASV prefix, please refer to the
Hitachi Command Suite Messages.

□

KASV36000 - KASV36099

□

KASV36200 - KASV36299

□

KASV36300 - KASV36399

□

KASV36500 - KASV36599
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KASV36000 - KASV36099
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV36000 - KASV36099.
Message ID
KASV36002

Message Text
This location does not have
enough space for the
installation. Add more space
or change the location.
Drive: drive_name,
Required:
required_memoryMB,
Available:
available_memoryMB

Description
Cause
There is not enough space for the
installation.
Action
This location does not have enough
space for the installation. Add more
space or change the location.

KASV36003

This location does not have
Cause
enough space for the
There is not enough space for the
installation. Add more space. installation.
Drive: drive_name,
Action
Required:
This location does not have enough
required_memoryMB,
space. Add more space.
Available:
available_memoryMB

KASV36004

If you continue the removal,
all files and folders under the
target folder in the
confirmation screen will be
removed. Do you want to
continue?

Cause

The installation host name is
too long. Modify the host
name to be fewer than 128
characters or specify an IP
address in the installation
window.

Cause

The following folders will be
removed for the backup:
folder_name.

Cause

KASV36005

KASV36006

This is a removal confirmation.
Action
-

The installation host name is too long.
Action
The management server host name is
too long. Modify the host name to be
fewer than 128 characters or specify an
IP address in the installation window.
This backup folder already exists.

Action
This folder will be deleted
because the backup file folder Remove the existing folder or specify
another one.
specified already exists. To
continue, click the [OK].

KASV36007

Virtual memory free space for Cause
the management server is
Not enough virtual memory free space
virtual_memoryMB.
for the management server.
Hitachi Command Suite
Action
requires virtual_memoryMB
Add more virtual memory.
of virtual memory.
Additional free space may be
needed if other programs are
used.
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Message ID
KASV36008

Message Text
There is not enough virtual
memory. The available free
space is currently
virtual_memoryMB.Hitachi
Command Suite requires at
least virtual_memoryMB of
free space.
Insufficient free space may
cause the system to become
unstable and programs may
not run properly.

KASV36009

A connectivity check was
performed for the local host,
but there was no response.

Description
Cause
The may not be enough virtual
memory.
Action
Modify the virtual memory setting and
add more virtual memory if needed to
ensure the system has the required
space.

Cause
A communication error may have
occurred because Hitachi Command
Suite products perform
communications using the local
loopback address (localhost and
127.0.0.1) or the host name as the
destination.
Action
Verify the local loopback address and
the host name settings.If the local
loopback address and the host name
are set correctly, ignore this message
and continue the installation.

KASV36010

A connectivity check was
performed for Host_address,
but there was no response.

Cause
A communication error may have
occurred because Hitachi Command
Suite products perform
communications using Host_address
as the destination.
Action
Verify the value. Depending on network
settings, this message may appear
even if there is no problem with the
specified value. If this is the case,
ignore this message and continue the
installation.

KASV36012

Hitachi Command Suite does Cause
not support this OS version. Hitachi Command Suite does not
support this OS version.
Action
Verify the supported OS versions for
Hitachi Command Suite.

KASV36013

Remote connection
Cause
information cannot be
obtained.This is not a
problem if Tuning Manager is Action
not connected remotely.
-
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KASV36200 - KASV36299
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV36200 - KASV36299.
Message ID
KASV36200

Message Text
Unable to stop Hitachi
Command Suite
services.Please wait for a
while, and then try again.
If you cannot stop the
services, to determine the
cause and resolve the
problem, detailed
investigation is
required.Contact the Support
Center, who may ask you to
collect troubleshooting
information.

KASV36205

Unable to stop Hitachi
Command Suite services.
Please wait for a while, and
then manually stop the
services. If you are linked to
Tuning Manager, wait until
Hitachi Command Suite
services on the Tuning
Manager server are stopped.
If you cannot stop the
services, contact Support.

KASV36206

KASV36207

10–4

Description
Cause
Hitachi Command Suite services did
not stop.The cause may be that the
storage system is running and the
service cannot be stopped.
Action
Wait for a while, and then try again.
If you cannot stop the services, to
determine the cause and resolve the
problem, detailed investigation is
required.
Contact the Support Center, who may
ask you to collect troubleshooting
information.
Cause
Unable to stop Hitachi Command Suite
services. Causes can be:
The management server is running.
Hitachi Command Suite services are
being used for Tuning Manager.
Action
Please wait for a while, and then
manually stop the services. If you are
linked to Tuning Manager, wait until
Hitachi Command Suite services on the
Tuning Manager server are stopped. If
you cannot stop the services, contact
Support.

Unable to remove completely. Cause
When installing, to determine
the cause and resolve the
problem, detailed
investigation is
required.Contact Support
Center, who may ask you to
collect troubleshooting
information.

Unable to remove completely.

Unable to remove completely.
To reinstall, to determine the
cause and resolve the
problem, detailed
investigation is
required.Contact Support
Center, who may ask you to
collect troubleshooting
information.

Cause

Action
When installing, to determine the
cause and resolve the problem,
detailed investigation is
required.Contact Support Center, who
may ask you to collect troubleshooting
information.
Unable to remove completely.
Action
To reinstall, to determine the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required.Contact
Support Center, who may ask you to
collect troubleshooting information.
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Message ID
KASV36208

Message Text

Description

The discovery function will
Cause
not operate correctly until the The Management server has not been
OS is restarted.
started.
Action
Restart the machine on which Compute
Systems Manager is installed.

KASV36213

When upgrading HCSM,
Deployment Manager must
be upgraded separately.

Cause
Action
Click "Launch Deployment Manager
Installer" to upgrade Deployment
Manager and then run the HCSM
upgrade installation.

KASV36214

If a following product is used, Cause
it must be upgraded to
version 8 or later:
Action
• Device Manager
• Tiered Storage Manager
•

Replication Manager

•

Tuning Manager

•

Global Link Manager

Do you want to continue?

KASV36300 - KASV36399
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV36300 - KASV36399.
Message ID
KASV36301

Message Text
server-name server is
starting. Wait a few minutes
before using the Hitachi
Command Suite.

Description
Cause
The management server is starting.
Action
Wait a few minutes before using the
Hitachi Command Suite. You can check
whether the HCSM service is started by
confirming whether the HCSM login
window is displayed.
If you cannot use the Hitachi Command
Suite even after waiting for several
minutes, you must determine the
cause by completing a more detailed
investigation. Contact the Support
Center for information about additional
data that you can collect to help
resolve the problem.
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Message ID
KASV36302

Message Text
server-name Server is
processing and the service
cannot be stopped.Wait a few
minutes before manually
stopping the services.

Description
Cause
The management server is running.
Action
Wait a few minutes before manually
stopping the services. If you cannot
stop the services, to determine the
cause and resolve the problem,
detailed investigation is required.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV36500 - KASV36599
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV36500 - KASV36599.
Message ID
KASV36501
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Message Text

Description

If a following product is used, Cause
upgrade it to version 8 or
later, and then start
Action
operations:
• Device Manager
•

Tiered Storage Manager

•

Replication Manager

•

Tuning Manager

•

Global Link Manager
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Messages IDs beginning with
KASV37000-KASV37999
Messages IDs that begin with KASV37000 - KASV37399 provide information
related to the HCSM installation.
For information on messages without the KASV prefix, please refer to the
Hitachi Command Suite Messages.

□

KASV37000 - KASV37099

□

KASV37100 - KASV37199

□

KASV37200 - KASV37299

□

KASV37300 - KASV37399

□

KASV37500 - KASV37599

□

KASV37800 - KASV37899

□

KASV37900 - KASV37999
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KASV37000 - KASV37099
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV37000 - KASV37099.
Message ID
KASV37001

Message Text

Description

Only group group_name
users can start the installer.

Cause

The installation will stop.

Action

Installation must be performed by
users with Administrators permissions.

KASV37002

Only group group_name user Cause
can perform a removal.
A user without Administrators group
The removal will stop.
permission cannot perform a removal.
Action
Removal must be performed by users
with Administrator permissions.

KASV37003

Hitachi Command Suite
cannot be installed in this OS
version. Verify the supported
OS versions for the Hitachi
Command Suite.

Cause
The OS version you are using is not
supported.
Action
Verify the supported OS versions for
the Hitachi Command Suite.

KASV37004

Hitachi Command Suite
cannot be installed in the
Server Core environment.
The installation will stop.

Cause
The Server Core environment is not
supported.
Action
Verify the supported Hitachi Command
Suite environments.

KASV37005

KASV37006

You cannot downgrade. A
more recent version of
Hitachi Command Suite is
installed. The downgrade will
stop.

Cause

You cannot upgrade your
software version. The
upgrade will stop.

Cause

You cannot downgrade.
Action
Verify the Hitachi Command Suite
version you are installing.
You cannot upgrade your Hitachi
Command Suite version.
Action
Verify that your version can be
upgraded.

KASV37008

11–2

You cannot perform the
installation. The HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition _HD0
service is not running. The
installation will stop. Start the
HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition
_HD0 service and try again.

Cause
The HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition _HD0
service is not running.
Action
Start the HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition
_HD0 before installing.
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Message ID
KASV37009

KASV37016

KASV37017

Message Text
You cannot perform the
installation. An older version
of Tuning Manager is
installed. The installation will
stop.

Cause

To install Hitachi Command
Suite, upgrade Tuning
Manager to 7.0.0 or later. You
can also install Hitachi
Command Suite in a different
server.

To install the Hitachi Command Suite,
upgrade Tuning Manager to v7.0.0 or
later. You can also install Hitachi
Command Suite on a different server.

You cannot perform the
removal because the HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition _HD0
service is not running. Start
the HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition
_HD0 service and try again.

Cause

You cannot perform the
installation because the
HiRDB/ClusterService _HD0
service is running.

Cause

Stop the HiRDB/
ClusterService _HD0 service
and try again.
KASV37018

You cannot perform the
removal because the HiRDB/
ClusterService _HD0 service
is running.
Stop the HiRDB/
ClusterService _HD0 service
and try again.

KASV37019

Description
A previous Tuning Manager version is
installed.
Action

The HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition _HD0
service is not running.
Action
Start the HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition
_HD0 service and try again.
The HiRDB/ClusterService _HD0
service is running.
Action
Stop the HiRDB/ClusterService _HD0
service and try again.
Cause
The HiRDB/ClusterService _HD0
service is running.
Action
Stop the HiRDB/ClusterService _HD0
service and try again.

The JDK was not found. Use
the hcmdschgjdk command
to set the JDK.

Cause

You must run setup.exe to
install Hitachi Command
Suite.

Cause

The JDK is not set appropriately.

Action
If you do not use the JDK that
Use the hcmdschgjdk command to set
comes with the Hitachi
the JDK. If you do not use the JDK that
Command Suite, you must
comes with the Hitachi Command
install it separately.
Suite, you must install it separately.
KASV37020

The command is not valid.
Action
Run setup.exe to install Hitachi
Command Suite.
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Message ID
KASV37021

Message Text
File "file-name", required for
installation, cannot be read.
Causes include:
File copying from the
installation media to a
Windows drive failed.

Description
Cause
A file required for installation cannot be
read.
Causes include:
•

A copied file was deleted from •
a Windows drive.

File copying from the installation
media to a Windows drive failed.
A copied file was deleted from a
Windows drive.

The name of the copy
• The name of the copy destination
destination folder contains
folder contains characters other
characters other than single
than single byte alphanumeric
byte alphanumeric characters
characters (excluding special
(excluding special characters
characters and blanks.
and blanks).
Action
If you cannot resolve this
If you cannot resolve this problem,
problem, to determine the
contact the Support Center. To
cause and resolve the
determine the cause and resolve the
problem, detailed
problem, the Support Center may ask
investigation is
you to collect troubleshooting
required.Contact Support
Center, who may ask you to information.
collect troubleshooting
information.
KASV37022

Unable to read file
"filename".To determine the
cause and resolve the
problem, detailed
investigation is required.

Cause

You cannot install to the
(Installation path) folder
because it resides within a
folder dedicated to 32-bit
applications, system
applications, and Windows
Store applications.

Cause

A program on IP_Address is
connected to the
management server
database.

Cause

Unable to read file.
Action

To determine the cause and resolve the
Contact Support Center, who problem, detailed investigation is
required. Contact Support Center, who
may ask you to collect
troubleshooting information. may ask you to collect troubleshooting
information.

KASV37023

KASV37024

Stop Tuning Manager server
services on IP_Address. The
Tuning Manager server is
probably accessing the
database.

11–4

Action
Specify another folder.

A remote program is connected to the
management server database.
Action
Stop Hitachi Command Suite services
on Tuning Manager server at the IP
address.
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Message ID
KASV37026

Message Text
Silent installation is not
supported.

Description
Cause
The silent installation option is
specified for setup.exe, but silent
installation is not supported.
Action
Execute setup.exe without specifying
the silent installation option.

KASV37100 - KASV37199
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV37100 - KASV37199.
Message ID
KASV37101

Message Text
An invalid character is
included in the installation
path. Valid characters are:

Description
Cause
An invalid character is included in the
installation path.

A-Z a-z 0-9 . _ and the space Action
character.
Specify the following characters for the
database file path.
A-Z a-z 0-9 . _ and the space character.
KASV37102

KASV37103

You cannot install in
folder(folder_name) because
that folder is for 64-bit
applications.

Cause

Specify another folder. If you
are updating, remove the
Hitachi Command Suite, and
then install it again in a folder
that is not for 64-bit
applications.

Action

You cannot specify a folder for 64-bit
applications for storing installation
path.
Specify another folder. If you are
updating, remove the Hitachi
Command Suite, and then install it
again in a folder that is not for 64-bit
applications.

Specify up to 64 bytes for the Cause
installation path.
The installation path is too long.
Action
Specify up to 64 bytes for the
installation path.

KASV37104

An invalid character is
included in the path specified
for the location for storing
database files. Specify the
following characters for the
path in which the files will be
stored.

Cause

A-Z a-z 0-9 . _ ( ) and the
space character.

A-Z a-z 0-9 . _ ( ) and the space
character.

An invalid character is included in the
database file path.
Action
Specify the following characters for the
database file path.
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KASV37105

You cannot specify the folder Cause
(folder_name) for storing
You cannot specify a folder for 64-bit
database files. Specify
applications for storing database files.
another folder.
Action

KASV37106

Specify up to 90 bytes for the Cause
database file path.
The path specified for storing database
files is too long.

Specify another folder.

Action
Specify up to 90 bytes for the database
file path.
KASV37109

The IPv4 address or host
name is too long. Specify up
to 128 bytes for the IPv4
address or host name.

Cause
The IPv4 address or host name is too
long.
Action
Up to 128 bytes are allowed for the
IPv4 address or host name.

KASV37113

An invalid character is
included in the backup file
path. Valid characters are:

Cause

A-Z a-z 0-9 . _ ( ) and the
space character.

Action

An invalid character is included in the
backup file path.
Valid characters for the database file
path are:
A-Z a-z 0-9 . _ ( ) and the space
character.

KASV37114

Specify up to 150 bytes for
the backup file path.

Cause
The path for backup files is too long.
Action
Specify up to 150 bytes for the backup
file path.

KASV37115

An error occurred. Compute Cause
Systems Manager installation An error occurred.
will stop. Contact Support.
Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
ConfigurationGuide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV371121

The specified port number is Cause
in use by another application. The specified port number is in use by
(conflicting port number:
another application.
port_number)
Action
Specify a port number which is not in
use.
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Message ID
KASV37122

Message Text
The specified port number is
invalid. Specify a port
number between 1 and
65535.

Description
Cause
The specified port number is invalid.
Action
Specify a port number between 1 and
65535.

KASV37126

A data migration error
occurred.

Cause
The cause might be one of the
following:
•

The specified folder is not empty.

•

The specified folder is not readable
or writable.

Action
Verify that the folder is empty,
readable, and writable, and then
restart the installer.
KASV37127

A data migration error
occurred.

Cause
The cause might be one of the
following:
•

The destination drive has
insufficient free space.

•

The specified folder is not empty.

•

The specified folder is not readable
or writable.

Action
Verify that the folder is empty,
readable, and writable, and then
restart the installer.
KASV37128

A data migration error
occurred.

Cause
Action
To determine the cause and resolve the
problem, a detailed investigation is
required. Collect the relevant
maintenance information, and then
contact customer support.

KASV37129

IP address or host name
cannot be empty. Specify an
IP address or a host name.

Cause
The IP address or host name field
cannot be empty.
Action
Specify an IP address or a host name.

KASV37130

Hitachi Command Suite
cannot install in the following
path because the drive is not
writable or the drive letter is
invalid. Specify a different
path which includes a valid
writable hard drive.
user_specified_path

Cause
Hitachi Command Suite cannot install
in this path because the drive is not
writable or the drive letter is invalid.
Action
Specify a different path which includes
a valid writable hard drive.
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Message ID
KASV37131

Message Text
The database files cannot be
stored in the following path
because the drive is not
writable or the drive letter is
invalid. Specify a different
path which includes a valid
writable hard drive.
user_specified_path

KASV37132

The backup files cannot be
stored in the following path
because the drive is not
writable or the drive letter is
invalid. Specify a different
path which includes a valid
writable hard drive.
user_specified_path

KASV37133

The export files cannot be
stored in the following path
because the drive is not
writable or the drive letter is
invalid. Specify a different
path which includes a valid
writable hard drive.
user_specified_path

Description
Cause
The database files cannot be stored in
this path because the drive is not
writable or the drive letter is invalid.
Action
Specify a different path which includes
a valid writable hard drive.
Cause
The backup files cannot be stored in
this path because the drive is not
writable or the drive letter is invalid.
Action
Specify a different path which includes
a valid writable hard drive.
Cause
The export files cannot be stored in this
path because the drive is not writable
or the drive letter is invalid.
Action
Specify a different path which includes
a valid writable hard drive.

KASV37200 - KASV37299
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV37200 - KASV37299.
Message ID
KASV37200

Message Text
An error for Hitachi
Command Suite Common
Components occurred.

Description
Cause
An error for Hitachi Command Suite
Common Components occurred.
Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
ConfigurationGuide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV37201

Message Text
An error for Hitachi
Command Suite Common
Components occurred. The
removal will continue.

Description
Cause
An error for Hitachi Command Suite
Common Components occurred during
the removal.
Action
after the removal, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and
ConfigurationGuide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV37204

Unable to backup the
database (database_name).
The installation will stop.Add
space to the backup location
and try again.

Cause
The backup folder does not have
enough space.
Action
Add space to the backup location and
try again. If this problem persists,
collect the relevant maintenance
information by referring to the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager Installation
and ConfigurationGuide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV37205

Unable to backup the
database. The installation will
stop. If you are linked to
Tuning Manager, wait until
Hitachi Command Suite
services are stopped.

Cause
An attempt to start or stop HiRDB
services while the database was being
backed up or exported. Causes can be:
•

The management server is
running.HiRDB services are being
used for

•

HiRDB services are being used for
Tuning Manager.

Try installing again in a couple of
minutes.
If you are linked to Tuning Manager,
wait until Hitachi Command Suite
services on the Tuning Manager server
are stopped.
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV37206

Message Text

Description

Unable to remove
completely.To determine the
cause and resolve the
problem, detailed
investigation is required.

Cause

A Deployment Manager error
occurred. To determine the
cause and resolve the
problem, a detailed
investigation is required.To
determine the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required.

Cause

Unable to remove completely.
Action

To determine the cause and resolve the
Contact Support Center, who problem, detailed investigation is
required.
may ask you to collect
troubleshooting information. Contact Support Center, who may ask
you to collect troubleshooting
information.
KASV37208

A Deployment Manager error occurred.
Action
To determine the cause and resolve the
problem, detailed investigation is
required.

Contact Support Center, who may ask
Contact Support Center, who you to collect troubleshooting
may ask you to collect
information.
troubleshooting information.

KASV37300 - KASV37399
The following table describes HCSM information messages.
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Message ID
KASV37301

Message Text

Description

Unable to confirm the
initialization of the
server_name_server.
Please wait for a while
until you can log in to
the Hitachi Command
Suite (HCS).

Cause

If you cannot log in,
confirm and resolve
the following items:
•

The HCS port is
not used by
another program.

•

The HCS port is used by management
server programs.

•

The management server lacks sufficient free
virtual memory.

•

The HCS URL for is incorrect.

•

Name resolution is not working correctly on
the management server.

•

Insufficient performance for the
management server.

Action
Wait for a while until you can log in to the HCS.
If you cannot log in, confirm and resolve the
following items:

•

There is sufficient
virtual memory

•

The URL displayed
•
by the
"hcmds64chgurl
option" command
corresponds to
URL.

•

•

The host name of
the management
server can be
resolved correctly. •
The management
server ensures
sufficient
performance.

Port conflicts.
Verify that the HCS port is not used by
management server programs. If there is a
conflicting port, close the program that uses
that port or modify HCS settings. For more
information, see the Hitachi Compute
Systems Installation and Configuration
Guide.
Virtual Memory.
Verify that the management server has
sufficient free virtual memory.

•

To resolve this issue,
refer to the Compute
Systems Manager
Messages. If you
cannot resolve the
problem, contact the
Support Center to
obtain additional
information on the
data that you must
collect to determine
•
the cause and resolve
the problem.

•

Host name and IP address settings.
Verify that the management server host
name or IP address is specified in the URL.
Verify the host-name or IP address by using
the "hcmds64chgurl | command-option
(Windows: /print, Unix: -print)" command.
To modify the URL setting, use the
"hcmds64chgurl Hcommand-option
(Windows: /change, Unix: -change)"
command. For more information, see the
Hitachi Compute Systems Installation and
Configuration Guide.
Name Resolution.
Verify that the management server host
name and 'localhost' are correctly resolved
to the address on the management server.
In a cluster environment, also confirm the
logical host name.
Performance
Verify that the management server runs
correctly, and has enough resources such as
physical memory or processors.

If you cannot resolve the problem, contact the
Support Center.
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KASV37500 - KASV37599
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV37500 - KASV37599.
Message ID
KASV37504

Message Text
Deployment Manager cannot
be installed because Internet
Information Services (IIS) is
not installed.

Description
Cause
Deployment Manager cannot be
installed because Internet Information
Services (IIS) is not installed.
Action
Install IIS and run the Compute
Systems Manager installation again.
If you install IIS 7.5, enable "Static
Content", "ASP.NET", "IIS Management
Console", and "IIS 6 Metabase
Compatibility".
If you install IIS 8.0 or 8.5, enable
"Static Content","ASP.NET 4.5", "IIS
Management Console", and "IIS 6
Metabase Compatibility".

KASV37505

Deployment Manager cannot
be installed because IIS role
services are not available.

Cause
Deployment Manager cannot be
installed because IIS role services are
not available.
Action
If you use IIS 7.5, enable "Static
Content", "ASP.NET", "IIS Management
Console", and "IIS 6 Metabase
Compatibility" and run the Compute
Systems Manager setup again.
If you use IIS 8.0 or 8.5, enable "Static
Content","ASP.NET 4.5", "IIS
Management Console", and "IIS 6
Metabase Compatibility" and run the
Compute Systems Manager setup
again.
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Message ID
KASV37506

Message Text
Deployment Manager cannot
be installed because this
version of Internet
Information Services (IIS) is
not supported.

Description
Cause
Deployment Manager cannot be
installed because this version of
Internet Information Services (IIS) is
not supported.
Action
Install IIS 7.5, 8.0 or 8.5 and run the
Compute Systems Manager installation
again.
If you install IIS 7.5, enable "Static
Content", "ASP.NET", "IIS Management
Console", and "IIS 6 Metabase
Compatibility".
If you install IIS 8.0 or 8.5, enable
"Static Content","ASP.NET 4.5", "IIS
Management Console", and "IIS 6
Metabase Compatibility".

KASV37508

KASV37509

KASV37510

Deployment Manager cannot
be installed because
Deployment Manager does
not support this OS. See the
Release Notes for a list of
supported OS versions.

Cause

Deployment Manager cannot
be installed because the
Windows installer version is
not supported. Install
Windows Installer version 4.5
or later, and run the Compute
Systems Manager setup
again.

Cause

Deployment Manager cannot
be installed in a domain
controller environment.

Cause

Action
-

Deployment Manager cannot be
installed because the software requires
a later version of Windows installer.
Action
Install Windows Installer version 4.5 or
later, and run the Compute Systems
Manager setup again.
Deployment Manager cannot be
installed because domain controller
environments are not supported.
Action
Ensure that the system meets the
Hitachi Command Suite system
requirements.

KASV37800 - KASV37899
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV37800 - KASV37899.
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Message ID
KASV37805

Message Text
An unexpected error occurred
in the HCSM service. Open
the HCSM login window,
confirm the message and
perform the corresponding
action. If the problem cannot
be resolved, restart the
service. If the problem still
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required.
Contact Support Center, who
may ask you to collect
troubleshooting information.

Description
Cause
The HCSM service failed to start.
Action
Open the HCSM login window, confirm
the message and perform the
corresponding action. If the problem
cannot be resolved, restart the service.
If the problem still cannot be resolved,
detailed investigation is
required.Contact Support Center, who
may ask you to collect troubleshooting
information.

KASV37900 - KASV37999
The following table describes HCSM installation messages, which are
numbered KASV37900 - KASV37999.
Message ID
KASV37900

Message Text
An error occurred during the
installation process.

Description
Cause
Action
To determine the cause and resolve the
problem, a detailed investigation is
required. Collect the relevant
maintenance information, and then
contact customer support.
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12
Message IDs beginning with
KASV40000-KASV40499
Messages IDs that begin with KASV40000 - KASV40499 provide information
related to the HCSM server.
For information on messages without the KASV prefix, please refer to the
Hitachi Command Suite Messages.

□

KASV40000 - KASV40099

□

KASV40100 - KASV40199

□

KASV40200 - KASV40299

□

KASV40300 - KASV40399

□

KASV40400 - KASV40499

Message IDs beginning with KASV40000-KASV40499
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KASV40000 - KASV40099
The following table describes HCSM server messages, which are numbered
KASV40000 - KASV40099.
Message ID
KASV40000

Message Text
Unexpected error.

Description
Cause
Action
Contact the Support Center.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV40001

Unexpected error.

Cause
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KASV40002

Unable to obtain database
information.

Cause
Action
Restart the database. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV40005

Unable to find the specified
host.

Cause
The specified host might be deleted.
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
resources.

KASV40010

Unable to find the specified
task.

Cause
The task might be deleted.
Action
Cancel and retry.

KASV40011

Unable to find the plan for the Cause
task task-name.
The plan might be deleted.
Action
Cancel and retry.

KASV40013

Cannot obtain license
information.

Cause
Action
If this problem persists, contact the
Support Center.

KASV40014

The license key is not valid or Cause
already registered.
Action
Specify a valid license key.
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Message ID
KASV40015

Message Text

Description

The license key is not valid or Cause
it is for a product that is not installed.
Action
Specify a valid license key.

KASV40016

The license key file is not
valid.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid license key file.

KASV40017

KASV40018

The license key file does not
contain a valid key.

Cause

The license key file night be
for another product.

Action

License registration for PPname is complete.

Cause

Specify a valid license key file.
Action
No action required.

KASV40019

License registration for PPCause
name is complete. The
emergency license expires in
Action
daysdays on date.
Register a license before the expiration
date.

KASV40020

License registration for PPname is complete. The
temporary license expires in
days days on date.

Cause
Action
Register a license before the expiration
date.

KASV40021

License registration for PPCause
name is complete. The
subscription license expires in
Action
days days on date.
Register a license before the expiration
date.

KASV40023

The system environment is
not valid.

Cause
Virtual memory might be insufficient.
Action
Make sure that virtual memory
requirements are met. If this problem
persists, contact customer support.

KASV40024

The server is not running.

Cause
Action
Verify the server status. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
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Message ID
KASV40025

Message Text
The license file cannot be
verified.

Description
Cause
Action
Verify whether the license is valid.

KASV40026

A permanent license is not
registered.

Cause
Action
Register a permanent license, and then
try again.

KASV40027

Cannot register license.

Cause
Action
Wait a few minutes, and then try again.

KASV40028

The emergency license
expired.

Cause
Action
Register valid license keys or license
key files.

KASV40029

The temporary license
expired.

Cause
Action
Register valid license keys or license
key files.

KASV40030

The registered license key is
expired.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid license key.

KASV40031

No license is registered.

Cause
Action
-

KASV40032

All registered licenses are
valid.

Cause
Action
-

KASV40033

Register valid license keys or Cause
license key files.
Action
-

KASV40034

Capacity error.

Cause
Action
Make sure that disk space is sufficient.
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Message ID
KASV40035

Message Text

Description

The license key is not valid or Cause
is already registered.
Action
Specify a valid license key.

KASV40036

License registration is
complete.

Cause
Action
For details, see the license information.

KASV40037

The license key is not valid or Cause
is for a product that is not
installed.
Action
Specify a valid license key.

KASV40038

Cannot obtain license
information.

Cause
Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV40100 - KASV40199
The following table describes HCSM server messages, which are numbered
KASV40100 - KASV40199.
Message ID
KASV40100

Message Text
You do not have permission
for this task.

Description
Cause
Action
Log in with the appropriate
permissions.

KASV40101

An unexpected error
occurred. (information)

Cause
Action
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.
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Message ID
KASV40102

Message Text
The task cannot be
registered. A task with this
name already exists.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a unique task name.

KASV40108

A server API was not
executed.

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
server status.

KASV40110

Unable to access server
service.

Cause
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
server status.

KASV40111

Unable to obtain user
information. (group
name=group-name)

Cause
Action
Verify whether the server has started.
If it has not, start it. If the server has
started, an internal error might have
occurred. Contact the Support Center.

KASV40114

Unable to read the specified
property. (property
name=property-name)

Cause
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KASV40115

Unable to read the specified Cause
table. (property name=table- name)
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KASV40117

User authentication failed.

Cause
The specified user does not exist or the
password is incorrect. (user ID=userid)
Action
Verify the user name and password.

KASV40119

Unable to delete user
settings. (user ID=user-idsetting)

Cause
Action
Verify whether the server has started.
If it has not, start it. If the server has
started, an internal error might have
occurred. Contact the Support Center.
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Message ID
KASV40126

Message Text
Unable to obtain user
information. (user ID=userid).

Description
Cause
Action
Verify whether the server has started.
If it has not, start it. If the server has
started, an internal error might have
occurred. Contact the Support Center.

KASV40127

Unable to obtain user
permissions for applicationname.

Cause
Action
Verify whether the server has started.
If it has not, start it. If the server has
started, an internal error might have
occurred. Contact the Support Center.

KASV40133

Unable to find user
information. (user ID=userid)

Cause
The user was deleted.
Action
Cancel the operation and verify the
users.

KASV40134

User “user-id” was not found. Cause
Action
Specify an existing user ID.

KASV40135

The user ID or password is
not valid

Cause
Action
Specify an existing user ID and
password.

KASV40136

Unable to connect to the
Cause
server. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation)
Check the following items related to
the HCSM server: HCSM server started
and network started. If this problem
persists, collect the relevant
maintenance information by referring
to the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager Installation and Configuration
Guide or the Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager User Guide, and then contact
the Support Center.

KASV40138

You entered an expired
license key.

Cause
Action
Register a valid license key.
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Message ID
KASV40139

Message Text
No license key file exists for
product-name.

Description
Cause
Action
Processing will continue, assuming that
a license is not registered.

KASV40140

User authentication failed
due to a communication
failure with the external
authentication server.

Cause
Action
Check the communication with the
external authentication server, and, if
necessary, remove the cause of the
communication failure.

KASV40141

You cannot edit the saved
search (name-of-savedsearch) because it has been
deleted.

Cause
Action
Click [Clear] to refresh the saved
searches.

KASV40142

License registration is
complete.

Cause
Action
For details, see the license information.

KASV40200 - KASV40299
The following table describes HCSM server messages, which are numbered
KASV40200 - KASV40299.
Message ID
KASV40205

Message Text

Description

Unable to fetch data for GMA. Cause
(report=report-name)
The environment is invalid.
Action
Verify whether the database has
started. If it has not, start it. If the
database has started, an internal error
might have occurred. Contact the
Support Center.

KASV40206

Unable to find the specified
Chassis.

Cause
The specified chassis might be deleted.
Action
Verify that the chassis is not deleted.

KASV40207

Unable to find the specified
Blade Server.

Cause
The specified Blade server might be
deleted.
Action
Verify that the Blade server is not
deleted.
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Message ID
KASV40208

Message Text
LOM Address of the host
cannot be changed.

Description
Cause
The specified LOM address cannot be
updated.
Action
-

KASV40209

An attempt to migrate the
database failed.

Cause
Action
Retry after a few minutes. If this
problem persists, contact the Support
Center.

KASV40300 - KASV40399
The following table describes HCSM server messages, which are numbered
KASV40300 - KASV40399.
Message ID
KASV40300

Message Text
The session expired.

Description
Cause
Action
You must log in again. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV40301

The session is not valid.

Cause
Action
You must log in again. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV40302

Unable to connect to the
server.

Cause
Action
Try again. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV40303

The external API functionCause
name returned a value that is not valid.
Action
If this problem persists, contact the
Support Center.

KASV40304

The file file-name, which is
installed as part of the
product, was not found.

Cause
The installation directory may be
corrupt.
Action
Perform a repair installation.
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Message ID
KASV40305

Message Text
An error occurred while
accessing an internal file. file
name=file-name,
operation=operation-name

Description
Cause
The installation directory may be
corrupt, or the management server
process was not run with the correct
permissions.
Action
Verify that the process ran with the
correct permissions. If the file is
missing or corrupt, perform a repair
installation.

KASV40400 - KASV40499
The following table describes HCSM server messages, which are numbered
KASV40400 - KASV40499.
Message ID

Message Text

Description

KASV40400

Starting application.
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation)
-

KASV40401

Application is running.
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation)
-

KASV40402

Unable to start application.
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV40403

Cause
Stopping application.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation)
-

KASV40404

Application is stopped.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV40405

KASV40406

Message Text

Description

Connecting to server.
(Current retry
counter:current-retrycounter, Max retry
counter:maximum-retrycounter, Connection
name:connection_name)

Cause

Connection to server
established. (Connection
name:connection-name)

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

KASV40407

Unable to connect to server.
(Connection
name:connection-name)

Cause
Action
Check the following related to the
HCSM server:
- HSCM server started
- Network status
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV40426

Unable to find the specified
chassis.

Cause
The specified chassis might have been
deleted.
Action
Verify that the chassis has not been
deleted.

KASV40427

Unable to find the specified
server blade.

Cause
The specified server blade might have
been deleted.
Action
Verify that the server blade has not
been deleted.

KASV40429

Some of the selected hosts
Cause
are already associated with a Another user might be trying to access
performance profile.
the host at the same time.
Action
Reselect from the list of available
hosts.
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Message ID
KASV40432

Message Text
LOM Address of the host
cannot be changed.

Description
Cause
The LOM address is set from the data
on the management module and
cannot be changed using HCSM.
Action
-

KASV40433

An attempt to migrate the
database failed.

Cause
Action
Retry after a few minutes. If this
problem persists, contact the Support
Center.
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13
Messages IDs beginning with
KASV50000-KASV50699
Messages IDs that begin with KASV50000 - KASV50699 provide information
related to the HCSM server.
For information on messages without the KASV prefix, please refer to the
Hitachi Command Suite Messages .

□

KASV50000 - KASV50099

□

KASV50100 - KASV50199

□

KASV50200 - KASV50299

□

KASV50300 - KASV50399

□

KASV50400 - KASV50499

□

KASV50500 - KASV50599

□

KASV50600 - KASV50699

Messages IDs beginning with KASV50000-KASV50699
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KASV50000 - KASV50099
The following table describes HCSM user interface messages, which are
numbered KASV50000 - KASV50099.
Message ID
KASV50000

Message Text
This will close your login
session.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV50001

The user ID and password is
empty.

Cause
Action
Enter your user ID and password.

KASV50002

Connection to the server
failed.

Cause
Action
Check the network status and whether
the Compute Systems Manager Web
Service is running correctly.

KASV50003

KASV50004

KASV50005

An attempt to display a
warning banner failed. The
server might be starting now
or it might have failed to
start.

Cause

A parameter required for
login was missing.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
formation)

Cause

An unexpected error
occurred.

Cause

Action
Wait a few minutes, and then try again.
If this problem persists, contact the
Support Center.
Action
If this problem persists, contact the
Support Center.
Action
Exit the application. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV50006

Specify a task name.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50007

The task name is too long.

Cause
Action
Specify a task name no more than 128
letters.
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Message ID
KASV50008

Message Text
The time format is invalid.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify a time in HH:MM format.

KASV50009

Register a valid license by
Cause
entering a license key or
browsing to a license key file.
Action
-

KASV50010

bytes-for-user-input-value
bytes are specified for the
task description.

Cause
Action
Specify 500 bytes or fewer.

KASV50011

The server request was
canceled.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50012

The server is starting.
Depending on the
configuration of the
management target, it may
take up to approximately 10
minutes (Maintenance
information=Waiting for
component-name).

Cause
Action
Wait a few minutes, and then try again.

KASV50013

Server startup failed.
Cause
(Maintenance
information=Initializing error
Action
of component-name).
Restart the Compute Systems Manager
server, and then try again. If this
problem persists, contact the Support
Center.

KASV50015

The license file is invalid.
(Maintenance
information=file name: filename, file size: file-size)

Cause
Action
Check if you used valid installation
media or downloaded image.

KASV50016

Cannot obtain version
information.

Cause
Action
Contact the Support Center.

KASV50017

Input required.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KASV50018

bytes-for-user-input-value
Cause
bytes are specified. Input
must be bytes-for-userinput-max-value byte or less. Action
Specify bytes-for-user-input-maxvalue byte or less.

KASV50019

The specified input contains a Cause
control character.
Action
Specify a valid input.

KASV50034

An error occurred during an
attempt to access the
credential. The Credential
has been deleted.

Cause
Action
Reload the window.

KASV50035

You do not have permission
Cause
to perform this task. The task has been registered by
Action
another user.
-

KASV50036

A Scripted Command already Cause
exists for the selected Alert
IDs.
Action

KASV50037

There are too many
credentials specified.

Cause
Action
Select up to 10 credentials.
KASV50038

There are too many IP
address ranges specified.

Cause
Action
Select up to 10 IP address ranges.

KASV50039

You must specify a port
number between 1 and
65535.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid port number.

KASV50040

No Alert ID is available.

Cause
Action
Release the unnecessary Alert ID, and
then configure an alert with the Alert
ID.

KASV50041

Tasks in In-Progress status
cannot be deleted.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV50042

Message Text

Description

Only In-Progress tasks can be Cause
canceled.
Action
-

KASV50043

Only Failed tasks can be
moved to history.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50044

Only tasks in Waiting status
can be rescheduled.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50045

The selected task could not
be rescheduled.

Cause
The task is waiting for another InProgress task to complete.
Action
Wait for the current running tasks to
complete.

KASV50046

You do not have permission
to perform the operation.

Cause
Action
Contact a user who has User
Management privileges.

KASV50100 - KASV50199
The following table describes HCSM user interface messages, which are
numbered KASV50100 - KASV50199.
Message ID
KASV50106

Message Text
invalid-characters cannot be
used.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV50107

Specify a hexadecimal
number.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50108

Specify an LU number in the
range min-length-maxlength.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KASV50115

Uploading the license key file Cause
failed. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation)
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV50116

The scheduled date is in the
past.

Cause
Action
Specify a future date for the scheduled
date.

KASV50117

The task name contains a
control character.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid task name.

KASV50118

Cannot run the specified task. Cause
Action
Confirm the status of the specified
task.

KASV50119

You cannot perform this
Cause
operation on some tasks due to their current status. (task
Action
names=task-name)
Wait until the status of the task
changes, and then retry the operation,
if necessary.

KASV50126

Enter a value larger than 0.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50130

Use commas to enter multiple Cause
values.
Action
-

KASV50131

Use a hyphen to enter a
Cause
range of values. Specify only one range.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV50132

Message Text

Description

You can enter only one value Cause
for this operator.
Action
-

KASV50135

The user ID is not entered.

Cause
Action
Enter a user ID.

KASV50136

The password is not entered. Cause
Action
Enter a password.

KASV50137

The request timed out.

Cause
Action
Add additional criteria and try again.

KASV50138

Only Compute Systems
Manager license information
displays because server
initialization is not complete.

Cause
Action
To manage licenses of other products,
close this dialog, wait a few minutes,
and try again.

KASV50139

No licenses are registered for
your product. No additional
information displays because
the server initialization is not
complete.

Cause
Action
Wait a few minutes, and refresh the
screen.

KASV50147

Performing this task will force Cause
power off to the selected
hosts. Do you want to
Action
continue?
-

KASV50148

LOM settings are required to
force power off to the host.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50149

No e-mail address is
specified. Specify a valid email address to receive email notifications.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50150

No SMTP server is specified.
Specify valid e-mail
notification settings to
receive e-mail notifications.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV50151

Message Text

Description

The days on which this task is Cause
to be performed are not
specified.
Action
Specify one or more days.

KASV50152

The start date is later than
the end date.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid start date.

KASV50153

Modifying this credential
might affect LOM operation
results. Do you want to
continue?

Cause
Action
-

KASV50154

Deleting this credential might Cause
affect LOM operation results. Do you want to continue?
Action

KASV50155

Specifying an incorrect IP
address will shut down power
to an unintended host.
Confirm the LOM IP address
before proceeding.

Cause

E-mail notification settings
have not been specified. You
must specify e-mail
notification settings to
receive e-mail notifications.

Cause

The user does not have
sufficient permission.

Cause

-

KASV50156

KASV50157

Action
Action
Specify valid e-mail notification
settings.
Action
Change the user’s permission.

KASV50158

Maximum number of
recipients exceeded.

Cause
Action
Specify up to 10 e-mail notification
recipients.

KASV50159

The credential name
credential_name has been
used.

Cause
Action
Specify another credential name.

KASV50160

All hosts in a logical group
cannot be deleted.

Cause
Action
Select individual hosts to be deleted.
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Message ID
KASV50161

Message Text
A condition or host is not
specified.

Description
Cause
Action
Specify one or more conditions or
hosts.

KASV50162

Selected logical group(s) has Cause
children that will be deleted if you delete the group(s).
Action
Verify that you also want to delete the
children before proceeding.

KASV50163

The current location and the Cause
target location are the same. Action
Select another location.

KASV50164

Logical groups can be located Cause
only up to Level 31 in a
hierarchy of logical groups.
Action
Select another location.

KASV50165

There is no MIB file in the
HCSM Server.

Cause
Action
Register MIB files in the HCSM Server.

KASV50166

There is no Alert information. Cause
Action
Verify that SNMP traps are registered
correctly.

KASV50167

The selected Alert ID does
Cause
not exist. It has already been deleted.
Action

KASV50168

The selected OID(s) has
already been assigned to
another Alert ID.

Cause
Action
Verify that the Scripted Command
settings that use the Alert ID will not be
incomplete.
KASV50169

The e-mail address is empty
or too long.

Cause
Action
Specify an email address between 1
and 256 bytes.
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Message ID
KASV50170

Message Text
Please configure e-mail
notification settings.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV50171

An error occurred during an
attempt to access the task.
The task has been deleted.

Cause
Action
Reload the window.

KASV50172

An error occurred during an
attempt to access the User
SNMP trap. The User SNMP
trap has been deleted.

Cause
Action
Reload the window.

KASV50173

No e-mail address is
specified.

Cause
Action
Specify a valid e-mail address to
receive e-mail notifications.

KASV50174

The assigned user has been
deleted.

Cause
Action
Close the dialog box, and then try
again.

KASV50200 - KASV50299
The following table describes HCSM user interface messages, which are
numbered KASV50200 - KASV50299.
Message ID
KASV50200

Message Text
The selected node object is
not found in the database.

Description
Cause
Action
Refresh the tree. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV50201

You do not have permission
to browse the report.

Cause
Action
Contact the system administrator.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
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KASV50300 - KASV50399
The following table describes HCSM user interface messages, which are
numbered KASV50300 - KASV50399.
Message ID
KASV50300

Message Text
An unexpected error
occurred.

Description
Cause
Action
Contact the system manager.
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV50301

KASV50302

Connection to the server
failed. This might be caused
by one of the following: (1) a
network problem (2) the
server is not running, (3) the
server is busy.

Cause

A timeout occurred during
the connection to the HCSM
server.

Cause

Action
Verify whether the server has started
and log in again. (Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)
A network failure might have occurred.
Alternatively, the HCSM server might
be temporarily busy.
Action
Resolve the network failure or resolve
the HCSM server issue, and then try
logging in again.(Maintenance
information=maintenance_information
)

KASV50400 - KASV50499
The following table describes HCSM user interface messages, which are
numbered KASV50400 - KASV50499.
Message ID
KASV50403

Message Text
There are too many hosts
selected.

Description
Cause
Action
Select up to 10 hosts.

KASV50404

At least one host must be
selected.

Cause
Action
Select a host from the available list.
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Message ID
KASV50405

Message Text
Specified time is invalid.

Description
Cause
Action
Please specify a value after time.

KASV50406

Specified time is invalid.

Cause
Action
Please specify a value before time.

KASV50407

You must first enable data
collection by editing the
Performance Monitoring
Settings.

Cause
Action
Enable data collection by editing the
Performance Monitoring Settings.

KASV50408

You must first enable SNMP
by editing the Global SNMP
Settings.

Cause
Action
Enable SNMP by editing the Global
SNMP Settings.

KASV50409

Specified interval time is
shorter than recommended
value.

Cause
Action
Please specify an interval for Linux
server above 3 minutes.

KASV50410

The total number of hosts has Cause
exceeded the recommended limit.
Action
Select up to 5 hosts.

KASV50414

KASV50415

Performing this task forces
power off on the selected
blades and the related hosts.
To prevent forced shutdown
of related hosts, shut down
the hosts manually from the
Host list.

Cause

No blade metrics are
selected.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

KASV50416

No chassis metrics are
selected.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV50418

Message Text
This operation cannot be
performed on slots of "Not
Install" status. (Slot
No.=slot-number)

Description
Cause
Action
Please select a chassis for which this
action is allowed.

KASV50419

Please select alerts.

Cause
Action
Select the alerts that you want.

KASV50420

KASV50421

Start Capping operation
cannot be performed as the
range of capping value
between the selected chassis
does not overlap.

Cause

Value entered is not in the
supported range.

Cause

Action
Action
Select a value in the supported range.

KASV50422

KASV50423

There is a possibility of
influencing host's
performance to limit CPU
Frequency for performing
capping operation. Do you
want to continue?

Cause

No criteria or chassis are
specified.

Cause

Action
-

Action
Select criteria and a chassis.

KASV50424

No criteria or blades are
specified.

Cause
Action
Select criteria and blades.

KASV50425

Enable Data Collection in
Power Monitoring Setting.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50426

There are too many chassis
selected.

Cause
Action
Select up to 5 chassis.

KASV50427

There are too many servers
selected.

Cause
Action
Select up to 5 servers.
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Message ID
KASV50428

Message Text
Due to the selected date
range, displaying the graph
might take several minutes.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV50429

Due to too much data within
the selected date range, the
graph cannot be displayed.

Cause
Action
Please select a shorter data range.

KASV50430

KASV50431

The maximum number of
selected hosts should be less
than or equal to number-oflicensed-hosts for the
existing license.

Cause
Action
Select up to the maximum number of
hosts allowed by the license.

The number of hosts selected Cause
exceeds the maximum limit. Action
Select up to 5 hosts from the Available
Hosts list.

KASV50432

The Performance Profile
Cause
doesn't exist (or) the existing profile doesn't include any
Action
hosts.
Please create or edit the Performance
Profile.

KASV50433

The maximum number of
selected chassis should be
less than or equal to numberof-licensed-chassis for the
existing license.

Cause

The selected To Do item
cannot be deleted.

Cause

KASV50434

Action
Select up to the maximum number of
chassis allowed by the existing license.
Action
You must respond to this To Do item.

KASV50435

KASV50436
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When you remove a chassis
from a power profile, all
power data for the chassis
and blades is also deleted.
This deletion may take
several minutes.

Cause

When you delete a power
profile, all power data for the
monitored chassis and blades
is also deleted. This deletion
may take several minutes.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-
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Message ID
KASV50437

KASV50438

Message Text

Description

When you remove a host
from a performance profile,
all performance data of the
hosts is also deleted. This
deletion may take several
minutes.

Cause

When you delete
performance profiles, all
performance data for the
monitored hosts are also
deleted. This deletion may
take several minutes.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

KASV50439

If active blades and standby Cause
blades are not tested, ensure that you test them at a later
Action
time.
-

KASV50440

If the host is not managed by Cause
HCSM, change the power off method settings.
Action
-

KASV50441

Blades with different
configurations cannot be
added to the same N+M cold
standby group.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50442

When you delete a cold
standby group, all N+M cold
standby settings are also
deleted.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50443

Failing over from the active
blade will not happen unless
a minimum of one standby
blade is provided.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50444

Failover on the selected pairs Cause
cannot be performed unless all of NG remarks are
Action
resolved.
-

KASV50445

Failback on the selected pairs Cause
cannot be performed unless all of NG remarks are
Action
resolved.
-

KASV50446

Reassignment on the
selected pairs cannot be
performed unless all of NG
remarks are resolved.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID

Message Text

Description

KASV50447

Restore on the selected pairs Cause
cannot be performed unless all of NG remarks are
Action
resolved.
-

KASV50448

The Power Profile does not
Cause
exist (or) the existing profile does not include any chassis.
Action
-

KASV50449

The Power Profile does not
Cause
exist (or) the existing profile does not include any servers.
Action
-

KASV50450

KASV50451

The maximum number of
selected active blades must
be less than or equal to
number-of-licenses for the
existing license.

Cause
Action
Select up to the maximum number of
active blades allowed by the license.

The scripted command is not Cause
set.
Action
-

KASV50452

The related alert is not
available.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50453

This Blade does not belong to Cause
any N+M group.
Action
-

KASV50454

Confirm the related alert ID
before addressing this alert.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50455

No power data is available.

Cause
Action
Enable power data collection.

KASV50456

No performance data is
available.

Cause
Action
Enable performance data collection.
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Message ID
KASV50457

Message Text

Description

No criteria or virtual machine Cause
manager is specified.
Action
Select criteria or a virtual machine
manager.

KASV50458

No criteria or hypervisor is
specified.

Cause
Action
Select criteria or a hypervisor.

KASV50459

No criteria or virtual machine Cause
is specified.
Action
Select criteria or a virtual machine.

KASV50460

Blades with error remarks
Cause
cannot be added to N+M cold standby group.
Action
Select blades with "OK" remarks.

KASV50462

There is no data to export.

Cause
Action
Verify that the data collection setting is
enabled. Wait for the data collection
interval passes.

KASV50463

The host will shut down
Cause
during N+M Cold standby
process if it is associated with
Action
the blades.
-

KASV50464

The N+M cold standby task is Cause
deleted.
Action
-

KASV50465

The link will be deleted from
the navigation history
because the associated
resource is not found.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50466

Test on the selected pairs
cannot be performed unless
all of the NG remarks are
resolved.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV50469

Message Text
VMM Desktop Client failed to
launch.

Description
Cause
Action
Verify the VMM Desktop Client Path
settings and your web browser security
settings.

KASV50470

Power operation cannot be
performed for the hypervisor
because it is not a resource
managed by the HCSM
server.

Cause

Power operation cannot be
performed for the virtual
machine because the host
hypervisor is not a managed
resource of the HCSM server.

Cause

A KVM session with the
selected hypervisor cannot
be established because it is
not a managed resource of
the HCSM server.

Cause

KASV50473

VMM Web Client failed to
launch.

To launch VMM Web Client, check "Go
to VMM Setting" and select "OK" to
create or edit the VMM settings.

KASV50474

Performing this task forces
power off on the selected
rack-mounted servers and
the related hosts. To prevent
forced shutdown of related
hosts, shut down the hosts
manually from the Host list.

Cause

Performing this task forces
power off on the selected
servers and the related hosts.
To prevent forced shutdown
of related hosts, shut down
the hosts manually from the
Host list.

Cause

When you delete a power
profile, all power data for the
monitored resource-type is
also deleted. This deletion
may take several minutes.

Cause

When you remove a rackmounted server from a power
profile, all power data for the
resource-type is also deleted.
This deletion may take
several minutes.

Cause

KASV50471

KASV50472

KASV50475

KASV50476

KASV50477
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Action
Action
Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

Action
Ensure that you want to delete all
power data for the resource before
continuing.
Action
Ensure that you want to delete all
power data for the resource before
continuing.
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Message ID
KASV50478

KASV50479

Message Text
The maximum number of
selected resource-type must
be less than or equal to
number-of-licenses for the
existing license.

Description
Cause
Action
Select up to the maximum number of
resource-type allowed by the existing
license.

No resource-type metrics are Cause
selected.
Action
Specify resource metrics.

KASV50480

Performing a system-level
restore overwrites the OS on
the target server. Do you
want to continue?

Cause
Action
-

KASV50481

Performing system-level
Cause
restore overwrites the OS on the target VM. Do you want to
Action
continue?
-

KASV50482

The selected server does not Cause
support retrieving
information using Element
Action
Manager.
Select a different server if available.

KASV50483

The number of Deployment
Cause
Manager managed resources exceeds the license capacity.
Action
Register sufficient license keys or
license key files for managing the
resources.

KASV50484

The hardware driver group is Cause
not set or invalid for some of the selected resources.
Action
Select a different hardware driver
group if available.

KASV50485

Launching Element Manager
is not supported for the
selected Server.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50486

HSCM server turns the
selected resource off during
this task. If the resource is a
hypervisor, VMs on the
hypervisor are also turned
off.

Cause
Action
When powering off Hypervisors, ensure
that you want to power off the
associated VMs.
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Message ID
KASV50487

KASV50488

KASV50489

Message Text

Description

Perform the Disk
Configuration Check task for
this resource before taking a
snapshot task to obtain the
disk information of this
resource if you select the
backup target from the disk
information of this resource.

Cause

Perform the Disk
Configuration Check task for
this resource before running
a System-level Backup task
to obtain the disk information
of this resource if you select
the backup target from the
disk information of this
resource.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

The image file was not found. Cause
Action
Specify the correct image file path.

KASV50490

Invalid format.

Cause
Action
Enter a valid format.

KASV50491

There are too many MAC
addresses specified.

Cause
Action
Specify up to four MAC addresses.

KASV50492

Performing master image
deployment overwrites the
OS on the target server. Do
you want to continue?

Cause
Action
-

KASV50493

Performing master image
Cause
deployment overwrites the
OS on the target VM. Do you
Action
want to continue?
-

KASV50494

This version of Deployment
Manager does not support
licensed resources that boot
in UEFI mode.

Cause
Action
You cannot add licensed resources that
boot in UEFI mode.

KASV50496

There are one or more
licensed resources that are
not associated with any
hardware driver group.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV50497

Message Text
There are one or more
resources that are not
associated with any backup
profile.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV50498

There are one or more
resources that are not
associated with any restore
profile.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50499

There are one or more
Cause
resources that are not
associated with any snapshot
Action
profile.
-

KASV50500 - KASV50599
The following table describes HCSM user interface messages, which are
numbered KASV50500 - KASV50599.
Message ID
KASV50500

Message Text
There are one or more
resources that are not
associated with any
deployment template.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV50501

You cannot add a new
network parameter.

Cause
Seven parameters have already been
registered.
Action
-

KASV50502

There are one or more
network parameters whose
device name has not been
specified.

Cause
Action
Specify the device name of all of
network parameters.

KASV50503

KASV50504

If you copy a MAC address
from a server, an LPAR, or a
VM, the network parameters
are also overwritten. Do you
want to continue?

Cause

Information for the specified
VM or hypervisor was not
found.

Cause

Action
The VMs or hypervisor might be
deleted.
Action
Cancel the operation and verify that
the VM or hypervisor is managed.
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Message ID
KASV50505

KASV50506

Message Text
If you copy a MAC address
from an LPAR or a VM, the
network parameters other
than device name are also
overwritten. Specify a device
name for the network
parameters.

Description
Cause
Action
-

Refer to the hardware manual Cause
for the available capping
range.
Action
-

KASV50507

KASV50508

The maximum number of
selected resources must be
less than or equal to
(number_of_licenses) for the
existing license.

Cause

No managed resources
found.

Cause

Action
Select up to the maximum number of
resources allowed by the existing
license.
Action
Verify that there are registered
managed resources.

KASV50509

There is no network
parameter with a device
named "eth0".

Cause
Action
Create a network parameter with a
device named "eth0".

KASV50510

Resources with “invalid”
status cannot be added as
target resources.

Cause
Action
Select only “valid” resources.

KASV50511

"Invalid” resources are
selected. Firmware update
for these resources can not
be executed.

Cause
Action
Select “valid” resources.

KASV50512

To update firmware, select
“valid” resources.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV50514

KASV50515

Message Text

Description

Updating the target chassis
management module
firmware causes HCSM to
lose management access to
the chassis. In addition, all
blades in the chassis are
unavailable until the firmware
update process is complete.
Updating the Dictionary or
Equipment Parameter
firmware only does not
impact the chassis or blades.
Do you want to continue?

Cause

When a blade is powered on,
firmware is applied after the
blade is restarted. When a
blade is powered off,
firmware is applied
automatically without the
need to power on after the
task is completed.

Cause

Action
-

Action
You can view firmware update status
from the Resources tab Blade list.

KASV50516

Firmware file upload failed.
Cause
(Maintenance
information=maintenance_in
Action
formation)
If this problem persists, collect the
relevant maintenance information by
referring to the Hitachi Compute
Systems Manager Installation and
Configuration Guide or the Hitachi
Compute Systems Manager User
Guide, and then contact the Support
Center.

KASV50517

Firmware file upload failed.

Cause
The specified file might not be a
firmware file, or there might be a
problem with the HCSM server or
network.
Action
To resolve this problem, verify the
following:
•

Specified file is a firmware file.

•

HCSM server is running correctly.

•

HCSM server can communicate
with the network.
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Message ID
KASV50518

Message Text
The firmware file cannot be
uploaded.

Description
Cause
The selected file might not exist, or it
might be inaccessible. Additionally, the
Compute Systems Manager server
might be temporarily busy.
Action
Verify that the file exists, check the
permissions, and then try again. If this
problem persists, check the load status
of the Compute Systems Manager
server, and then try again.

KASV50519

Unable to access the
specified firmware file.

Cause
There are insufficient permissions to
access the firmware file.
Action
Verify the file access permissions and
then retry the operation.

KASV50521

KASV50522

KASV50523

KASV50524

13–24

Performing this task resets
power for the selected blades
and the related hosts. To
prevent forced reset of
related hosts, restart the
hosts manually from the Host
list.

Cause
Action
-

The file might have been
Cause
renamed from default file
name, or the wrong file might
Action
have been selected.
1. Verify that you did not specify
another file.
2.

Verify that the firmware file name
is same as described in the
firmware file documentation.

3.

Update the firmware again.

Performing this task resets
power for the selected rackmounted servers and the
related hosts. To prevent
forced reset of related hosts,
restart the hosts manually
from the Host list.

Cause

Performing this task resets
power for the selected
servers and the related hosts.
To prevent forced reset of
related hosts, restart the
hosts manually from the Host
list.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-
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Message ID
KASV50525

Message Text
The selected LPAR or blade
was not found.

Description
Cause
The LPAR or server might have been
deleted.
Action
Verify that the LPAR or blade has not
been deleted or unmanaged.

KASV50526

Unable to create an LPAR.

Cause
The number of LPARs exceeds the
maximum limit on the Logical
Partitioning Manager.
Action
-

KASV50528

Blades with error remarks
cannot be added to the
licensed resources.

Cause
Action
Select another blade with "OK"
remarks.

KASV50530

KASV50531

KASV50532

This USB device is already
assigned to another LPAR. If
the device is reassigned, it
will no longer be accessible
from the previously assigned
LPAR. Do you want to
continue?

Cause

There are one or more LPARs
running on the active blade.
An N+M failover test might
cause an unsafe OS
shutdown during the
initialization of the OSs on the
hosts running on the LPARs.
This situation might occur
because a fail back is started
immediately after the LPAR
Manager starts on the
standby blade when using the
default settings.

Cause

Unable to run Recover from
Failed Migration task.

Cause

Action
Select another blade with "OK"
remarks.

Action
Enable the Delay Failback After Failover
option in the settings, and set a
sufficient waiting time for starting the
host OSs.

The status of the specified LPAR is not
Recovery Required or the LPAR
Manager is not running.
Action
Verify that the status of the LPAR is
Recovery Required and the LPAR
Manager is running.

KASV50533

Cause
Migration cannot continue
because the source and
destination LPAR Manager ID
Action
are the same.
Select another LPAR Manager ID.
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Message ID
KASV50534

Message Text
Migration cannot be
performed on the selected
LPAR Manager with a status
of Stopped or Unknown.

Description
Cause
Action
Power on the blade or refresh the blade
information to update the status, and
then select an LPAR Manager that is
able to run migration.

KASV50535

No dedicated NIC found on
the selected LPAR Manager.

Cause
There is no available LPAR number for
assigning to the LPAR on the
destination LPAR Manager.
Action
-

KASV50536

Unable to run LPAR migration Cause
task.
There is no available LPAR number for
assigning to the LPAR on the
destination LPAR Manager.
Action
-

KASV50539

KASV50540

If you change the
configuration of the LPAR
Manager, the resource
assignment or operations of
the LPARs might be affected.

Cause
Action
-

Restarting the LPAR Manager. Cause
Action
-

KASV50542

The settings cannot be
modified because the target
blade is running.

Cause
Action
Turn off the blade, and then try again.

KASV50543

You cannot edit settings when Cause
the LPAR Manager is not
running.
Action
Power on the LPAR Manager, and then
try again

KASV50544

You cannot save
configuration information
when the LPAR Manager is
not running.

Cause
Action
Power on the LPAR Manager, and then
try again.
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Message ID
KASV50545

Message Text
You cannot create LPARs
when the LPAR Manager is
not running.

Description
Cause
Action
Power on the LPAR Manager, and then
try again.

KASV50546

The settings cannot be
Cause
modified because the target LPAR Manager is not running.
Action
Start the LPAR Manager, and then try
again.

KASV50547

You cannot edit settings when Cause
the LPAR status is unknown. Action
Refresh the blade information so that
you can verify the LPAR status, and
then try again.

KASV50548

You cannot delete an LPAR in Cause
an Activated state.
Action
Deactivate the LPAR, and then try
again.

KASV50549

KASV50550

KASV50551

Some of settings might be
applied; however the setting
task will fail when you
attempt to modify the
settings of an LPAR in
Activated status.

Cause

The target LPAR Manager has
LPARs in Activated status.
Some of settings might be
applied; however the setting
task will fail when you modify
the settings of the target.

Cause

Deploying a master image
overwrites the OS on the
target LPAR. Do you want to
continue?

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

Action
-

KASV50552

Unable to run the Logical
Partitioning action on the
blade.

Cause
The model of the selected blade is not
supported for Logical Partitioning
operations.
Action
Select a supported blade.
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Message ID
KASV50553

Message Text
No blade is selected, or the
selected blade is already
licensed.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV50554

To manage LPAR Managers
and LPARs, register the
Logical Partitioning Manager
plug-in license.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50555

The virtual NIC settings are
Cause
cleared when you change the number of shared NICs.
Action
The virtual NIC settings must be
restored after finishing this action. Use
the Edit Virtual NIC button to modify
the virtual NIC settings as necessary.

KASV50556

KASV50557

Unable to continueprocessing
because the number of
selected resource_type
exceeds the registered
license capacity.

Cause

Unable to delete LPARs
because the LPAR Manager
which provides the LPARs is
not running.

Cause

Action
Select up to the maximum number of
resource_type allowed by the existing
license.
Action
Start the specified LPAR-Manager name, and then try again.

KASV50558

The settings were not
updated because no settings
were modified.

Cause
Action
Change the settings, and then try
again.

KASV50559

An LPAR cold migration
Cause
cannot be run for the selected LPAR in activated status.
Action
Run an LPAR migration with the LPAR in
activated state, or run an LPAR cold
migration after deactivating the LPAR.

KASV50560

An LPAR migration without
downtime cannot be run for
the selected LPAR in
deactivated status.

Cause
Action
Run an LPAR cold migration with the
LPAR in deactivated state, or run an
LPAR cold migration without downtime
after activating the LPAR.
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Message ID
KASV50561

Message Text
Unable to run LPAR migration
task for the selected LPAR.
(Migration status=migrationstatus)

Description
Cause
The target LPAR is being migrated, or
the status of the specified LPAR is not
Recovery Required.
Action
If an LPAR migration task is running,
wait for the task to finish. If the status
of the LPAR is Migration Required, run
a Recover by using the Failed Migration
task.

KASV50562

KASV50563

The specified LPAR is a
licensed resource of
Deployment Manager. When
you delete the LPARs, you
must delete the LPARs from
the licensed resource list.

Cause

No criteria or LPARs are
specified.

Cause

Action
-

Action
Specify a criteria or an LPAR.

KASV50564

Unable to complete an
operation for the specified
LPAR Manager.

Cause
The selected blade is not enabled with
LPAR Manager.
Action
To perform an LPAR Manager
operation, enable LPAR Manager on the
blade.

KASV50565

Unable to run the LPAR
Manager operation.

Cause
The selected blade is not registered as
a logical partitioning licensed resource.
Action
Add the blade as a licensed logical
partition resource, and then try again.

KASV50566

Unable to run LPAR Migration Cause
or LPAR Migration
The selected blade is not registered as
Compatibility Verification on a logical partitioning licensed resource.
the selected LPAR Manager.
Action
Add the blade as a licensed logical
partition resource, and then try again.

KASV50567

You cannot set the number of Cause
logical processors to a value greater than the number of
Action
physical processors.
Select a number of logical processors
equal to less than the number of
physical processors.
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Message ID
KASV50569

Message Text

Description

Unable to power off the LPAR Cause
Manager.
The LPAR Manager is not running.
Action
-

KASV50570

Unable to allocate resourcename to the specified LPAR.
(LPAR No=LPAR-number)

Cause
The Logical Partitioning Manager has
insufficient available resources.
Action
Verify the available resources on the
Logical Partitioning Manager.

KASV50571

The VNIC System No.
system-number is already
used by another LPAR
Manager LPAR-Manager-ID.

Cause
If the same VNIC System number is
used, the MAC address of VNIC must
be the same.
Action
If the MAC addresses are different, set
different VNIC System numbers.

KASV50572

The specified LPAR Manager
ID (LPAR-Manager-ID) has
already been used.

Cause
Action
Specify a different LPAR Manager ID.

KASV50573

KASV50574

KASV50575

A host is associated with the
blade. If Logical Partitioning
is enabled, the association
between the host and the
blade is removed.

Cause

An LPAR is associated with
the blade. If Logical
Partitioning is disabled, the
association between the host,
the LPAR, and the blade is
removed.

Cause

The specified Deployment
Template has been deleted.

Cause

Action
If the host is unnecessary, remove it. If
the host is necessary, specify another
blade for logical partitioning.
Action
If the host is unnecessary, remove it. If
the host is necessary, specify another
blade.
Action
Specify a different Deployment
Template, and then try again.

KASV50576

Unable to create a CPU
group.

Cause
The number of CPU groups has
exceeded the maximum limit for the
specified LPAR Manager.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV50577

KASV50578

Message Text

Description

The MAC address (MACaddress) is being used by
another LPAR. Running LPARs
with the same MAC address
might cause network
problems.

Cause

CPU Group0 cannot be
deleted.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

KASV50579

KASV50581

The default CPU group is
Group 0. When a physical
CPU in a CPU group is
unchecked, it is moved to
Group 0.

Cause
Action
-

The selected blade cannot be Cause
found.
The specified blade might have been
moved, deleted, or unmanaged.
Action
Refresh the blade information, and
verify that the LPAR Manager exists
and is a managed resource.

KASV50582

The specified group name
already exists. (Group
Name=group-name)

Cause
Action
Specify a different group name.

KASV50583

The IP address (IP-address)
has already been used.

Cause
Action
Specify a different IP address.

KASV50584

Unable to run an LPAR
Migration task.

Cause
The source and destination LPAR
Manager types do not match.
Action
Select a destination blade that has the
same type as the source blade in the
"Server Name" column.

KASV50585

The USB device cannot be
Cause
assigned to the LPAR because the LPAR is in deactivated
Action
state.
Activate the LPAR, and assign the USB
device.

KASV50587

Resources with an "invalid"
status cannot be added as
target resources.

Cause
Action
Select only "valid" resources.
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Message ID
KASV50588

Message Text
No CPU group is assigned to
the LPAR.

Description
Cause
Action
Assign a CPU group to the LPAR, and
then try again.

KASV50589

Unable to add a VNIC to the
LPAR.

Cause
Action
The LPAR already has reached the
maximum number of VNICs.

KASV50590

KASV50591

You cannot remove these
resources. The selected
servers include LPARs that
are managed as Deployment
Manager licensed resources.

Cause
Action
Remove these resources from the list
of licensed Deployment Manager
resources, and then try again

The data cannot be exported Cause
because the amount of data is too large.
Action
Select a shorter date range or purge
old data manually.

KASV50592

Performing a system-level
Cause
restore overwrites the OS on the target LPAR. Do you want
Action
to continue?
-

KASV50593

An LPAR that does not have a
shared or virtual NIC
assigned cannot be created
by using the LPAR creation
wizard.

KASV50595
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Cause
Action
Assign a shared or virtual NIC to the
target LPAR by using either of the
following methods:
•

Increase the number of the Shared
NIC Segments, and then assign a
shared NIC.

•

Increase the number of the Virtual
NIC Segments, and then assign a
virtual NIC.

Automated Standby Blade
Cause
Health Check tasks cannot be rescheduled using the
Action
Reschedule Tasks dialog.
To reschedule an Automated Standby
Blade Health Check task, reconfigure
the automated standby blade health
check task using the Set up N+M Cold
Standby Group screen.
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Message ID
KASV50596

KASV50597

KASV50598

Message Text

Description

When the N+M cold standby
group settings are modified,
the automated standby blade
health check task associated
with the group is renamed.

Cause

Note that the status of the
automated standby blade
health check task in the N+M
cold standby group settings
remains Enabled when the
task is deleted.

Cause

No e-mail notification will be
sent when a fail over to
standby blade occurs.

Cause

Action
Action
-

The System account is not set up with
an e-mail address.
Action
Set an e-mail address for the System
account to receive e-mail notifications.

KASV50599

Note that the status of the
automated standby blade
health check task in the N+M
cold standby group settings
remains Enabled when the
task is canceled.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50600 - KASV50699
The following table describes HCSM user interface messages, which are
numbered KASV50600 - KASV50699.
Message ID
KASV50600

Message Text
The task cannot be run.

Description
Cause
The specified start date and time or
end date and time is invalid.
Action
Specify a valid start date and time and
end date and time, and try again.

KASV50601

To discover Windows hosts,
enable WinRM on the target
hosts.

Cause
Action
-

KASV50604

The target resource was not
found.

Cause
Action
Verify that the resource is not deleted
or unmanaged.
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Message ID
KASV50605

Message Text
Plug-in licenses must be
registered for monitoring
Plug-in name using the
dashboard.

Description
Cause
Action
-

KASV50606

Task completion may take 30 Cause
minutes or more because the task includes starting the
Action
LPAR Manager.
-

KASV50607

The details of the selected
task cannot be referenced.
(task =Task_Name)

Cause
The user did not register the task, and
is not assigned the All Resources role.
Action
-

KASV50608

The selected task cannot run. Cause
The user did not register the task.
Action
Ask the user who registered the task or
a user who is assigned the Admin role
for all resources to run the task.

KASV50609

VMM Web Client failed to
launch.

Cause
The VMM setting is not set or a
connection to the specified VMM cannot
be established.
Action
Contact the system administrator.

KASV50610

There is a Resource_Type
Cause
resource that will be affected A resource that was not previously
by this operation.
affected will now be affected by this
role.
Action
Ensure that you continue, or contact
the system administrator to confirm
that the role is appropriate for this
resource type.

KASV50611

The specified user group was Cause
not found.
The user group might have been
deleted.
Action
Verify that the user group still exists or
choose an existing user group, and
then retry deletion.

KASV50612

If you decrease a user's
permission, tasks previously
registered by the user might
fail.

Cause
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV50613

Message Text
Unable to change settings.

Description
Cause
Compute Systems Manager does not
support changing VF NIC settings.
Action
-

KASV50614

Because the USB is a
Cause
dedicated allocation, the auto assignment setting cannot be
Action
modified.
Select USB in Exclusive Shared mode.

KASV50615

This group cannot be moved. Cause
The logical group was created by the
system.
Action
Choose a different logical group that is
created by a user.

KASV50616

KASV50617

KASV50618

A dedicated USB cannot be
assigned to the LPAR by using
an Assign action. You must
deactivate the LPAR which
has the actual assignment of
the dedicated USB.

Cause
Action
To resolve this issue:
•

Deactivate the LPAR to which the
USB is assigned.

•

Deactivate the LPAR to which you
want to assign the USB, assign the
USB, and then activate the LPAR.

The dedicated USB
assignment cannot be
removed from the LPAR by
using an Unassign action. You
must deactivate the LPAR to
which the USB is assigned.

Cause

The server cannot be added
to the profile.

Cause

Action
Deactivate the LPAR to which the USB
is assigned.
Action
Select a server marked as "OK" in the
Selectable column.

KASV50619

A remote KVM session cannot Cause
be established.
Action
Start Element Manager, and then
establish a remote KVM session.
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Message ID
KASV50620

Message Text
The firmware cannot be
updated.

Description
Cause
Files that cannot be applied are
selected.
Action
Verify that the firmware file name is the
one described in the firmware
documentation, and then try again.

KASV50621

KASV50622

The CSV file includes IPv6
addresses that use an invalid
format or invalid characters.
The total number of ignored
lines = Line_no.

Cause

Failed to read IPv6
addresses.

Cause

Action
There are no valid IPv6 addresses in
the CSV file.
Action
-

KASV50623

More than 1024 IP addresses Cause
are selected.
Action
Specify up to 1024 IP addresses.

KASV50624

KASV50626

KASV50627

The total number of IP
addresses already registered
and included in the CSV file
exceeds 2048. The first
Number_of_Addresses
addresses in the CSV file
were accepted, but the other
IP addresses were ignored.

Cause

The process of deleting old
alerts starts immediately
when the stored alerts
exceed the user-defined
maximum number. The
deletion may take a while.

Cause

Failed to read the specified
CSV file.

Cause

Action
-

Action
-

This issue is caused by one of the
following reasons:
•

The specified file is not found.

•

The file size is too large.

•

The process cannot access the file.

Action
Ensure that the file exists, the file size
does not exceed 100KB, and you have
the required permissions to access the
file. Then try again.
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Message ID
KASV50628

Message Text
The LPAR settings cannot be
modified because Guest
NUMA is enabled on this
LPAR.

Description
Cause
Action
HCSM cannot modify memory settings
of an LPAR with Guest NUMA enabled.
Use the LPAR Manager screen to
modify the memory settings.

KASV50629

This LPAR cannot be
activated because of the
current LPAR settings.

Cause
Action
To activate an LPAR with Guest-NUMA
configuration, the CPU allocation must
be set to dedicated, and each logical
CPU must use an explicitly set physical
CPU number.

KASV50630

Alerts issued by resources to Cause
which the Role name role is
not assigned were excluded
Action
from the deletion targets.
Verify that the required role for the
resource is assigned to the user groups
to which the user who requested the
deletion belongs, and then try again.

KASV50631

Unable to delete the specified Cause
alerts.
The Role name role is not assigned to
the resources that issued the alerts.
Action
Verify that the required role for the
resource is assigned to the user groups
to which the user who requested the
deletion belongs, and then try again.

KASV50632

KASV50633

An LPAR without a shared or
virtual NIC cannot be
configured by using the Edit
LPAR Virtual NIC Settings
screen.

Cause
Action
Assign a shared or virtual NIC to the
target LPAR by clicking the Add
Virtual NIC button.

Only logical groups created
Cause
by the system can be placed under Private Logical Groups.
Action
Select a different destination.
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Message ID
KASV50636

Message Text
A timeout occurred while
running the command.

Description
Cause
This issue is caused by one of the
following:
•

The management target host is
temporarily busy.

•

The configuration for using a nonroot user is not correct.

•

The login attempt was made to a
non-Linux/Solaris host using the
Linux/Solaris credentials.

•

The software package installed on
the management target host is
insufficient.

Action
To resolve this issue:

KASV50638

KASV50640

Line no of the imported CSV
lines was ignored because an
IPv4-mapped address, an
IPv4 compatible address, or
an undefined address is
included.

•

Try running the command again.

•

When you use credentials from a
non-root user, verify that the
command configuration for the
user (sudo for Linux and pfexec for
Solaris) is correct.

•

Confirm that the specified target is
running Linux/Solaris. If the host is
not a Linux/Solaris target, no
action is required.

•

Install the required software
packages on the target host by
referring to the Release Notes.

Cause
Action
-

The specified resource group Cause
does not exist.
The resource group might have been
deleted.
Action
Verify that the resource group has not
been deleted.
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14
Messages IDs beginning with
KASV70000-KASV72999
Messages IDs that begin with KASV70000 - KASV70099 provide information
related to HCSM installation.
For information on messages without the KASV prefix, please refer to the
Hitachi Command Suite Messages.

□

KASV70000 - KASV70999

□

KASV71000 - KASV71099

□

KASV71200 - KASV71299

□

KASV72000 - KASV72099

□

KASV72100 - KASV72199

□

KASV72300 - KASV72399
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KASV70000 - KASV70999
The following table describes HCSM user interface messages, which are
numbered KASV70000 - KASV70099.
Message ID
KASV70305

Message Text

Description

Hitachi Command Suite
Cause
services must stop during the installation.Continue? (y/n):
Action
-

KASV70306

Hitachi Command Suite
Cause
services must stop during the removal.Continue? (y/n):
Action
-

KASV70309

Installation was canceled.

Cause
Action
-

KASV70310

Removal was canceled.

Cause
Action
-

KASV71000 - KASV71099
The following table describes HCSM user interface messages, which are
numbered KASV71000 - KASV71099.
Message ID
KASV71001

KASV71009

Message Text

Description

An attempt to stop the
Hitachi Command Suite
services failed. Stopping the
services may be delayed.Type
y to retry to stop the Hitachi
Command Suite services, or
n to cancel.(y/n):

Cause

The installer cannot start
because there is not enough
temporary space. Ensure that
the system meets the free
space requirement.

Cause

Directory: directory,
Required: required-spaceMB

Stopping the services may be delayed.
Action
Type y to retry to stop the Hitachi
Command Suite services, or n to
cancel.
There is not enough temporary space.
Action
Refer to the Release Notes to ensure
that the system meets the free space
requirements.

Available: free-spaceMB
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Message ID
KASV71010

Message Text
The removal cannot start
because there is not enough
temporary space.
Directory: directory,
Required: required-spaceMB
Available: free-spaceMB

Description
Cause
There is not enough temporary space.
Action
Refer to the Release Notes to ensure
that the system meets the free space
requirements.

KASV71200 - KASV71299
The following table describes HCSM user interface messages, which are
numbered KASV71200 - KASV71299.
Message ID
KASV71201

Message Text
The entered value is invalid.
Type y to re-enter or n to
cancel.(y/n):

Description
Cause
The entered value is invalid.
Action
Type y to re-enter or n to cancel.

KASV71202

The entered value is invalid.
Type y to re-enter, n to
cancel, or e to edit.(y/n/e):

Cause
The entered value is invalid.
Action
Type y to re-enter, n to cancel, or e to
edit.

KASV71203

The entered value is invalid.
Returning to the setting
information screen.

Cause
The entered value is invalid.
Action
-

KASV71204

An invalid value was entered
3 times in row. Returning to
the setting information
screen.

Cause
An invalid value was entered 3 times in
row.
Action
-

KASV71206

The entered value is invalid. Cause
Type i to ignore or c to edit.(i/ The entered value is invalid.
c):
Action
Type i to ignore or c to edit.

KASV71207

The entered value is invalid. Cause
Type r to recheck, i to ignore, The entered value is invalid.
or c to edit.(r/i/c):
Action
The entered value is invalid. Type r to
recheck, i to ignore, or c to edit.

KASV71208

The entered port number is
invalid. Type e to re-enter or
n to cancel.(e/n):

Cause
The entered port number is invalid.
Action
Type e to re-enter or n to cancel.
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Message ID
KASV71209

Message Text
The entered port number is
invalid. Enter a value
between 1 and 65535.

Description
Cause
The entered port number is invalid.
Action
Enter a value between 1 and 65535.

KASV72000 - KASV72099
The following table describes HCSM user interface messages, which are
numbered KASV72000 - KASV72099.
Message ID
KASV72006

Message Text
The specified directory
cannot be used as the
installation directory.

Description
Cause
The specified directory cannot be used
as the installation directory.

Specify another directory.
Action
Note that any of the following
Specify another directory noting the
directories cannot be
exceptions listed in the message.
specified:

KASV72008

•

/usr

•

/usr/local

•

/var

•

root directory (/)

The database file path
Cause
contains an invalid character. The database file path contains an
Specify a database file path
invalid character.
using the following
Action
characters:
Specify a file path using the following
A-Z a-z 0-9 _ /
characters:
A-Z a-z 0-9 _ /

KASV72010

The installation file path
Cause
contains an invalid character. The installation file path contains an
Specify an installation file
invalid character.
path using the following
Action
characters:
Specify a file path using the following
A-Z a-z 0-9 _ /
characters:
A-Z a-z 0-9 _ /

KASV72023

The backup file path contains Cause
an invalid character. Specify a The backup file path contains an invalid
backup file path using the
character.
following characters:
Action
A-Z a-z 0-9 _ /
Specify a file path using the following
characters:
A-Z a-z 0-9 _ /
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Message ID
KASV72024

KASV72025

KASV72026

Message Text

Description

The following kernel
parameters are smaller than
the minimum requirement.

Cause

Setting-Information

Action

Action to take

Set adequate kernel parameters
referring to the procedure described in
the message.

The following shell limits are
smaller than the minimum
requirement.

Cause

Setting-Information

Action

Action to take

Set adequate shell limits referring to
the procedure described in the
message.

The kernel parameters are smaller than
the minimum value.

The shell limits are smaller than the
minimum value.

The backup file path contains Cause
an invalid character.
The backup file path contains an invalid
Specify a mount path using
character.
the following characters:
Action
A-Z a-z 0-9 _ /

Specify a mount path using the
following characters:
A-Z a-z 0-9 _ /

KASV72100 - KASV72199
The following table describes HCSM user interface messages, which are
numbered KASV72100 - KASV72199.
Message ID
KASV72101

Message Text
A non-root user cannot
perform an installation.

Description
Cause
A non-root user cannot perform
installation.
Action
Log in as root, and then restart the
installation program.

KASV72102

A non-root user cannot
perform a removal.

Cause
A non-root user cannot perform
removal.
Action
Log in as root, and then start the
removal program.

KASV72103

Hitachi Command Suite
cannot be installed on this OS
version. Refer to the Release
Note to verify the supported
OS versions for the Hitachi
Command Suite.

Cause
Hitachi Command Suite cannot be
installed on this OS version.
Action
Refer to the Release Note to verify the
supported OS versions for the Hitachi
Command Suite.
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Message ID
KASV72104

Message Text
The executed installer is
dedicated to OS name or
Architecture name.

Description
Cause
The OS or architecture of the
installation target is not supported by
this installer.
Action
Refer to the Release Note to verify the
supported OS and architecture for the
Hitachi Command Suite.

KASV72106

There is no installed JDK that
meets the software
requirement of the Hitachi
Command Suite.

Cause
There is no installed JDK that meets
the software requirement of the Hitachi
Command Suite.
Action
Install the required JDK version.

KASV72107

A file in the installation media Cause
cannot run.
The media might have been mounted
with the mount command noexec
option.
Action
Mount the media again without using
the noexec option.

KASV72108

A file in the installation media Cause
cannot run.
The installation media may be
damaged.
Action
To determine the cause and resolve the
problem, a detailed investigation is
required. Collect the relevant
maintenance information, and then
contact customer support.

KASV72109

The file filename, required
for installation, cannot be
read.

Cause
The cause might be one of the
following:
•

The files on the installation media
are damaged.

•

The mount point contains a invalid
character other than one-byte
alphanumeric characters or "_".

Action
Verify that the mount point does not
contain invalid characters. If the
problem still persists, a detailed
investigation is required. Collect the
relevant maintenance information, and
then contact customer support.
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Message ID
KASV72111

Message Text

Description

The file /usr/bin/perl is not Cause
found. Install the Perl
The file /usr/bin/perl is not found.
package.
Action
Install the Perl package.

KASV72112

The file hinstsetup.tar,
required for installation,
cannot be read.

Cause
The cause might be one of the
following:
•

The files on the installation media
are damaged.

•

The mount point contains a invalid
character other than one-byte
alphanumeric characters or "_".

Action
Verify that the mount point does not
contain invalid characters other than
one-byte alphanumeric characters or
"_". If the problem persists, a detailed
investigation is required. Collect the
relevant maintenance information, and
then contact customer support.
KASV72114

Installation cannot run
because a removal of
Compute Systems Manager is
already running.

Cause
Installation cannot run because a
removal of Compute Systems Manager
is already running.
Action
Complete the removal, and then
perform the installation again.

KASV72115

Another instance of HCSM
installer is already running.

Cause
Another instance of the HCSM installer
is already running.
Action
Complete the current installation, and
then run the installation again.

KASV72116

A removal cannot run in the
current directory currentdirectory.

Cause
The current directory is not /root.
Action
Change the current directory to /root,
and then start the removal again.

KASV72117

Another removal of the HCSM Cause
installer is already running.
Another removal of the HCSM installer
is already running.
Action
-
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Message ID
KASV72118

Message Text
Removal cannot run because
an installation of Compute
Systems Manager is already
running.

Description
Cause
Removal cannot run because an
installation of Compute Systems
Manager is already running.
Action
Complete the installation, and then run
the removal again.

KASV72119

Installation will be canceled
Cause
because the /tmp directory is The /tmp directory is not found.
not found.
Action
Create a /tmp directory, and then start
the installation again.

KASV72120

Removal will be canceled
Cause
because the /tmp directory is The /tmp directory is not found.
not found.
Action
Create a /tmp directory, and then try
the removal again.

KASV72300 - KASV72399
The following table describes HCSM user interface messages, which are
numbered KASV72300 - KASV72399.
Message ID
KASV72309

Message Text

Description

The HiRDB service cannot be Cause
started.
The HiRDB service cannot be started.
Action
A detailed investigation is required.
Collect the relevant maintenance
information, and then contact
customer support.

KASV72316

An attempt to execute the
command-name command
failed.

Cause
An attempt to execute the command
failed.
Action
Collect the relevant maintenance
information, and then contact
customer support.
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15
Alerts
HCSM generates alerts for various events including installation, ongoing
tasks, and system errors. You can use the information provided in the
message to obtain system status or to troubleshooting system issues.
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15–1

15–2

Alert ID

Level

Message

0x0000

Information

0x0001

Warning

0x0002

Error

0x0010

Error

Error level SNMP trap
has occurred in the
driver of the host.

0x0011

Warning

Warning level SNMP
trap has occurred in
the driver of the host.

0x0012

Error

Status where the
driver of the host
cannot be used.

0x0300

Error

Error level SNMP trap
has occurred in the
service of the host.

0x0301

Warning

Warning level SNMP
trap has occurred in
the service of the
host.

0x0302

Error

Startup of service of
the host has failed.

0x0303

Error

Service of the host
has unexpectedly
stopped.

0x0600

Error

Error level SNMP trap
has occurred in the
hypervisor.

0x0601

Warning

Warning level SNMP
trap has occurred in
the hypervisor.

0x0700

Error

Error level SNMP trap
has occurred in virtual
machine.

0x0701

Warning

Warning level SNMP
trap has occurred in
the virtual machine.

Action

SNMP trap is received Address the
from the host.
problem
according to
Warning level SNMP
information
trap has occurred in
provided by OS or
the host.
driver vendors.
Error level SNMP trap
has occurred in the
host.
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Note
If needed, you
can modify the
alert text and
settings for these
alerts.

Alert ID

Level

Message

0x1000

Error

CPU Load exceeded
the error threshold
specified in HCSM.

0x1001

Warning

CPU Load exceeded
the warning threshold
specified in HCSM.

0x1010

Error

Memory Usage
exceeded the error
threshold specified in
HCSM.

0x1011

Warning

Memory Usage
exceeded the warning
threshold specified in
HCSM.

0x1020

Error

Disk Usage exceeded
the error threshold
specified in HCSM.

0x1021

Warning

Disk Usage exceeded
the warning threshold
specified in HCSM.

0x1030

Error

Disk Load exceeded
the error threshold
specified in HCSM.

0x1031

Warning

Disk Load exceeded
the warning threshold
specified in HCSM.

0x1032

Error

Disk Queue Length
exceeded the error
threshold specified in
HCSM.

0x1033

Warning

Disk Queue Length
exceeded the warning
threshold specified in
HCSM.

0x1040

Error

Network packets
exceeded the error
threshold specified in
HCSM.

0x1041

Warning

Network packets
exceeded the warning
threshold specified in
HCSM.

Action

Note

Review the
performance
information and
address any
issues.
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Alert ID

15–4

Level

Message

Action

0x1100

Warning

N+M Cold Standby
cannot run because
the blade
configuration
information has
changed. To recover,
address the blade
status issues for the
active and standby
blades in the N+M
cold standby group.

Address the blade
status issues for
the active and
standby blades in
the N+M cold
standby group.

0x1200

Error

An unknown alert
occurred.
(Maintenance
information:Maintena
nce information)

Verify that the
current HCSM
version supports
the managed
server model, and
if not, upgrade
HCSM to the a
version that
supports the
model.
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Note

Glossary
This glossary defines the special terms used in this document. Click the
desired letter at the bottom of every glossary page to display the glossary
entries that start with that letter.

A
active blade server
A server that is actively running your applications. When using the N+M
cold standby feature for redundancy, the running server is referred to as
an active server and the failover server is referred to as the standby
server.

alert
A notification that a certain event has occurred. Alerts are triggered
when errors or failures occur on a component of a managed resource, or
when thresholds are exceeded.

B
base DN
The starting point in the active directory hierarchy at which your
searches begin.

C
certificate
Refers to a digital certificate used with SSL. The browser examines the
certificate and determines whether it is authentic before allowing
communication.
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certificate signing request
A message that is sent from an applicant to a certification authority to
apply for a digital identity certificate.

chassis
A housing in which blades and other various shared electronic
components are mounted.

CLI
Command Line Interface

CSV
comma-separated values

D
daemon
A Linux program that runs in the background.

device (dev or DEV)
A physical or logical unit with a specific function.

discovery
A process that finds and identifies network objects. For example,
discovery may find and identify all hosts within a specified IP address
range.

Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM)
A Microsoft Windows interface in which client programs can request
services from other network computers.

Domain Name System (DNS)
A hierarchical distributed naming system for computers.

F
FC
Fibre Channel

Fibre Channel Information Tool (fcinfo)
A tool used on Microsoft Windows servers that enables remote gathering
of Fibre Channel information for servers connected to SAN storage.
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G
GUI
graphical user interface

H
HBA
See host bus adapter.

host bus adapter
One or more dedicated adapter cards that are installed in a host, have
unique WWN addresses, and provide Fibre Channel I/O connectivity to
storage systems, typically through Fibre Channel switches. Unlike
general-purpose Ethernet adapters, which handle a multitude of
network protocols, host bus adapters are dedicated to high-speed block
transfers for optimized I/O performance.

hypervisor
Software that enables multiple guest operating systems (virtual
machines) to run concurrently on a single physical host computer. Each
operating system runs independently, but the hypervisor controls the
host processor and resources.

I
inventory
Information about managed resources, such as operating system
version, hardware status, and IP address.

IPMI
Intelligent Platform Management Interface

J
Java heap dump
A record of all live Java objects and classes that is used for
troubleshooting diagnostics.

Java thread
A Java program's path of execution.

JDK
Java Development Kit
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K
key password
Unlocks the private keys stored in the keystore.

keystore
A keystore contains private keys and certificates with corresponding
public keys that are used for secure SSL communications.

L
LID
Location identifier lamp. The LID on a blade or chassis can be remotely
controlled by using HCSM to aid in locating a managed resource in a data
center.

lights-out management (LOM)
Provides remote management of discovered hosts by connecting to a
host's management interface from the HCSM management client.

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server
A server that provides distributed directory service such as user account
information.

logical group
A user-defined collection of managed resources, grouped together by
installation location, organization, or use.

M
managed resource
Any system, such as a host, chassis, or server, managed by HCSM.

management client
A computer used to operate a graphical user interface client or a
command-line interface client.

management information base (MIB)
A virtual database of objects that can be monitored by a network
management system. SNMP uses standardized MIBs that allow any
SNMP-based tool to monitor any device defined by a MIB file.
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management module
A component installed in a chassis that controls the blades and other
various shared electronic components.

management target
Any system, such as hosts, servers, or chassis, within an IP address
range that is targeted to be managed by a software application.

N
N+M cold standby
A failover mechanism for servers that increases availability. With N+M
cold-standby, "N" servers are active and running your applications, and
"M" servers are on standby, powered-off and not consuming data center
resources. If a failure occurs on a running blade server, the software
detects the failure and automatically replaces the failed blade with a
standby blade.

O
object identifier (OID)
OIDs uniquely identify managed objects. SNMP traps can be
distinguished from each other because they have a unique OID.

P
performance profile
A user-defined set of performance metrics and data collection interval
settings used to collect and analyze managed host performance data.

power profile
A user-defined set of performance metrics and data collection interval
settings used to collect and analyze chassis power consumption data.

private key
An encryption/decryption key known only to the party or parties that
exchange secure communication.

properties files
A file that defines aspects of the operating environment. The operating
environment can be modified by changing the appropriate properties
file.
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R
Remote Method Invocation (RMI) request
A request to invoke a program on a remote computer.

root
A Linux user account that has access to all commands and files.

S
SAN
storage area network. A network of shared storage devices that contain
disks for storing data.

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
A common protocol for managing the security of message transmission
over the Internet.
Two SSL-enabled peers use their private and public keys to establish a
secure communication session, with each peer encrypting transmitted
data with a randomly generated and agreed-upon symmetric key.

self-signed certificate
A digital identity certificate signed by the person who created it, rather
than a trusted certificate authority.

SNMP
Simple Network Management Protocol

SNMP trap
An event generated by an SNMP agent from the managed resource that
communicates an event, such as an error or failure.

SRV (service) record
A specification of data in DNS for defining the location (host name and
port number) of servers or services.

SSH (secure shell)
A network protocol for secure data communication.

standby blade server
A server that remains powered-off until it is required to replace another
server on which a failure occurs. When using the N+M cold-standby
feature for redundancy, the running server is referred to as an active
server, and the failover server is referred to as the standby server.
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su command
The su command changes user credentials on a Linux system to those
of the root user or to the user specified by the Name parameter, and
then initiates a new session.

sudo command
The sudo (superuser do) command allows a system administrator to
change user credentials on a Linux system to those of the root user or
to the user specified by the Name parameter, and then initiates a new
session. The session is usually limited and all actions are recorded in a
log.

T
threshold
A user-defined limit that triggers an alert when reached or exceeded.

transport Layer security (TLS)
Transport layer security (TLS) and its predecessor, secure sockets layer
(SSL), are cryptographic protocols that provide communication security
over the internet.

truststore
A truststore contains public keys in the form of trusted third-party
certificates, such as those from a certificate authority (CA) or from
another party with which you must set up secure SSL communication.

truststore file
A key database file that contains public keys for a trusted entity.

U
User Access Control (UAC)
Management of user accounts in Windows Server 2008.

V
virtual machine
One instance of an operating system along with one or more applications
running in an isolated partition within the computer. A VM enables
different operating systems to run in the same computer at the same
time as well as prevents applications from interfering with each other.
All virtual machines run simultaneously.
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virtual machine manager (VMM)
Software that manages hypervisors and the associated virtual machines
(for the fundamental concept, see virtual machine). VMMs can manage
multiple hypervisors and all virtual machines running on the hypervisor.
VMMs can create virtual machines, change virtual machine
configuration, and migrate virtual machines to a different hypervisor.

W
wake-on-LAN (WOL)
An ethernet computer networking standard that allows a computer or
server to be turned on or awakened from a remote location by a network
message.

Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI)
A method for managing Windows devices, for example, to connect to
Windows hosts.
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